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The research program of the Computer Science Department

can perhaps be best summarized in terms of its research projects.

The chart on the following page lists the projects and the participa-

tion by faculty and students. The sections following the chart pro-

vide descriptions of the individual projects,

There are a number of projects in other schools or depart-

ments which are making significant contributions to computer science;

and these add to the total computer environment. Descriptions of a

few of these projects are also included with this report. This list

of projects outside of Computer Science does not purport to be complete

or even representative.

The Publications Committee of the Computer Science Department

has undertaken a project to compile a comprehensive bibliography of re-

search reports prepared by its faculty and graduated students. This

is a constantly changing file stored as file &K608.BIBLIOG~HY ON

SYS13 of the Computation Center's Campus Facility.
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RESEARCH PROJECTS OFTHECOMPUTER  SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
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F. Dorr
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R. Wilson

E.  Ashcroft
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A .  Biermann
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R. Engelmore
A. Kay
B. Buchanan

,

M. Hueckel
0. Luckham

Number of Grad-
uate Research
Assistant(s) (1)
Computer
SC ience Dept.

7 16 3 3 2 7 2 1 2 1
Supported from _
Other Dept.

3. 1 1 2 5

Fellows and
outside Sup-
port

3 8 3
Working on

3
Project

(1) Some graduate students are teaching assistants, and some are not yet associated with a research project.

(‘2) Professor Dantzig holds a joint appointment in Computer Science and Operations Research; these research projects are administratively in the latter department.

(3) On leave 1970-1971 academic year.
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NUmRICAL ANALYSIS RESEARCH

The major computer science research projects under way in numerical

analysis are supported by the Office of Naval Research, the National

Science Foundation, and the Atomic Energy Commission. Professor George

Forsythe is the Principal Investigator of the ONR project, which has

been supported at Stanford for 12 years. Professor Forsythe and Professor

John G. Herriot are Principal Investigators of the project supported by

NSF. Professor Gene Golub is Principal Investigator of the AEC project,

but during Golub's sabbatical Forsythe is acting for him. Some of

Professor George Dantzig's work is closely related, but is separately

described under "Operations Research" below.

These existing projects provide modest funds to bring visiting

faculty to Stanford for periods of up to one year.

Statements of the purpose of the research and a listing of the

research areas of the three projects follow.

Office of Naval Research

Purpose of project: The project has the purpose of conducting research

to increase the effectiveness with which automatic digital computers are

used to solve contemporary scientific and technological problems of a

mathematical nature. This includes the invention, criticism, and particularly

the mathematical analysis of algorithms for numerical computation. In

the future it will deal in growing amounts also with algorithms for

symbolic computation that enters mathematical problems. It will also



include a study of on-line man-machine interaction in the solution of

mathematical problems.

Research areas: Research projects are selected from the following

areas:

1.

2.

3.

4.

* 5.

6.

7.

Analysis and computation methods for large, sparse matrices

Minimizing functions of many variables

Conversational mode of solving problems

Maintenance of scientific program libraries

Improving, certifying and recording algorithms

Round-off analysis

Solution of partial differential equations

National Science Foundation

Purpose of project: The project has purposes that differ very little

from those of the Office of Naval Research project. The problem areas now

being investigated include the solution of linear and nonlinear systems of

algebraic equations and partial differential equations, and linear and non-

linear least-squares problems.

Research areas: Research projects are mainly selected from the follow-

ing areas:

1. Analysis of large sparse matrices

2. Algorithms for least squares problems, including linear least

squares problems with inequality constraints, or with a quadratic

constraint, perturbation theory, exponential fitting, interactive

data fitting, and algorithms for large matrices

3. Solution of partial differential equaixions
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4. Minimizing functions of many variables

5. Conversational mode of solving problems

'6. Maintenance of scientific program libraries

70 Publication and evaluation of algorithms

Atomic Energy Commission

Purpose of project: Again, the general purposes of the AEC-

sponsored project are approximately the same as those of the projects

sponsored by the Office of Naval Research-and the National Science

Foundation. There is, however, less emphasis on differential equations

and more attention to problems of mathematical programming.

Research areas: Research projects are being selected from the- -

_ following areas:

1. Nonlinear least-squares problems

2. Statistical calculations

3. Construction of invariant subspaces

4. Improving the solution of linear systems

5* Perturbation theory in linear least-squares problems

6. Fitting of curves by sums of exponentials

7*- Least-squares algorithms for large matrices

Computation Center

A few of the faculty members in numerical analysis receive part of

their support from the Stanford Computation Center. This is in return for

consulting and leadership in the Center's scientific programming library.
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For years the Center has had good compilers and languages that were

dialects of Algol 60, and our library had been built around Algol.

With the departure of the IBM 709O in September 1967 and the Burroughs

B5503 in December 1967, the Center now has only System/360 computers.

Under OS/360 we have Fortran, including the Watfor computer, a very slow

PL/l compiler, and an extended Algol dialect called Algol W. Fortran,

PL/l and Algol W now provide for direct access input/output to disks,

the storage of precompiled programs, and linkage with machine-language

subroutines.

The situation is roughly this: many-of the world's best small

algorithms are published in Algol 60; the most versatile compiler language

for System/360 is Fortran; and IBM states that PL/l is the language of

I the future. The problem, then, is what language should a scientific

- programming library now deal with?

Despite the over-all uncertainty, we are continuing to develop and

collect useful algorithms. G. H. Golub and his students have been

particularly active in this, and are generally using Algol W as the

development language, while publishing in Algol 60 and translating to

Fortran. Some students under G. E. Forsythe are collecting Fortran

programs from Argonne National Laboratories and other sources, putting

them ondisk files of the 360767 aCCe66ible from the Wylbur console

system, making indexes, and creating much publicity about their existence. I

A number of translations to Fortran have also been made.

Our students are offering to consult for scientific computer users

at Stanford who have special problems. It requires a good deal of effort

to convince people to take the trouble to seek advice, and then one cannot

always help them!
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I. RECENT PUBLICATIONS

(a) Technical Reports

Technical
Report No.

, cs 119

cs 121

cs 122

CS 123

Cs 124

cs 128

cs 131

cs 133

cs 134 -

cs 137

cs 140

cs 14i

Cs 142

Title

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

ACCURATE BOUNDS FOR THE EIGENVALUES
OF THE LAPLACIAN AND APPLICATION$ TO
RHOMBICAL DOMAINS

HEURISTIC ANALYSIS OF NUMERICAL
VARIANTS OF THE GRAM-SCHMIDT ORTHO-
NORMALIZATION PROGRESS

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FOR A PROPOSED
DISTRIBUTION OF SMALL PRIME GAPS

MATRIX DECOMPOSITIONS AND STATIS-
TICAL CALCTJLATIONS

THE ME'THOD OF ODD/EVEN REDUCTION AND
FACTORIZATION WITH APPLICATION TO
POISSONS EQUATION

THE USE OF MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION
IN DATA-FITTING PROBLEMS

HANDBOOK SERIES LINEAR ALGEBRA
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION AND
LEAST SQUARES SOLUTIONS

LINEAR LEAST SQUARES AND QUADRATIC
PROGRAMMING

FIXED POINTS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

DESIGN - THEN AND NOW

BOUNDS FOR THE ERROR OF LINEAR SYSTEMS
OF EQUATIONS USING THE THEORY OF
MOMENTS

STATIONARY VALUES OF THE RATIO OF
QUADRATIC FORMS SUBJECT TO LINEAR
CONSTRAINTS

Author

G. Dantzig

C.B. Moler

W.C. Mitchell
D.L. McCraith

R. P. Brent

G.H. Golub

G.H. Golub

L.B. Smith

G.H. Golub
C. Reinsch

G.H. Golub
M.A. Saunders

P. Henrici

G.E. Forsythe

G. Dahlquist
S.C. Eisenstat
G.H. Golub

G.H. Golub
R. Underwood

Date

5 -15 -68

2 -19-69

2-24-69

2-28-69

s-10-69

April 69

March 69

MAY 69

my 69

JdY 69

September 69

October 69

November 69

(cont.)5



Author Date
Technical
Report No. Title

cs 143

cs 144

cs 145

cs 146

cs 147

cs 150

_ cs 151

CS 152

cs 153

cs 155 -

cs 157

THREE-STAGE VARIABLE-SHIFT ITERATIONS
FOR THE SOLUTION OF POLYNOMIAL EQUA-
TIONS WITH A POSTERIOR1 ERROR BOUNDS
FOR THE ZEROS

THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM OF A POSITIVE
DEFINITE QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL ON A
SPHERE ARE CONVEX FUNCTIONS OF THE
RADIUS

METHODS OF SEARCH FOR SOLVING POLYNOMIAL
EQUATIONS

ROUNDOFF ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE FAST
FOWIER TRANSFORM

PITFALLS IN COMPUTATION, OR ti A
MATH BOOK ISN'T ENOUGH

ELEMENTARY PROOF OF THE WIELANDT-
HOFFMAN THEOREM AND OF ITS GENERALIZA-
TION

ON THE PROPERTIES OF THE DERIVATIVES
OF THE SOLUTION OF LAPLACE'S EQUATION
AND THE ERRORS OF THE METHOD OF FINITE
DIFFERENCES FOR BOUNDARY VALUES IN C2

AND cl,1

RAPID COMPUTATION OF INTERPOLATION
FORMULAE AND MECHANICAL QUADRATURE
RULES

ERROR PROPAGATION BY USE OF INTER-
POLUTION FORMULAE AND QUADRATURE RUL;ES
WHICH ARE COMPUTED NUMERICALLY

THE METHOD OF ODD/EVEN REDUCTION AND
FACTORIZATION WITH APPLICATION TO
POISSON'S EQUATION, PART II

ALGORITHMS FOR MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

M.A. Jenkins

G.E. Forsythe

P. Henrici

G.U. Rmos

G.E. Forsythe

J.H. Wilkinson

E.A. Volkov

(G.E. Forsythe,
translator)

S. Gustafson

S. Gustafson

B.L. Buzbee
G.H. Golub
C.W. Nielson

R.P. Brent

August 69

JOY 1969

December 69

February 70

January 70

January 70

February 70

February 70

March 70

March 70
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(b) Printed Publications

Richard H. Bartels and Gene H. Golub, "The simplex method of linear
programning  using LU decomposition,' Comm. Assoc. Comput. Mach. Vol. 12
(1969), pp. 266-268.

George E. Forsythe, "Solving a quadratic equation on a computer,"
pp. 138-152 of COSRIMS and George Boehm (editors), THE MATHEMATICAL
SCIENCES, MIT Press, 1969.

George E. Forsythe, "Remarks on the paper by Dekker," pp. 49-51 of
Bruno Dejon and Peter Henrici (editors), CONSTRUCTIVE ASPECTS OF THE
FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF ALGEBRA, Wiley-Interscience, 1969.

George E. Forsythe, "What to do until the computer scientist comes,"
Amer. Math. Monthly, Vol. 75 (1968), pp. 454-462.

George E. Forsythe, "What is a satisfactory quadratic equation solver,"
pp. 51-61 of Bruno Dejon and Peter Henrici, op. cit.

George E. Forsythe, "Today's computational methods of linear algebra,"
pp. 106-132 of Anonymous, STUDIES IN NUMERICAL ANALYSIS I, Society for
Industrial and Applied Mathematics. Philadelphia, 1968. (Reprint of
earlier article.)

-G.E. Forsythe, "Design - then and now," The Digest Record of the ACM-
SIAM-IEEE 1969 Joint Conference on Mathematical and Computer Aids to
Design, Assoc. Comput. Machinery, 1969, pp. 2-10.

G.E. Forsythe and C.B. Moler, COMPUTER SOLUTION OF LINEAR ALGEBRAIC
SYSTEMS, Authorized Japanese translation, 1969.

G.E. Forsythe and C.B. Moler, COMPUTER SOLUTION OF LINEAR ALGEBRAIC
SYSTEMS, Unauthorized Russian translation, 1969.

George E. Forsythe and Wolfgang R. W&sow, FINITE-DIFFERENCE METHODS
FOR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, Authorized Japanese translation
in two volumes, 1968.

George E. Forsythe and Wolfgang R. Wasow, op. cit., Unauthorized
Russian translation, 1963. [Not previously reported.]

J. Alan George, "Review of Procgdures ALGOL en analyse numkrique,"
Math. Comput., Vol. 23 (1969), pp. 675-676.

Gene H. Golub and John H. Welsch, "Calculation of Gauss quadrature
rules," Math. Comput., Vol. 23 (1969), pp. 221-230.

Peter Henrici, "Methods of search for solving polynomial equations,"
J. Assoc. Comput. Machinery, Vol. 17 (1970), pp. 273-283.

M.A. Jenkins and J.F. Traub, "A three-stage variable-shift iteration
for polynomial zeros and its relation to generalized Rayleigh itera-
tion," Numer. Math. 14 (1970), pp. 252-263.

(cont.)
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P.L. Richman, "Compressible fluid flow and the approximation of iterated
integrals of a singular function," Math. Comput., Vol. 23 (1968), pp.
355-372.

Lyle B. Smith, "Interval arithmetic determinant evaluation and its use in
testing for a Chebyshev system," Comm. Assoc. Comput. Mach., Vol. 12
(1969L PP. 89-93.

J.M. Varah, "The calculation of the eigenvalues of a general complex
matrix by inverse iteration," Math. Comput., Vol. 22 ( 1968), pp. 785-791.

J.M. Varah, "Rigorous machine bounds for the eigensystem of a general
complex matrix, "Math. Comput., Vol. 22 (1968), pp. 793-801.

(c) Editorial Work

George E. Forsythe serves as an associate editor of Numerische
Mathematik,and writes occasional reviews for Computing Reviews.

Gene H. Golub serves as an associate editor for Numerische Mathe-
matik and the Mathematics of Computation.

Several persons helped J.G. Herriot with refereeing contributions
to the Algorithms section of the Communications of the Association for
Computing Machinery, until Herriot turned the editorship over to L.
Fosdick in July 1969.
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Project  Technical Report ’

by

John McCar th Y anlf the Arttfkiai  Intelligence Project Staff
Edward Felgenlxum, Joshua Lederberg  and the

heuristic  IXNDRAL  Project Staff,

AhY:'?ACT: Current research Is revlewd In artificial Intel llsence
a p -J pe IRted areas, including representation theory, mathematical
thcsory  o f comp\:tatlon, motels of cognitive processes, speech
rer9qnltion8 and I:onr&er  ViSbr?,

The research reported here was supported in‘ part by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency of the Office of the Secretary of Defense
unr!er Contract SO-193 anCi In part b y the NatIonal Institutes of
hent~l health under Grant  Pt-iS  MH 1266-45*0)8,

fierqoduced  in the USA, Avdlable  from the ClearInghouse  for Federal
Sciwtiflc and Tcctln i ca I hfOrmatiOn,  Springfield,  Vlrglnla  22151,
Price: full size cct?y  $J,W; mlcroflcne  copy $ ,6!5,
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Introductjon

Artlficl~i  intelligence is the experimantai and theoretical study of
perceptual and inteiiectuai  processes using computers, Its ultimate
goal is to understand these processes wei i enough to make a computer
perceive, understand, and act in ways now oniy possible for humans,
The information for this study comes in part from observation of
human behavior, Inciuding self-observation; but mainly from
exuarlments  with PrOgrafTS designed to so I ve problems chosen to
require the Intellectual processes under study, Many blind alleys
have been and are belng  foliowed,  and many mistakes are be I ng made,
Nevertheless, a body of fundamental knowledge is accumuiating,

We oivide our work, soqewhat  arbitrarily,  -into four areas:
1.
2,

theory
nlodels  of cognitive processes

3. s p e e c h  recognition,  and -
4, vision and contrai

Exceot  where noted below, suoport  has come from the Advanced Kesearch
PVIJQCtS  Agency,

iti 0 r k, i n Kepresentatlon Theory is almed a t choosing a suitabie
rop+3sentatlcn  f o r sltuatlons and the rules that describe how
sltuqtiotw  change, This descrlptjon  must be general enough to cover
al I problem solving  situations and, even more Important, it must be
able to express ail likely states of know(edge  of the situation and
the rules ay which It changes spontaneously or by the actions of the
proolem solver,

hJr work Includes Mathematical Theory of Computation, which treats,
coniputer programs as mathematicai  oojects  and attempts to prove or
disprove that they have certain prOp8rties, While this field Is not
strictly  a part of 3rtlflcial  inteiilgence,  there are a number of
poit7ts  of common Interest, This work has the appl led goal of
eventual iy replacing much debugglng  by computer-checked formal proofs
that programLf meet their specifications,.

I,2 Models of Cognitive Processes

The largest project concerned with cognitive mo,de  is is Heuristla
OEXjRAL, This work almS a t emulating In 3 computer Program the
inductive behavior of a chemist in tasks such as the identlfjcation
of an unknown compound from mass spectrum data,

Our research I n Gr ammaticai  Inference is deveioplng generai  method8
for inferring gr amm3 rs from sample sttlngs,

Computer Simulation of Belief Systems 1s a proJect with the long
range goal of deVeioDh(3 more satisfactory theories and models of
psychopathological proceSSeS, Techniques for computer-mediated
lnterviewing are being developed under a grant from the ivatlonai
Institutes of Mental Health,
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Research ln Automatic aeductlon has developed an Increastngly
powerful system for lnteractlve  theorem-proving,  wrltten in LISP,

Machlne Learnlng technloues are being applled to several problems,
Samuel's  Checker program continues tc improve, and a new program has
been developed for the game of GO,

1,3 Speech Hecognltjon

WOrK otl computer recognltlon  of human speech inltlated  by Teddy  is
bei nq extended in several ways, One current effort Is the
appl icatlon of signature-table learning to the ldentiflcatlon  of
speech segments,

An0the.r  effort Is concerned wlth the deslgn of speclai  languages for
man-~achlne  communication, Careful analysts of prospective grammars
wi I I reveal potential phonetlc  or word-boundary amblgultles, If
these are avoided, t,he ,nnstructlon  of re(lable  recognlters  should be
mur:h eas I er ,

1,4 Vjslon and Control

Tne Hand-Eye Pr0+.kct continues  t o work on the p e r c e p t i o n  o f
three-dimensional obpctsr using data from televlslon cameras8  and
computer-control led manipulatjon  of these objects by mechanIca/  arms,
h applled goal of this research Is to be able to automate certajn
asse!rrbly  tasks that currently must be performed by humans,

There is related work on the control of vehlcies, based on computer
perception  o f Visual jnformatlon, Experiments are being performed
with an eiectrlcally  driven cart eq;l;;ed  wlth a televlslon camera
and connected to %he computer radio control and televlslon
return i Inks,

Find IY, a program ls being developed to recognize people from the lr
television Images, based o n measurements of reletlve  locatlons  of
certain features,

The foliowIng  sectlons  describe this work in a bit more detail, The
coverage Is uneven for two maln reasons, First, the var lous
research projects are at different stages of maturity, SO that there
Is ridUra)ly  more to say about some than others, Secondr these
descriptions are the PrOdtlctS of the indfvldua)  researchers, each of
whcrr  has a different  vlewpolnt  and verbosity level, We have chosen
to publish  lt as it comes? rather than edltlng  to a uniform  viewpoint
and depth,
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2,l REPRESENTATION THEOfiY  [John McCarthy and Erlk Sandewall3

Our researcn  ln this area Is based on the paper by McCarthy  ancl Hayes
(19691, An overvlew  of the problems ln this area Is glven ln the last
ProJect  Tecnnlcal Report (AIM-87).

Uuring thls year, we have concentrated on flndlng  a way of expressing
KNOk-(Ike concepts (\kncws', @belleves', 'remembers% oh.1 I n
first-order predicate calculus, Thls Is p r e s e n t l y  one o f the
Important problems In representation theory, Some of the dlfflcultles
are dlscussed  In (McCarthy and Hayes),

Sanoewall  has lately developed a new approach to this problem, and we
believe lt will handle some of the previous  dlfflcu)tles, The basfc
Ideas are as follows,

We I;se a many-sorted logic where OBJECTS (Including persons) and
PHOPLKTIES are two sorts, A relatlon IS asslgns a property  to an
object, e.g.

IS(peter,  tall)
uJe day have functions from prooertles  to propertles

IS(peter, Very(talI))
or sore complicated functions

JS(Peter, More(ta!I,john))
Cdhich  Is Intended to mean @Peter  is ta( ler than John'],  or

IS(3214578, OF(te(ephone-number,  peter))
twhlch  I s Intended  t0 mean '321-0578 ls the telephone number of
Peter!, We can t h e n  exPreSS 'John knows Peter's telephone number as

IS(John, Knowlng(  OF(telenhone-number,  peter)))
where 'Knowing iS a function from propertles to propertles, Using  a,
more convenient Infix notation  for blnary relations  and functions,  we
can write  the same formula as

John IS Knowing (telephone-number OF peter)

Next, In order to handle 'John  knows that . 9 e '-type sentences, we
Introduce a third sort, EVENTS, and a binary function WERE which maps
Objects * Draperties  into events, Then Qlck belleves t h a t  Peter’s
telephone number Is 123-4567' can be phrased (using  lnflx notation)
as

olck IS Gellevlng  (123-4567 WfRE telephone-number OF peter)

We bel leve that the approach outllned  here Is adequate for hand1 lng
most of the KNOW-Ilke  medals,  We are now lmplementlng thls approach
In Stanford LISP, A file o f axloms for various  verbs and other
functions has been set up and Is being extended, This file uses a
convenient, easy-to-read Inf lx nctatlon, llke the one used above, A
Program which translates this notation  to the Input notation  required
for the QA3 theorem-grovlng Program has been written@ A slmllar
Interface with D, Luckham's  proof checker (Memo AIM-1031 is In a late
debugging stage, 14 6 plan to do experiments  wlth questlon-answering
and problem- solving  during the spring quarter,
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For problem environments where transltlons  between qtutatlons must
be described (as in most Of @problem-solving'), It may be necessary
to add a sltuatjon  variable  as a third argument of the relation  I S ,
With th i s convention, the notation described above Is a pure
descendant of earlier worK here on representation theory,

RLFERENCES

1, J, McCarthy and P, Hayes, "Some ?hl(osophlcal  Problems from the
Standpoint of Artlflclal Intel llqence" In 0, Mlchte fed),
Machine  Intelligence 4, American tlsevler,  New York, 1969,

2. J, McCarthy,  et al, Vroject  Technlcal  Report", AIM-87,  Stanford
Artificial  Intelligence ProJect,  June 1969,
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2,2 MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF COMWTATION  [John McCarthy, Edward
Ashcroft, Zchar Manna, Stephan Ness, Shfgiru Igarashl,
David kyethel

The reasons for expecting useful results from research orientea  at
using proof checkers to assist and replace debugging are brlef Iv as
fol lows,

1” Since  a computer program Is a mathematical object,  .its
/ specifications can often be stated In purely mathematical terms and

the fact that it meets them is often a purely mathematical fact,

I 2. The specifications that the program must meet can usually be
stated much m0rg briefly than the program Itself and are much more
clearly understandable than the p r o g r a m ,  O f courser this Is
deoendent  o n having a good notatlon for expressing theseI
speclf  icatlons, T4OreoVer, many oartlal  specifications such as that
tne progiam shall not go into a loop or use storage not asslgned to
it 2re particularly easy to state, - .

3, The Informal arguments ln the mind of a programmer as he
writes are never deep wd therefore should be readily expressibie
forrally  given a suitable  languaqe  for doing so,

4. For the Same teaSOn, a computer program that checks these
proofs of correctness Should offer no dlfflcultles  of Prlnclple,

5, The confidence of a user in a Program that has been proved to
be correct will be much greater than that in a program that has
mere,ly  been tested on a number of cases, kle look forward to the tlme
whet no-one will pay money for a program that is not proved to meet
Its sbeclflcations,

The road to this goal has quite a few Practlcai difficulties  that the
Proposea  research Is aimed at overcomlng, Among these are:

1, A convenient formalism for writing the specifications does
not yet exist,

3 I'he formal I anguaoes
de&ed for provlng metatheorems

of msthematlcal logic a r e real ly
rather than for convenient  use, We

sha. I ! have to devise a language allowing many modes of expression
tnat are presently only use4 Informally,

L The practical use of a proof checking system by Programmers
wi I I require an an interactive system in which  each step of the
reasoning is checked as soon as possible,
the programmer be 9 1 en the abi I Ity

It may eVe;sr3;rtty;;; a;i;i
to check

statements or Subprograms  as soon as he writes the subprogram In
cluestior?, This may be especially useful for the standard
speciflcatlons  o f non-loop/n9 and non-interference with other
storage,

4, Fi-naily and perhaps  most important, there is yet much work to
be aone to get the Draper axioms and rules of Inference and to
describe the semantics  of the formal system we need,
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The Present State of tiathematlcal  Theory of Computation

Verlfylno that a computer program msets Its speclflcations  may
Involve verlfyino  that It Interacts wlth the world outside the
computer correctly, and so may Involve  knowledge of the properties of
the \Ijor(c!  as well as of the orogram  Itself, However, many of the
desired propertIes  of a program are purely mathematlca(  consequences
of its structure, Indeed, for most programs al I the deslred
propertles such as termlnatlon, affecting only Its own storage,
havlng a prescrlhed  relation between Its Inputs and outputs, are
mathematical, Therefore, 1 nstead Of debugging a program, I ,e.
testing Its operation on a limited number of cases, It shouidr  i n
pr inciole,  b e P0Sstbh  t0 prove that the program meets its
speclflcatlons, ?tathematical theory of computation Is concerned with
formalizing  the rropertjes  of computer programs that constitute  their
correctness, I develoning techniques for expressing and pravlng
correctness, and also with computer programs that can verify proofs
of correctness, and even with programs that might generate proofs of
correctness,

we cannot expect. to be able to find a general technique for
generating proofs of correctn9sS  of programs, The problems are In
general undecidable and can Involve the solution of arbitrary
problems of the fleid of knowledge the program Is concerned with, An
extreme example of this would be given by a program for adding four
tnteoers that did it ln the usual way except when the four numbers
c a-r1  e out to be a counter-example to Fermat's  last theorem, in which
case it returns fl, Whether the program adds correctly depends on
whether $ermat's last theorem Is true, Incidentally,  we also see
that there is no way of debugging  the program since lt will work
correctly on ail cases except for counter-examples to Fermat's  last
theorem. Although this example I s  artlflclal, the domaln o f
Interesting programs has the property that there Is no general method
of proving proqrams correct and) moreover, no general way of
constructing test cases for debugging,

On the other hand, expressing  the correctness of Programs  formally
and formally verifying proofs of their correctness seems Intultlvely
to be a feasible gOaL- When a person writes a program, he has an
intuitive  idea of what the program 1s supposed to do, and as he
writes It , he has intuitive reasons for expecting  the steps of the
program to do the right thing, The errors made are general Iv
oversights and when an overslght is pointed out, the programmer
usually understands hla mistake  even though it may not be apparent to
him t\ 0 w to change the program so that It WI II meet the
speciftcatlons, Therefore, our problem 1s merely one of expressing
ln a formal mechanically  checkable way reasonings  that, In themselves
are not dlfflcult,

There 1s a close formal relation between mathematical theory of
computation  as descr 1 bed above and the older theory of computable
functions, In fact, they deal with the same obJecta  since computer
programs are entire/y esulvalent to Turing machlnes or any of the
other formalisms  they use to describe  algorithms, Unfortunately for
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US, the 1 r objectives are so different from ours that only the most
elementary of their results are relevant to proving that particular
programs meet the 1 r specfflcatlons, Name lu, the theory of
computability  IS concerned with tihat c!asses  o f problems can be
s o l v e d  b y COnputab  1 e functions and various subclasses and
generalizations thereof, It is never concerned with the properties
of sneciflc  algorithms,

Another related field Is automata theory, Sometimes Its results are
relevant for theory of comnutationr but It too Is not often concerned
with the properties of specific Programs.

A final relevant t h e o r y  is formal syntax, Thls has been helpful ln
defining the set of admissible  strings of programming IanWages, but
the definitions have Usually  not taken a form that permits  an equally
fornai aefinltion  of their semantics, Some recent work of Knuth
(19eW seals w/th the problem of asslgning  semantics to context-free
languages by definitions that parallel the productions that define
the syntax, It turns out in some of Knuth's  examples, that even when
the syntax Is context-free, the semantics of an expression depends on
the context,

T ;I e goal of us I ng m&vvivAical theory .of co7tputation  to replace
debuqgina  was ilrst stated In (McCar tny 1963a), but some results
signit lcant fr?r realizing  this goal were obtained earlier, In (Yanov
15Q) B programs were renreserted  b y b lock schemata Wh l ch are
essentially the .sa~~  a s floti  charts, A notion of eauivalence  of
b I ock schemata Was clef lned and a decision procedure for thls
eqwlvalence was cliven, The Soviet  school of “theory of programmlngn,
as they call It, has mainly concentrated on devoloplng and
elaooratlng Yanov’s notlon, Esulvalence of schemata Is stronger
than equivalence of programs in that two equivalent  programs (In the
sense that for the same Inputs they glve the saqe outputs) may have
lneouivalent  schemata, In fact, the transformations that preserve
Yanov eouivalence  are so llmited  that no one has tried to apply them
to actual programs,

Yanov schemata can be regarded as Algol programs us I n9 only
asslgnnent-statements of the.foym  x I= f(x) and go to’s of the form

it p(x) then go to a:
with the further restriction that there Is only one varlable x in the
whole program, E q u i v a l e n c e  o f schemata ineans Input-output
equivalence for all domaIns  of the varlable and al I interpretations
of the function and predicate letters, Yanov showed that this
equ I va I ence is decidable even with certain additlonal condltlons
aboUt the effect of executing the assignment  statements  on the values
of the predicates, See (Rutledge 19641  for details,

The decldablllty  of Yanov  schemata goes awayI  however, If we allow
two different Variables  O r Impose algebraic relatjons  among the
functions, This IS shown in (Luckham and Park 19641,
Semi-definitive results in this dlrection were obtalned  by Manna
(1948) p who allows first order axlams  to relate the functions and
prealcates and shows that termination IS equivalent to the truth of a



forrrula  of predicate caiculus, He also can treat relations between
input and OUtPlJt and equivalence under the conditions  that both
crograms  terminate  for given  inputs,

It turns out, however, that almost all lnterestlng  results concerning
actua  I programs require mathematical  Induction for thelr proof, In
first order formuiatlons  this means that axlom schemata and not just
finite sets of axloms are required, In fact, the termination of a
Program Is eauivaient to an axiom schema; the usual inductlon schema
of f I rst order arlthmetlc  is equivalent to the termination of a
procjram that starts with a given Integer and counts down until I t
reaches zero,

The f i rst formalized use of induction for proving  equivalence and
other oropertles  of programs ls in (McCarthy 1963a) wherein a method
called- recursion Induction was g I ven for proving equivalence and
relations between the arguments and values o f functions def lned
recursively us I ng conditional expressions, (This Paper is probably
also the first to describe the potential use of mathematicai theory
of conputat Ion to feP IaCe debugging,) Examples of proofs were given
for the e i ementary functions of Integers and also for LISP functions
of symbolic eXpresSjOnS, The Tethod was further developed and
e x t e n d e d  to Aluol-like  programs  In (McCarthy 1963bL

Floyd (1967) g a v e  a n o t h e r method of Proving propertIes  of Algal-like
Droyrams, T h e twr, methods are equally  powerful  but apparently not
equivalent; Floyd’s TethOd is more intuitive for Algoi-ilke  programs,
Neither method treats termination and reaulre  that the termlnatlon  of
procgams  be establ Ished,by other (at tnat time unformal Izec) methods,

Manna (1969a  and b) recast Floyd’s formalism radlcaiiy  so as to be
able to treat termination and McCarthy dlscover‘ed how to recast his
Own forfralization  so aS also to treat termination, Manna and Pnuel  I
(1969c) showed how to unify the recursive function and Aigoi Ic
program results, Each formalism has Its advantages for different
classes of problems, (The recursive function  formalism  is more easily
manipulated rnathematlcaiiy  when the problem fits that form, but th I s
is not always the case,)

A second mat ri I jne of development of mathematical theory of
computation Is the semantic  definition  of programmIng'  languages, This
makes possible proofs of the correctness of translators, This
started wlth (McCarthy 1963b) which  introduces the notion of abstract
SyntaxI  a syntact  1 c tool that permits  the convenjent  deflnitlon  of
semantjcs  and the description of translators, This paper also shows
how to def ino semantics by a recursive  interpreter using a state
vector and also ghes a definition  o f the c o r r e c t n e s s  o f  a

translator, This is aopi led to deflnlng the semantics of a subset of
Alsol In (McCarthy 1966) and to wovlng the correctness of a
translator for arithmetic extwesslcns In (McCarthy and Palnter 1967).
Painter (1967)  extended the method to Proving the correctness of
translators for slmole Alsol lc programs, These proofs Involved
rather complicated formalism  which discouraged  attempts to apply the
method to more complicated  languages, A new approach by Morris (1970
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we hope) seems to avoid these complications,

The ideas of abstract syntax and state vectors were used bY the Ii3M
Vienna 9rOUP ( Lucas et, al, 1968) to define the semantics of PL&

I
but they got into severe compilcations  In the description, partly due
to the many anomalies in PL/I, The mathematical properties of their
notation have not as yet been formalized and it is not c I ear that

I
they wlii be able to treat correctness of translators,

Other purely descrlptjve formalisms are those of Lanoin  (languages
are described by giving rules for translation into lambda catculus),
Van Wijngarten (languages are described  b y giving thelr data as
strings and giving Harkov- like algorithms for the elaboration of the
computation), t h e formalism of de Bakker (19681, and the lambda
calculus formaiism  of (Ledgard  19691, In our opinion, the usefulness
of a descriptive f o r m a l i s m  IS, in the long run, determinea by its
usability for the description of transia-tion procedures and proofs of
the I r correctness, In this connection, the results of Donovan and
Ledgard (1967)  are interesting in that they apply Donovan’s canonic
systems to the complete syntact I c description of Programming
languages, including the restrictions (such a s that a n identifier
usea in a go to statement must appear exactly once as a label) that
canrot be described  in Chomsky type languages, DonovarV  s methods
a I so al low the relation between a source program and certain
trflnsiations  of it to be defined, We hope to be able to use some of
his Toeas In connectIOn  with abstract syntax,

Another relevant line of work is the development of partial  predicate
calculus in mathematical logic, The formalisms described In ( W a n g
19011, (McCarthy 1963& and (Hayes 1969) provide a formalism in
which proofs Of correctness of programs can be made (Vanna and
McCarthy, 197fl) becalJse computable fu.nctians can be substituted in
their valid formulas without first determining that they are total,
I

9
,e, that the algorithms terminate,

The aeveiopment  O f resoiUt/On methods of theorem proving starting
with (RobInson  1965)  provide a basis for writing proof checkers that
can also do Part of the work of constructing the proof, Proof
checkers in-general-are dlscussed  in _ (McCarthy 1944 1 and one for
resolution proofs is described In (McCarthy 1965),

In the last year, a number of new approaches have appeared, tiurstali \
(1973) applies first order iogio to describing both the syntax and
the semantics of a n extensive Alsol subset,
schema of mathematical induction, he can prove the

By using the ax;;!
correctness

tern inat  I on of simple program%

Scott (197115) has defined a partlal  function theory analogous to set
theory that contains partial, functions  o f higher types, The
undef i ned element of each type and a partial  ordering according to
relative definedness  are introduced, Recursion Is introducea by a
combinator that aives the least fixed point of a partial function,
The axioms include a direct generalization of recursion induction,
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Park (1970) has used the Knaster-Tarski  fIxpoInt  theorem for complete
lattices to give a fjxpoint  theorem for predicate calculus formulas,
By aboropriate  choice of formulas, the theorem gives

I 1 the results of Manna and Prueii (1969~) for recursively
defined fun$lonS

il) a statement of recursion induction, and
iii) certain interesting propertles  of the interpretations

satisfying the formula (e,g, the apptopriate  Induction
principle for such jnterpretations),

Peoent work (1970)  in the AI ProJect:

Ashcroft and Manna (1970) have extended the methods of Floyd and
Manna to parallel programs, A I thouqh the Programs considered are
syntact  I ca I I y. simple, they do exhibit interactjon between
asynchronous paral lel Processes, The formalization can be extended
to more ~ompllcated programs, The m e t h o d  IS based .on a
transformation of Paraliei  programs Into non-deterministic programs,
the proPertIes of which have been formalized in Manna (1971?la), The
nondeterministic Programs are in general much larger than the
oaral iel Programs they correspond to,
therefore Presented which,

A simPilflcation  methodt;i
for a given parallel program, allows

c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  a simple equivalent Parai lei ProWarn, Whose
correSPonding  non-deterministic  program Is of reasonable size,

Manna (1970b) demonstrates conclusively that ail properties regularly
observed in Programs (deterministic or non-deterministic~  can be
formulated in terms of a formallzat(on  o f ‘43artial correctness',
Ashcroft (197%) ‘explains’ this by formuiatlng the notion of an
lntuitiveiy 'adequate'  definition (in Predicate calculus)  o f the
semantics of a language or a Program, He shows the relationshIp
betbeen  a farmailzatlon  or partial correctness of a program and an
‘adequate’ logical definition of its semantics,

Manra and Ness (1970) have formalized techniques for Proving  the
termination  o f algorithms us I ng wei (-ordered sets, They give
effective Sufficient condltlons for termlnatlon  a s well as
non-effeutlve  necessary and suffloignt  condltlons,

Mann3 end McCarthy (1970) formalize propertfes  of L/+-like programs
Using Partial function ioglc, where the partial functions occurlng  In
the formulas are exactly those computed by the programs, They
distinguish between two types of computation rules--sequent/al and
Paral lei,

Among work In progress, Iaarashl 1s developing  f u r t h e r  axjomatlc
methods for the semantics of Alsoi-I Ike. languages, mainly based on
hls earlier studies, but allowhg  the methods of Floyd to be carr led
out within the formalism, A metatheorem  is inciuded  which can be
interpreted as a proof of correctness of a conceptua( compl ler far
the programs treated by the formalism,
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In sumrrary, mathematical theory of computation  has become a 1 iVeiY
discipline, and much 0f the work is oriented In directions that WI I I
evertually  enable us to replace most debugging,
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;!J. iItYJi)kAL  PROJF,"T Ct2W3rd Peigenbaum,  J o s h u a Lederberg, Gruce
Ruchanaq, Allan Delflno,  and Georgia  Sutherland1

1. hescr IPt i 03 of the DENURAL  Project

The IXFJDRAL  nroject  alms at emulating in a computer proGram the
ir?qLctive behav i or of the scientist in an lnportant  hut sharply
Il~lited area of science,  organic  chemistry, Most of 0ur dark Is
a<c:r@ssec  t o  the folIowin problem: given the data of the mass
si:ectrurf o f  a n ui,known compound, Induce a workable number o f
pl2~Slt?(e so I id i ens, that is, a .smalI  list of candidate molecular
strk;ctures  which exp lain the data of tne mass spectrum, In order to
cw-IC late the task, the DEVDRAL  proqram  performs three steps, First,
t ‘:  f:- program  searc!-!es  the spectrum for clues to the nature of the
u r: I; r 0 W rl structure. Secona, the nrogram generates a Us’t of all
structures with the propertiPS  specIf73d  bY the first step, And,
finally, tne Prowam d3duces the mass spectrum prefllcted  by tn3
corr,puter theory of :?ass  spectroscooy  for oath of tne candidates, and
selects the FtOSt, Productive hypothesis, i,e,, the strllcture  whose
or-^clcted  SpectrUv most ~loseiy  matches the data,

Talc brogram  has bgeq compi~tely  descrjbeo  In a series of r@portS  (81
11, 14, 151, The public2tlorl of these reports Indicates th3 status
07 the heuristic [jEr,3f?~L proarm I n the artiflclal D:telj hence
fielc, Several other reports puollshed  In the chemical  literature
( S’, 13, 17, 18) injlcat3  Its importance t0 the field of organic
cher;lstrv,

3, Recent ldork on Houristlc  DtNDHAL

Recent work b y members of the DENDRAL  project demonstrates
that the project Is e>cnanding  on many fronts, Some work has been
devoted to jmprovlng  t h e internal workings  of the program, Other
work has expanrled the domain of the Program so that more types of
structur3S can be conStructed, A graphics program has been written
to al)o\lr any user to pbservc! the internal workings (heurlstlc  search)
of the Structure Oen3rator, A new Inference Maker has been wrItten
which, for a I I-m i ted c l a s s  Of structures, totally replaces the
PrevlOuS program, Ohemlst/programmsrS  have formalized  Some of their
rules of Inference, A separate effort has been launched to
Investigate and write a program to perform organ/c  synthesis,  A
procram  has been WrItten  to converse  with chemists  to extract their
Ideas about mass sp3ctroscopy  and write actual computer code wlthout
tne Intervention of a programmer, Another program has h3cn written
to cataloq mass Si;ectra, And a start has been made at describing  a
new program, collcoulal  ly known as V@Meta-DENDRALql, All th3s3 efforts
are given Separate treatment In the following paragraphs,

To slmpllfy the modification of tne Program’s theory o f mass
spectrorretry,  t h e Fredictor sectlon of the program haS been
restructured, The re-organizatjon 1s along the lines of what Is
cal led Vltuation-action  rules”, (Ref  a 19) * The situation-action
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rules themselves reside  in tables, and are not woven into the actual
computer code, This makes them avallable  for Inspection and change
in a relatively simple way, In fact, the dialog program described  in
parasraph  2f below orovjdes a way for chemists  (and others) to change
these tables, The writing  of the Predlctor  has been undertaken by
Dr, t3ruce  Buchanan, with the assistance of Isu Fang, a graduate
stuoent In Camouter  Science,

The Structure Generator sub-program has been expanded by the addltlon
of a generator for rings, The ring generator constructs at ! simple
rings,  and passes them to the regular Structure generator, which uses
them as ‘9superatoms~q in generatlng  all chemical structures that are
either acyclic or monocycllc, since the large majority of
Vnterest/ng” chemical structures fali In this class, this expansion
of the Structure Generator has made the Program more lnterestlng from
the them ists’ Point of v i e w , This work w a s  completea  by Mrs, Georgia
Suther lana,

Tne heuristic search aspects  Of the Structure Generator have been the
sUbJeCt of many discussions, It 1s felt that the search could be
Ir?proVecj, The first step toward thls coal Is to be able to observe
the present  search  process; and with this in, mind, a graphic program
has been wrltten t0 dlsnlay  the search tree on a cathode-ray tube,
allo4ng  the user quite a bit of freedom to explore this tree at will
a n d to record his sugqestlons for “smarter~’ search, This Program Was
wriiten  by Mike Rogsonr  a graduate student, nith the collaboration of
Georcria Sutherland for corresponding changes to the Structure
Generator, The graph i c program itself  runs on the IBM 340/91 at the
Star.ford Linear Accelerator Center, Although the Structure
Generator pragram  will run on this computer also, there Is, at
Present, no \\ray for the two programs to be executed simultaneously,
Several system programmers are working  to make It Possible for the,
prosrams  to communicate with each other In real time,

The reactlon of chemists  wha are also programmers to the workings  of
the heur lstlc DEYntQL  program has led to the wrltlng  of a new
program, which, for the class Of “saturated allphatlc  moqofunctlona(tt
COf~1~OUnds, obviates the need to execute the previous
Preliminary-Inference- Maker -+ Structure Geherator 4 Predictor steps
usec by Heuristic  DENDRAL  In the past, This new Inference Maker
works from the mass spectrum directly, and infers Only those
structures for which there Is direct evidence, The Inference Maker
Is a planner, but usual IY its plans specify the structure In
sufficient detail  that only one structure is implied, Although the
class of compounds for which thls can be done Is quite llmlted,  It 1s
very lnterestlng that this Is Possible at all, and It represents a
formallzntlon  of the rules of mass spectroscopy which d/d not exist a
year ago, This effort has brought forth two new programs which may
be useful In extendIns this new Inference Maker to other types o f
structures, One Is a “superatom  generator” which  constructs a Ilst
of unloue, mutual Iy exclusive, var lants of a functional group (a
small but chemically  lntersstlng  set of atoms) to use as superatoms
I II the regular Structure Generator, The other Is a Vu18 generatcW’
which generates the mass spectral rules associated with a l Imlted
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class of functlonal grows, 'lhis  work was performed by Mr, At len
Oelflna  gf our proJect, with the assistance  of Ur, Atmand Ruchs  o f
the Cherrlstry  Department, -

A proJect  separate from rieurlstlc  DENORAL, but of great interest, Is
the development of a computer program to perform organic SYnthssls  of
cherrlcal structures, ijr, Malcolm Bersohn of the Unlvaralty  of
Toronto, vlsltlng  with the I)ENDRAL  proJect,  has undertaken thl8 work,
The proGram WIII reprosent  a computer slmulatlon of a chemical
laboratory In wnlch  desired and-product substances are created by the
sucoesslve reactions  o f other substances, possibly with the ald of
catalysts, Like chess-Dlayfng and some other artlflclal
lntelilgence  Problems, synthesis  is a graph traversal problem, The
graph is of such enormous size that It must be pruned by the program,
The b r e a d t h  vs, depth daclslon In the graph exoloratlon  1s made
dynamicallv, Thls.proJect Is being alded by funds from YIH,

Dr, Bruce tiuchanan,  wfth tne consultat-lon of Dr, Alan Duffleld  o f
the Chemistry Deoartment, has written a program to ‘*converse with a
cherr i St”, This program has knowledge of a few Prlmltlve chemical
concepts and mechanisms, The chenlst, InteractIng  wlth the Program1
describes complex Processes In terms of these prlmltlves, The
program, in turn, represerlts  these processes as program statements to
be used by the Predictor fis addltlonal rules governing the mass
spectromPtrlc  behavior of new classes of compounds,

M r-, Allan Delflno  has written a program to catalog the peaks of mass
spectra, The Purpose of this program Is to ald chemt sts, and,
hopefully, Inference programs, ln flndlng  similar  and dlsslmllar  data
patterns In order to dPtermlne the mechanisms underlyIng mass
spectroscoby, Classes of common peaks can be defined  In various
ways e For examp'le, al 1 oeaks at mas s X can be collected and compared,
or all Peaks at mass V-X (where M IS the molecular weight,  varying
from spectrum to spectrum) can be collected, or al I peaks at mass
M-X-Y, ac, At present, a chemist  must Inspect the output of thls
program for IntereStIn  results; It would be desirable  for a computer
Drcgram  to be able ta perform this part of the task also,

Meta-UENCRAL will be a program which  can generate alternate theories
of mass spectroscopy, anal~gjous  to -the way I n  which the Heurlstlc
OEIGRAL oroqram generates alternate structures to explain  a given
mass spectrum, A theory of mass spectroscopy Is built upon the
prlfrltlves described  in p a r a g r a p h  2f, to explain  the mechanisms
mentIoned  In paragraph 24, As a chemist Interact6 wlth the dialog
program he Is bulldlng  hls theory of mass spectroscopy, But there are
possibly-  other theorles,  and the Job of MetamDENORAL wlll be to
generate thaae automatlca(ly  by computer,

3, Summary

The work o f the Heurjstlc  OENDRAl.  proJect  has been dlrected  toward
the problems of programmIng  a computer to do lnductjve  Inference, The
task domain of organ/c  chemistry  lends Itself well to these problem8
since It Is a rel8tjvely formal and well-deftned domaln which,
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nevertheless, lacks an axlamatlc treatment to make Its problems
purely deductive,

In the course of exploring lnductlve  Inference by machlner  w e have
met many well-known problems of artlflclal lntelllgence, Among
others, these Include  problems of heurlstlc search, representation,
man-machlne communjcatfon, and efflclent design, The level of
sophlstlcation  of the program In its task domaln'and the structure of
the domain Itself are allowing us to explore these problems, For
Instance, now that the procrram can use heurlstlcs  routlnelY  to gulde
search through the hypothesis space, we have begun exPlorlng  the
efficacy of alternative seach strategies, Or, now that the program
can use a complex theory (of organic  mass spectroscopy), we have
bec:bn experlmentlng  with ways of manlpulatlng  that theory,
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3.2 CH4MMATICAL  IFJFEREV!CE  [Jerome Feldman and Alan SiermannIl

O b j e c t i v e s : To study the problem of grammatical lnferenoe,  A
grafirratical  Inference system is qlven  a set of strings which nas been
chosan in some random WRY from a formal language, such as a
context-free language, (It may also be given strings whtch are not In
the I anwage and S O Geslgnated), The system Is to make a
"reasonable" inference of the grammar for the language,

So~f3  problems under consideration:
11, Gevelor,  a crlterlon  for choosing the most Veasonaole"

qr2,rrrrar for A set of StrlnqS  among a set of acceptable grammars.
3) 9 Given a criWrlon  from l>,, does an algorithm  exist for

choo?lrlg the most "reasonaklB" grammar from 2 class of grammars? If
SO, fina the algorithm.

3)) Supp~'se that strings from 5ome unknown language are
sequent4i; Ily presented to an inference device, and at each instant in
t i II'  e , the aevice  makes an Inference of the most "reasonable"  grammar
bac;ec! on current informatinn, Nil1 the guesses that the machine
makes converge to the correct answer and, If so, how soon wll l this
happen?

Current tiork

Felaran has originated the concepts of grammatical  comPlexlty  and
derivational  comnlaxlty  as vehicles for measurlnq  how wel I a grammar
ftFitsw'  2 set of strings, The grammar with the smal lest combined
gr~~~atl~al  complexjty  and derivatlonal complexity for the glven set
of strings Is c h o s e n  as the most Veasonabie~~ Inference, The
ccrlplexlty  concepts are tied dlrectiy  to probabillty theory and BaYes
Theorem, (See Feldman et al, 1969,)

Felcrran (1969) has sttidled  a very general class of complaxltY
me;.,sures  and shown that the least complex choice Of a grammar from
any enumerable class of qrammars (which are general rewrltlng
systems) can be found, and he qlves an algorithm for discovering it,

The problem of learnIn  or converylng  on the correct grammar for s o m e
unknown language aS more and more strings from the language are
observea  nas been Studie’l, -Feldnan,et  al (1969) have defined the
concept of aoproachabllity In the limit, which  Is a weaker type of
convaraence  crlterlon than identlflablllty  In the limit studled bY
Goiu (1967) in an earlier paper, It Is shown that for any class of
grarrmars from the class of general rewrltlng systems, there Is a
machlne  which will approach the correct grammar In the llmlt,

Horr,ing- (1969)  h a s applied Rayslan theory to the SramTatlcai
Inference problem and has produced an algorithm which finds the "most
probable" grammar for a set of strings, He also studied convergence
behavior and the problem of inferrlng  stochastic  grammars,

Alsorlthms for grammatical inference which are constructive  rather
than enuneratlve in nature are currently under lnvestigatlon,  Several
algorlthns for flnlte-state grammar inference have been developed by
?T
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Biermann and Feldman and thelr Properties are being studled,
Attempts are be i “9 made to develop algorithms for context-free
language inference,
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3,3 COMPUTER SIMULATICpd  OF BELIEF SYSTEMS [Kenneth Colby, Frank
HI If, F-:ajcolm Newey, Roger Schank, Dave Smith, Larry
Tesler, and Sylvia Weberl

Kenneth Mark Co!hb, M,u,, who is a Senior  Hesearch  Asscclate  ln the
Conputer  Science DepartVent, terminated his private practice  o f
Psychiatry to devote full time to jnvestigations'ln  thls area of
co:qputer SlrvulatiOn, The NatIonal Institute  o f Mental Health
sp0nsored two projects under Dr. r:olby's  direction, One of these Is
a [?esearcn Career Award an:? the other iS a research proJect which
continues the Investigations In which hls group has been engaged for
the nast seven years,

A. Introduction and Specific Alms:

The clinlcel  problems of psychopatnology and psychotherapy require
further lnvestloat~on  since So lIttIe_ Is known about their  essential
nrocesses, Some of this irtnnrence stems from a lack at a basic
science level of deoenciab(e know) edge regarding higher mental
processes  such as cognition  and effect, The research of the Project
attempts  t o approach both the cllnlcal and basic science  Problems
fror the vlewpolnt  of information-processing models and computer
sir?l;lation  technlcues, This viewpoint 1s exempllfled  hy current  work
in the fields of cognftjve  theory, attitude chanoe, belle? systems,
co:;lputer simulation  and ertlfjclal  Intellloence,

The ratlonale  of our apnroach  to these clinlcal  problems !les in a
conceptualization of them as Information-processlng Problems
Ir;VOlVl~~ higher  mental functions, Computer concepts and techniques
arc aparflprjate  to this level of concePtuallxtlon, Thelr success In
other sciences \~ouId lead one to expect they might be of alo In the
areas of psychopathology ad pwchotheraw

The specific alms of thjs Project relate to a long-term goal of
develoPlng more satisfactory SXPI lclt theories and models of
psychoPathological  proceSSf?S, The models can then be experImented
with in ways which cannot be carr led out on actual patlents,
Knohledge  galned In this manner can then be applied  t o cllnlcal
situations,

fL Methods of Procedure:

We have now gained consfderable  experience with methods for wrlting
Programs of two tsvs, The f Irst type of program represents a
computer-modei  of en lndivldual  Person's belief system, We have
constructed two verslcns  o f  a model of an actual Patlent  In
psychotherapy and we are currently writing programs which simulate
the belief systems of two normal l n d l v l d u a l s ,  W e  h a v e  a l s o
constructed e model of a patholoslcal  bel lef system in the Corm of an
artiflclal paranofa, A second type of program represents an
lntervlewlng  program which  attempts to conduct an on-line dialogue
Intended to col lect data regarding an Individual's  Interpersonal
relations, We have written two such lntevlewlng programs and at
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yresent we are colI~boratinq  with psychiatrists  ln writing  a Program
which can conduct a dj;ignostjC  psychiatric  lntervlew,

A corrputer  node1 of a belief system consjsts  of a large data-base and
procedures for processing the lnformatlon  It contains, The data;$;!$
COnSktS  O f  Concepts  and t)aJ lefs organized In a structure
rer)resents  a n indjvjoual9 conceptualization of himself and other
persons of importance to him jn his 1 Ife Space, Th 1 s data Is
ccl lected from each jndlviduaj informant by interviews, Verlfjcatlon
o f  \;he wde) i s  alsc carrjed  out In jntervlews in which the Informant
is asked to conflrrr  or disconflrm the outcome of experlments on the
barticujer  model khjch represents hls belief  system, Because of the
well-known effects of human interviewer bias, the Process of
d a t a - c o l l e c t i o n  and verlflcations  should jdeally  be carr led out by
on- I jne man-machine dialogues and th I s is a major reason for our
attwpt to write jntervjewing  brcgrams, However, the djff lcultles
In nachine Utl I i7atiOn  (?f natural language remaln great and until
this problem Is reduced we must use human Intervlewers,

We have written once tyne of therapeutic Interactive program which Is
dsTignea  t o aid lanWJM?e development in nonspeaking autlstlc
chi dren, NE! hav9 used it for the past two years on elghteen
~hi~crer\ with consjderabje  succ e s s  (80% \hgUlStk  hprOVementS),  We
intend  to continue using this program and to Instruct rrofesslonajs
in psychiatry and speech therapy in how to wrlte, operate and jmprove
suet-h  theraDy  proarsps for specific condltlons,

L Significance of this Research:

This research has sjsnificance  for the psychjatrlc,  - behavloral and
computer  sciences,

Psvchlatry lacks satisfactory classjflcatjons and explanations  of
psychooathology, ;~e feel these problems should be conceptualjzed  In
terr;s of patholoqjcaj bel Ief systems, Data coljectlon  In
psychiatry Is performed bv humans whose interactlve effects are
believed to aCCC!Jnt for a larce percentage of the unreliablllty  In
osychiatric  diagnosis, Dla~qnostlc  Interviewing should jdeaj IY be
concucted  by computer programs, Final  IY, the process and mechanisms
of psychotherapy are not w&j understood, S I nce experlmentatlon  o n
computer models is r7ore feasible and control labje than
exj:erimentatlon  cn patients,  this approach may contrlbute  t o our
un:Ierstandinq  of psychotherapy aS an information-processlng  problem,

It is estimated that 9 63% of the data collected In the behavloral
sciences- is coijected  through intervtews, AgaIn, a great deal of the
variance should be reduced by having consistent  procrams  conduct
InterVIews, Also, Ws research has slgniflcance for cognltlve
theory, attItudechange  and social psychology,

Co-quter science js concerned with problems ai man-machine  dIaloWe
in natural lansuep, with optimal memory organlzatlon and YI th the
search problem in large data-structures, This research bears  o n
these problems a s well 8s on a crucial problem In artlflclal
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intelligence,  i,e,, Inductive  inference by intelligent maChhWs,

D. Collaboration:

We are coliaboratlng with two psychiatric centers for disturbed
chllrlrer and a local  VA hosultal, we are also collabaratlng with
reslcentr; irr the Department of Psych/atry  ano with graduate students
in corrnuter science, psychology, education and electrical
engineer1  na,
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3.4 Automatic Deduction EDavId  Luckham  and Jack Buchanan]

Hesearch effort In th 1 S area has been devoted to ImProvIng  and
extsndlng  the interactlve  theorem-proving system which was reported
hriefiy In Technical Report AIM 87, This program Is now more fully
described In AIM lP3, C13,

The position regarding  the practical  capabllltles  of this system i s
as follows, The program  ha5 been used to prove a variety of theorems
in Algebra and Number Theory /ncludlng  some new mathematical  theorems
ContaIned In a recent research announcement In the NetIces  of the
Arrcricah Yathematlcal sot I ety, C23fsee a Is0 C33)’ ?iPce these
announcements are made by abstract and do not Include proofs of the
stated rPsults, and not Infrequently contain mlsprlnts and errors,
this rehresents  a very qood test of the usefulness of the system, at
least in the area of basic axiomatic mathematics,

These experlments with the program- have crovlded informatlon  on a
number  of different points of research:

i I 1 The impravf?qCnt (or lack of Improvement) In proof
effidercy and computation  time r9Sultlng  from the use of various
combinations of the strategies a v a i l a b l e  t o the user
c4 ,~,6,7,~,~,1~,11,14], ant the best way to use these strategies,

(ii) The adequacies and lnaaequacles of the Interactive
system, This includes the formal language for expressing  the problem
ta- be proved, and the facilities  for (a) surveying  the progress  of a
proof search, (b) dfrectinq  the proof search, and w lnltlatlng
sun-nrablsms,

(iii) Weaknesses in the proof procedure due to lack of
strategies  for dealing  with certain kinds of IneffIcIencIes  (e,g, due
to additional  rules of inference such as Paramodulatlon  CU.3 or due
to the generation of trlvial  deductlons  not ellmlnated  bY the usual
edltlng strategies),

This information 1s summarized In Cll, It turns out that Some of the
efflclenty  strategies  which are p r o p o s e d  In Co and 73 ~(ay a crucial
role not o n l y  In f Inding proof o f theorems In C23, but also In
cuttlng  down the computation time Involved,

Sper;lflc -lines o f resoarc-h being pursued at the moment /ncJude  the
follo~ln~~,

(1) Addltlon  o f the proof-tree analyzer for extracting
solutlans  to exlstentlal statements from proofs of them, This
procedure  has now been formulated and will be programmed shortly, It
has the advantage Over earli9r systems (e,g, tl23) of not In any w a y
affecting the run-time afflcfency of the prover, Such procedures
provide  a basic Ijnk between the prover and InformatIon  retreival
systems uslng It,

(2) Extension  of the formal Input language to a multj-sorted
predlcato logic Wh ldentlty, This Is a necessary step towards
applying the program to more complex problems (e,g, checking falrlv
sophisticated  reasonlnq  for correctness),

(3) The use of naturn  models (as well as Herbrand  mode(s) In
(a) the model-relative deductIon strategy C63, (b) probl9ms
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associated with FcCat  thy's Advice Taker project ClT_! c arid (c)
eliirinatlna Irrelevant d'?diJctiOnS  O f the sort mentloned in Cili)
above, It turns out frcm theoretical analysis that formuiating  a
oroblem in a more sophisticated logical language (as proposed tn (2))
does not always imnedjateiy  Imr?rove  proof efflclency, but car! usually
be Idsed  to make the evaluation of trutn (of a statement relative to a
mo49l)  frore  9ff lcient, It Is therefore natural  to ~utsU9 (2) and
(3) simultaneously,

14) kdoition bf more sophisticated on-line lntetactive
fncllities,

(5) "Lnd condjtion"  strategies for quick proofs, These
Include vine-form  oroofs C7, 143, and d_ecision procedures for certain
classes of prob(e-;ls,

This prosram  has been written In LISP and structured In such a way
tt7at  add'ltions and extensions of the sort mentioned above Can be made
relatively easily wIthbut maJor rev tsions  to all parts of the
grogram, and can then he tested orl practtcai problems, The program
Is intended to bP an experimantai  tool, and ease of modiflcatlon has
beer; emphasized at the expense of (some) efficiency, However, In the
liaht of recant results, it seems that we are now a good step nearer
the stage when it ~111 be reasonable to expend progrsmming  effort and
time on writlnct an cotlm~i  version of thls system for practlcai use,
The provam is currently  being incorporated into some computer-aided
InstructIon  crograrrs for Hugh school mathemat Its at the Stanford
Instftute  for Mathematical Studios  in the Social Sciences,
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3 . 5  MKW’iE ~E&Hrj1>$ CArthur  Samuel, Oavld Barstow, Keq Hanson,
Jon Qder 1

The latest version of the checker Program Is noN thou9ht  t o  b e
substantially better than ptevlous versions, The rate of
irrproverrent  has, however,  begun to taper off and the amount  o f
ma& I ne time required  to test each new improvement has Increased by
an unacceptable amount, It Is now apparent ’ that some detal led
checker-speclflc informntlon  Is needed to make further ImProvements,
Accordingly, we are getting  some he@ from Mr. K,D, Hanson, a ww
c<nohn checker master (currently the Nest Coast Champion), In a very
short Period of time, Mr. Hanson has been able to point 0 11 t severa I
ser iouS deflciencles in the prograin although It Is ncrt a l w a y s
apparent as to how these deflclencles  can best be rectlfled,

Tile C o  .program is now PlayIns regu!ar games and is excltlng
cowlderable InWrest, It St1 I I does not contain any
machlne-learning  featureq, The entlre- Program Is, of course, In an
ear Iv formatlve stage and It Is sti 1 I very much easlet  to make
ir,rlicated  changes in the program by manual means than to effect the
chsnges through machIns-learning techniques, Thls state of affairs
should twt continue much longer, and serious thought 1 s now being
Giver! to the best.  way t0 approach the machltie-learning  aspects,
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4. Speech Recognition

4’1 Machine Learning [Arthur Samuel, Mort Astrahan, Ken Slbett,
George White1

rlhile the work In applyIns machlne-learnlng  techniques to speech
reco~nltion has. only recentiy been undertaken, conslderable
cltirlflcatlon In the bas I c problem and the poti3ntlalltlas f o r
prz&lcal  approaches have been formulated, Already three quits
cistlnct approaches have been recognized  and some work has been done
on each,

be procedure Inltlated  by Dr. Mort Astrahan makes use of multi-level
signature tables analo9OUS  t0 the procedure used in the checker
program, A second procedure studled  by Mr, Ken Sleb.erz  uses a single
large signature *table,  A thlrd procedure being worked on by Dr,
George 'khite  identifies speech segments by making use of a data-grown
t r e e  Or discrlmlnate net, reminiscent of the Ypam 0 approach but
actually based on the signature table philosophy,

During thls early Phase In the application  of learning techniques to
speech1 several very Interesting approaches to the speech recognltlon
problem have been uncovered which  are of interest in their own r I ght
quite apart from machine IearnIng, Dlgresslons to study these
approaches have temporarily  lessened the amount of effort devoted to
iearnlng,  D r , Astrahan Is currently preparing a paper on one aspect
of this work and Dr, White will shortly be In a posltlon to report on
another aspect,
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4?2 Analysis and Recoanition  of Languages for Man-Machine Voice
Communication [Gary Goodman3

The absence of dn sffectlve  aigorlthm  for accurately delimiting and
classIfyIn phonemes ffOT the 1 r acoustic signal  necessitates the
careful design of languac;GS for man-machine voice communication, It
IS a wel I krcwn fact that, given appropriate contexts, ai lophanes  of
~LJ(I  different phonemes may be nearly lflti%  a’cousticai IY similar,
narticuiarly  when ths recoGnizer  is a machine, Thus, when recognizing
spoiten  sentences of a language with t.he  aid of its grammar, it is
oosslble t h a t  twfl different, but Pnonetically  simiiar,  sentences
" IIT a t c h " the acoustic signal quite wel I a It becomes desirable,
wher; designing I ancluagas for machine perception, to know if such a
nhonetic  ambiguity could exist, either globally or locally,

This problem of ohonetic  ambiguity may occur either as a word
ambiguity  o r a Nor%boundary  ambiguity, Consider the two sentences
"1 seem able to block South" and "1 see Mabie two blocks South,” A
!dora ambiguity exists between the words Vo" and *'two*', The ohrases
"seer able" and “see 14 a h I e I’ present a word-boundary ambi glrity,
Careful Vand" or "eyeba  II” design of the grammar and recognlzer  can
eliminate the obvious ambiguites,  but the subtle ones rmaln, And
If the grammar  is altered, the tedious anai‘ysis must be repeated, A
more systematic ag?rOaCh  to nhonetlc  amblgulty  is needed In both the
ana~ysls  and recognition phases,

C)UTLIrX QF THE RESEARCH,

Ttv research undertaken can be describea in the following 'terms,

1 a APJALYSIS, G 1 ven a W!F definltlon  of a language for man-machine
voice communication, express algorithms for thoroughly analyzing the
srnntrar looking nattlculariy  at the oroblems  one might encounter in
recosntzlng  It due tC;

1, syntactic ambiguity
3-, phonetic ambiguity
3, word-boundary  ambiguity,

Some indication of how the user might alleviate these probiems  should
also be given,

11, FLCCGNITICR,  rJeslgn  a recognizer skeleton wblch, when given a
1 angage definition would efficiently recognize the spoken input and
display  It on a CRT for acceptance or rejection by the speaker,
Tne rnethpd used should be such tnat it reduces the search space
greatly enough to permit real time response with a high percentage of
car rect retrieval, After defining the recognizer there could be
sorre recoginizer deoendent  analysis of the grammar which could be fed
back to the user in order to improve the recognition,

III, LEAHNING  ANi) ADAPTING, The recognizer should not be i lmlted to
wcrking  well for only one speaker, Therefore a tralning program
shouid  b e written wh i ch wou 1 d ask the speaker to repeat certain
phrases or sentences selected  from the language, The stored acoustic
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versions of each of these utterences would then be available If
needed by the recognition procedure, Ideal ly, only a subset of the
total vocabulary would have to be jearnedt  saving greatly on the
amount of memory required,

PHEVIOUS  WORK,

The straight-forward approaches of Bobrow  and Klatt Cl96&3J  and Reddy
Cl367b3  have shown that llmlted recognition of wordsr phrases,
sentences, and connected speech can be done by a computer, The model
usea b y Reddy consists  o f four stages: segmentatlan, sound
descrlptlon, phrase boundary determination, and phrase recognition
(McCarthy, et, al, cl968i). Recent research by Vlcens Cl9693  u s e d
this model to reccgnlze  spoken commands taken from the sentences of a
flnlte  state grammar, The ?r8mmar used was carefully selected to
reduce *the amblgulty and the recognlzsr  was '~hand~~  tal lOted to the
grammar, Thls Work produced segmentation  and phrase recognltlon
procedures which glve correct results 85-95X  of the time, The areaS
of sound descrlptlon  and phrase or word boundary determlnatlon  remain
as the major troubie  Spots, They become fUrthiJr  cornpi [cated by the
fact that the Input maY contain errors (Incorrect segmentation)
C3lJSlng  mlsslng  Or extrana0US  segments,

Alter Cl9683 describes a syst8m which  uses syn%aCtk  ConstralntS  to
a531yZ8  spoken Utterences, but has not tested it on real speech
Input.

Related work In the area of vlsual perceptlon  Is Shaw's Cl9683  use of
syntactic constraints In the analysts of two-dlmenslonal  p!ctures  and
Duda and Hart's cum33 US8 Of dynamic programmlng a I on0 wlth
context-direction  ln th8 analysis  of hand-prlnted Fortran,

TOWARDS ANALYSIS,

Gooarran Cl9701 discusses  an lnvestlgatlon  of thjs problem developed
in the foliowlng  way, An algorithm for computing  a slmllarity
measure between strings of ohonemes  was d8ve/0p8d, A Program was
wrltten  w-hlch  would test a grammar-for belng bounded rtaht context
for SOm8 degree m,n OlcKeeman,  et,  al, Cl9703  and Floyd C19643).
Norrrially  this program checks stacking and reduction d8clslons based
Orl the mm context and reports any confl lets, However, the identlty
function  on sttlngs  was replaced by the new similarity function,
The program then reports  the slmllarlty  of the phoneme strings  In the
m,n context when maklng declslons, s I nce there w o u l d  be many of
these, the p r o g r a m  1s set to save and print only the 20 confl Icta
wlth highest  slmllarlty, After examlnlng  these conf)lcts  and t h e
0roductlons  o f the grammar) the grammar may be altered ln a manner
which will reduce the amblgulty  uaushQ t h e  conflicts, fhjs new
gran.Tar may now be t@sted and the process Iterated until all
confllats  are below an acceptable Ilmlt, The program dascrlbad has
been used to design a desk calculator grammar which  wll l be used ln
future research.
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A recognlzer which uses gross hut conslstant features of vowel,
frlcltiv% and stoo-like segments of the acoustic slqnal together
wit+ the grammar to form a 0 p 1 a n IV has been wrltten, Prellmlnary
results using hand generated lnout Indicate the plan created wll l
considerably decrease the search space needed for recognition, The
recognlzer Is currently  being converted to accept real speech Input,
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5, VISIGN AND C~~:.:TTOL

5.1 hand-Eye  Project [Jerome Feldman, Gl(bert Fa(k, Sundarem
~anacathy, Abaron  Gil I, Gunnar Grape, A Ian Kay, Ugo
Mont2nar  I, ,?ichard Paul, Karl Plngle, I r w i n  Sobe(, Jay
Tenerbauq

A corrplete description  Of our goals and direction of approach to
those goals was outl jneci in an earlier Project Technical )%port  [l],
Since that time, substantial ivogress toward the major goa I --the
0r~anlZatlon  o f context sensltlve vlsual perceptton and motor
cortrol-- has been realized,

1, 9rganlzatlon

The plan for a system allowing multIpIe  program InteractIon  via both
a sub-rronitor and a Nobal associative data structure has Oeen
ixJemented  by K, Plngle  and R, SprouI [3],[43, The Ianquage  S A I L
w,r!  i ch combines Al-SQL, LEAP associative structure, sets, and special
string and real time onerators  has been completed by R, Sprou( and D,
Shiqehart  C43, It IE now in genera) use throuqhout  the project, The
effect of thls haS been  to %l(ow separate programs to come together
easi !y In the first trial3  a.t interaction for mutual co~oPeratIon  in
scme ana lysls,

IL Context- sensitive Visual Perception

I n  1969, we nlannecl to Work on prosrams  to be Sensitive  to var low
levels ot visual data and gestalt organization  wlthin scenes, This
work has proceeded and in some aspects Is near comp(et/on, I, Sobe I
has flnlst\ed his thesis C5l on camera recallbration  after movement o f
Pan, tilt, or hei change, !Jslnq these results, h e has created a
St.creo-oepth proqr:T capable of resolving  the depth sf a point  to
better  than l/I;3  inch accuracy, J,M, Tenenbaum C63 wit5 K, Plngle
hat; Oul It an aCCOmmodative edge detectlon System, It can apply a
variety of strategies  to t)oth the TV c a m e r a and to method8 of
Prccesslng the TV d a t a so as to optlmlze the total Information,
noise, and cost narameters  of edge detection or to provide, upon
request, -special information (su_ch as lhterlor  edges or very high
‘resolution) C73 relevant to the needs of some higher I eve I visual
recoqnitlon process, I t  m a k e s use of edge-foilowing routines
developecl  for sensitivity  to lntenslty,  color, depth, and, In the
future, texture, In addition, it Provides  facilities  for feature and
line Verification  UpOn request from other programs,

HakIng ctxtenslve of these pacKages  o f edge detection and
verlflcatlon,  G , iY:pe  nas continued  hls work I33 on a line drawing
analysis  program which deals with the problem of creating  a good line
drahlng  In the presence of edge data wlth mlsslnq lines, redundant or
false lines, lncomo  t ete or chopped-ua  I Ines, and I lnes InconsIstent
With either the model o f the particular scene as It Is being
developed by the entire visual  perception package or with the known
propertles  of the objects used, (E,g,,  plane-bounded  objects),
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FInally,  G, Falk 1s oroducjng  the program to Interact with all the
above programs to Produce the visual world model  of the
The program attempts to segment the Ilnes o f the ;?;"dr::!$
(complete or Incomplete) into groups representlng  objects, T h e n  It
tries to match these DartlaJly  or wholly seen objects toPologlcal  IV
with classes of obJect crototyces, When some matches are successful,
the program attempts to Infer depth lnformatlon from clues In the
two-dlmenslonal representation  Clll, Thls depth can be used t o
resolve the geometric and dlmenslonal relatlonshlps  of the objects In
the scene, HIS program Is equlpped  to request lnformatlon from the
other vlslon proqrans  to resolve amblgulty,

III, Arm Control

Work has progressed In two areas; a new arm has been deslgned and
built by Schelnman Cl23 and Is at present belns Interfaced to the
computer, The arm has excectlonallv hlgh posltlon accuracy ((05
Inch), comparatively fast servo performance (two seconds, point  to
PolntL and approximately human arm reach and motlon properties,

A new approach at control llng the arm Is belng undertaken by Richard
Paul? comblnlng the work o f both P/per C13j, (which  was l a r g e l y
kinematic)  and Kahn Cl43 (which was largely  dynamic), In order to
move the arm from One posltlon to another, a trajectory must be
defined  to avoid colljdjng  with other ObJects, Starting with this
tr_ajectory and the eouatlons  o f motlon of the arm, posltlon and
velocity  dependant coefflclents  relating  to the trajectory may be
co?npUted) The servo program then utlllzes  these coefflolents  to
calculate the torques necessary to apply at each Joint of the arm
such that both the cosltlon  and ve(oclty errors will be reduced to
zero two sample Periods  later, As this process occurs every sample
oerlod,  the arm Should  move along the tr!jectory,

Th I s approach treats both klnematlcs  and dynamics  consistently  and
orovldes  a natural solution to the servo samp(lng rate problem, It
util lzes the dlgltal computer directly  t o solve the equatlcn of
motion of the arm, not Just to simulate  an analog  servo system,

In addltlon, A, Gill is worklng  on visual tracking  of the moving arm
as a sUbS0t of the more general  problem of tracklng,

IV, Integration  of arm and eye

Along the way toward reallzatlon  of a Program capable Of corn
hand-eye behavior, we are PUtsUIng  a speclflc  and a general task4

1, Instant-InsanIty,  We are developing  a program tg so
and construct the Instant-Insanity block stack, This  will serve

leg

Ive
as

an lnltlai test of the lntegratlon  of the visual analysis  and motor
control,

2, The Task Language, In attemptlng  to delineate  the bounds
of the set of construction tasks wlthout  limiting  elther the 0bJmt
types or constructlon operations, we decided  to oreate a language for
the descrlptlon  of tasks Cl.53, This language Is defined  by productIon
rules and as such can grow as our abllltles  increase, Right now It
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Is capable of representing tasks as complex as "Stack al I the small
b I1!8 b(ocks on the rfqht side of the table on top of the red wedge,"
Asiae from creating  a boundary to “task spaceq', another Important
effect of the language Is that It provides a structure for task
solution  and plannlns,  A, Kay IS uslng the task language In h/s
attempt to devise a method  of determlnlng  strategy for the creation
0f sub-tasks as wel I as for dlscoverlng the optimum use of the
visual-recognltlon and motor-contro( Programs to accomplish  these
subtasks, The strategies  wll I Include conslderatlons  of time, s p a c e ,
and cost,
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5,2 VISUAL CONTROL  UF A VEHICLE C~ruce  Baumsartr  Lynn @am, Rod
Schmidt]

Another attempt to integrate visual -motor actlvlty Is embodled In the
cart ProJect, Since the accomolishment  last year of a program that
al lokrs tne cart to foi low a well-defined Ilne, we have installed  a
new exterior antenna and have collected sequences of actual road
olctures taken in the parking  lot and around the pefimeter drive of .
the laboratory, From these real world pictures, we have Succeeded ln
Isolating the out1 lnes of maJar road features and obstacles  Suoh as
the road curbs, cars, grassy hills, the horizon, the sky, and the
distant  l lnes of Eucalyptus trees that bound our local world,

In order to meet the goal of a computer driven vehicle, a minlm-um set
o f  cOmPUter  capabilit)es  Is as follows:

1) the ab[4jty  to follow a marked oath, such as a roao
' 2) the ability  to recognize the completion  of a task, accept

directjon  and b6gin a new task,(More  simplyr  to dec1d.e
when to make turns, stop, etc.1

Other abilities are clearly required  to practically  drive a vehicle,
such  a s non-destructive error recovery, but a beglnning  can be made
with just the two abl llties listed, The first capablllty  was realized
about a year ago with a program which was guided by lines, road
edges, etcq Although not extensively tested, the Program was a
usable prototype of a vehicle  steering  system,

The second PO I nt lnVolV6S  a step upward In picture processing
technlquesr since the comp(etlon  o f  a task is defined bY the
vehicle's environment, and Is reflected In the TV Image whloh the
cor*Iputer h a s  avallable, Accordingly, a program Is under development
which  constructs deScrlptlons  of Scenes, and recognizes  a 0Jven  Scene
fron: ItS stored description  when it 4s seen agaln, InstrUctlons for
action can be associated  with the scene% and thus enable the vehicle
to carry out Such missions as Vrive around the bui ldlng and come
back here,”

At present, a prototypIcal program can recognize as Identical two
views of the same picture, translated and rotated arbltrarl ly, If the
picture  contains two or mor’e  small- obJects, even if not al I the
objects are in both views, The program Is being  exten;cAi t;u;;nd;i
features so large that they do not flt in the ploture,
described In terms o f sub- features, The picture  Is currently
described in the Image plane of the cameraJ but will b e later
described in road coordinates, The description  Is, and will continue
t o  PeJ  essentja(ly two”dhensbmdJ because of the large time penalty
In 34 processing, Time, of course8 Is of the essenceJ  she the
vehicle Is moving during ail the processing, and h e n c e recognltlon
tilne  c a n n o t  e x c e e d  a few s e c o n d s .
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5.3 VISUAL IDE>JTIFICATION  OF PEOPLE CMichas(  Kelly3

The problem which has been chosen is the following: develop  a program
which will recognize people standlng In front of a TV camera attached
to a corrputer, JUrin(3 an indivldual,s  first  8ppearanceJ  the program
IS set to request the name of the person whose picture is being
yrccessed, The name Is associated wlth features and measurements from
the picture w$lch characterize the person, At a subsequent
appearance before the TV c;imeraJ the computer will type out the name
of the person,

OUTLINE OF THE PETHOD,

The general scheme of operation of tne program can be summarized  as
follows, Two nlctures  of tne individual to be recognized are read
into the computer, One i? e olcture  of the entire body, head to feet,
The other Is 3 close-up  of the head, The program processes the
nictures  t o locate feature points such as the irises of the eyes,
nostrils, the too of the head, Once these points are found,
measurerrents are jerived from them such as height, distance between
eyes, width of head, etc. These measurements are then used in a
nattern classification algorlthm to extract the identity of the
nerson from a dictionary containln'cl known indlvlduals and their
veasurerrents,

Ttie method outlined above appears suite straight-  forward: I ocate
features, obtain measurements, classify pattern, ~bv~OUS~J/,
obtaining i3easure~~tents once feature Points are located is a trivial
oneration, The flnal stage of the method, pattern classification,
has oeen well shdied, Given a good set of features, there are
standard classlficatlon  alcrorlthms  which may be used, However, the
first sts9, locatinq  the features in a dlgltal  pictureJ IS a process
about which  very little  Is known,

Thls then Is the main effort of this thesis research: accurately
locating desired soecjflc points on pictures of people, Such low
level picture processing, cal led variously feature extrac%ionJ

ore-orocesslng,  or characterization of the picture,  is generally
recognized as the most difficult part and the prlnclpal Problem In
pattern r-ecognltion, (See,‘ for examole, Ho and Agrawala [$968I, p,
21:;12,)  It Is worthwhile emphasizing,  in vlew of the fact that so IT$$
Previous work in pattern recognition has been concerned
mathematical techniques for classiflcatlon,  that classifl~atlon has
received  only secondary attention in this work,

Measurerrents from the face and body should provide a good means of
Identifyin  people, The reason for this expectation  Is that
physlcal measurements were the basls of the Bertlllon  system for
Ident)flcatlon  Of  PeopieJ which had wide use ln police work prior to
the discovery of the usefulness of fingerprtnts  (Thorwald  Ci965_!),
This expectation is confirmed by the results obtalned by Bledsoe
wnich  are described below,

PREVIOUS WORK,
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A number of papers have appeared In which pictures of faces have been
oartlally  processed by computer and the results a/splayed, Examples
are the papers by Naraslmhan  and Forango  CIY641  and Huackel  Cl9691,
Both of these papers present cornouter produced line drawings  of faces
which were derived  from grey scale Input pictures, Such operatlons
are fine for presenting faces to the human eye but represent only a
very small step toward computer deScrlPtlOn  and recognltlon,

The Prlnclpal orlor hark on recognltlon of people by computer has
been done by W,L(, BleflSOe, This work was begun at Panoramic
Yesearch, Inc, and continued with P,E, Hart at Stanford Hesearch
Instltute, (See Bledsoe  Cl9643  and C19663L

There are differences and slmllarltles  between the work of Bledsos
and the work reported here, The chief difference Is that Rledsoe
created a man-mach.lne  system In which  a human operator, working with
a face'projected  on a Grafacon  or Wand tableI?,  located the feature
points on the face and manually Polnte-d  out thelr posItton for th.e
computer  t o record, Irl contrast, my work consists  prlmartly  of a n
attenPt  t o automate this feature locatlon  step, Rledsoe was
concerned with recognjtlon  of photographs of faces; 1 constder  both
body and face and work with IIue subjects, not photographs,
Hleasoe permitted  a wide varlatlan In head rotatlon,  tilt, lean,
ohotograph awl Itu, and light contrast; I resulre much more
standardlzatlon  of pose and c a n obtaln It since I control the picture
taNng environment, In splte of these differences, the work
reported here foMws the basic Idea for visual  ldentlflcatlon of
peoble first laid out by dledsoe: find the measurements and use them
for identlflcatlon, Another way of summarlzlng  this Is: automate
the ldentlflcatlon tectinloues  of Bertll Ion,

Hlsdsoe's results verified that facial measurements made on
photographs cou 1 d be used effectlvs(Y  for facial  recognltlon, In
his work, measurements were obtalned from 2000 photographs, 2
photographs for each person In the sample, Given a set of
measurerrents for ar7 unknown person, the classlflcatlon system
attempted to suPPlY a name or a maI l (1st ot names which Included
the unknown lndlvldual, Using  varlous classlflcatlon  methods R(edsoe
found that the average reduction  In uncertainty varled from l/l00 to
l/4000,  -

Bledsoe's  group was also concernfid  to a llmlted  extent with flndlng
features automatlcall~ (Hlsson fI965a3, Cl965bl), The results of
this were lnconclusivet  many problems were encountered tryfng to
determine the loCatIOn  of feature points, Bledsoe's  success with
facial  classlflcatlon using measurements while leaving  ope n  t h e
Problem  o f automatic feature location  has been a stimulus  for the
work reported In this thesis,

Sakal, Nagao, and FuJibayashl  Cl9691 have reported the lr work on
flndlng faces In photographs, Their goal is to detec~l~~u;eface  or
faces are present In a picture,  They first produce  a wh l ch
contains the edges o f the Input picture, A large oval template
corresponding  to the head outline Is then matched with the edge
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picture, All reasonable posltlons and sizes of the template are
tried, In those oosltions  where the oval template receives  a hlgh
resoonse, the head hypothesis  is checked by further template matching
that expects  many edges fn the eyes, nose, and mouth and few edges  on
thcr forehead, Thk method appears to be time consuming,  and the
result  IS only an approximate locatlon  for the nead in the olcture,

T h r e e  Russlansr  El'bur [19073,  Yurans Cl967;1,  and Rastr lgan C19673,
nave presented !retnods for ldentlfylng f a c e s from photographs,
The vethods  assume that a representation  of 8 face as a set of points
IS available, The oapers gre mostly on projective  geometry; there Is
very llttle  mention of aPplicatlon, Hart Cl9691 has orspared  a
sumrsry  at the content of these papers,
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APPENDIX A

PUBLICATIONS
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Intelligence Techniques'% Proc, International Conf, on
Artlflclal  Inte~liqence, Washington, D,C,, 1969,

1% R’ Paul' G, Faik, J, Feldman, "The Computer Hepresentatlon of
Simply Described SceneV,. Proc' iillnois Graphics Conference,
April 1969,

2d, R, Schank and L, Tosler, "A Conceptual Parser for Natural
Language", Proc' Internatlonal  Joint Conference on Artlficlal
Intelligence,  WashIngton,  i),C,, 1969,

21, G. Schroii, A' .3utfleld, C, Djerassi,  B , Buchanan,  G,
Sutherland, E, Felgenhaum, and J, Lederberg, t'Applicatlons  of
Artiflclai  Inteiiigence  for Chemical inference III, Aiiphatic
Ethers Diagnosed 5~1 Thalr Low flasolutlon  lclass Spectra and NMR
Data", J, Amer, Chem, Sot,, 91:26, December 1969,
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1970 (to date)

1, J. Allen and 0, Luckham, "An Interact/w Theorem-Proving Program"
In ‘t3, wtzgr and 0, Mlchle feds,), Machlne Intelligence  5,
Edinburgh  University Press, 1970,

2, 4 Buchanan, G, Swthsr(and, and E, Felgenbaum, "Toward an
UnderstandIng of Information Processes of Scjeritlflc Inference ,
In the Context of Organic Chemjstry" In 8, Meltzer and 0,
Mlchle feds), Machlne Intelligence 5 , Edlnbupgh Unlversky
Press, 1970,

3. D, Luckham, "Refinement  Theorems I n  Resolution  Theory% Proc,
1968 IRIA Symposium fn Automatic Deduction, VersalW%  France,
Springer-VerlaS,  1970,

4, 2, Manna and J, McCaFthy,  WPropertieS  Of Programs and Partial
Function LogW In B, Meltzer- and D. Mlchle feds,), Mauhlne
Intelligence 5, Edinburgh Unlverslty  Press, 1970,

5, L Manna, ,'The correctness of Non~Determlnlstlc Progr4ms%
Artlflclal Intelligence Journal, vol, lr No, lr 1970 (In
press),

6, L Mmna, ~~Secondcoroer  Mathematical Theory of Computat  Ion%
hoc, ACM Symposium  on Theory Of COmPUt/Mh  MaY 197h

7, 2, Manna and A. Pnuell, Wormal lzatlon of PropartIes  of
Recursively Defined Functions% J, ACM, July 1970 (In press),

8, ti, Montanarl, r,A Note on MInImal Length Polygonal ApProxlmatlon
to a Dlgltlzed Contour", Comm, ACM, January 1970,

9, u, Montanarl, l9On Llmlt Propertles in Dlgltlzatlon Schemes%
JACM, Aprll 1970,
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APPENDIX d

ThESES

Theses that htrve heen pub1 lsh.ed  by the 1 Stanford Artlflclal
Intel llgence Project are llsted  here, Several earned degrees at
InTtltutlons  other than Stanford, as noted, Abstracts of recent A,
1. Memos are given ln Appendix  0,

AI+43, R, Reddy, A:J APPROACH TO CDAPUTEH  S P E E C H RECOGNITION BY
DIRECT ANALYSIS OF THE SPEECH WAVE, Ph& Thesis In computer
Science, September 1966, \

AI/+46, S, PerSsOnr SOME SEWEWE  EXTRAPOLATING PROGRAMS: A STUDY OF
REPHESENTATIOx WD MODELING  IN INQUIRING SYSTEMS, PhJ, Thesis
1 n' Computer Science, Unlverslty  o f California, RerkeJey,
September 1366,

AI?*l-37,  d, E3uchananr LOGIC'S  OF SCIENTIFIC  DISCOVERY,  Ph,U, Thesis I n
Philosophy, bnlverslty  of Callfornlar  Berkeley,  Decepber  1966,

AIR-44,  J, Painter, SEMAWIC CORRECTNESS UF A COMPILLR  FOR AN
ALGOL-LIKE LAN;UAGF-, Ph,U, ‘Thesis  In Computer Science, March
1967,

AI<-56,  k, tilchman, USE OF O P T I C A L  FEEdBACK  IN THE COMPIJTER CONTHOL
OF ALi ARM, Eng, Thesis In Electrlca(  Engineering, AuQ,jst  1967,

A 1 !II I ,-5 8, M, Cal ler0, AN ADAPTIVE COMMAPJD  AND CONTROL SYSTEM [JTILIZING
HEURISTIC LEARNING pROCESSI& Ph.D. Thesls In Operations
Research, December 1367,

AI?:-6J,  U, Kaplan, PEGULAF? EXPRESSIONS AND THE EQUI VALt?:CE  OF
Pt?oC;~A~s,  Ph,$, Thesis in Computer Science,  July 1968,

4111-65,  f3, Yuberman, A pi?OGRAM TO PLAY ChESS END GAMES, Ph,D, Thesis
in Computer Science,  August 1968,

AIM-73, 0; Pieper, THE KINEMATICS OF MANIPULATORS WUt:R COMPUTER
CONTROL, ph,D, Thesis In MechanIcal  Enslneerlnq,  October 1968,

AI+74, D, daterman, yACHIr\lE  LEkHiJING OF tiEURISTICS,  Ph.?, Thesis In
Computer Science,  Dscember  1968,

AII"?-83,  -R, Schank,  A CONCEPTUAL DEPENDENCY REPRESE>.!TATIUN  FOR A
COMPUTER OrIENTED SEMANTICS, phd. Thesis i n Llngulstlcs,
UnlversltY  of Texas, March 1969,

AIM-85, P , VlcenS, ASPECTS OF SPtXCH RECOGNITION BY COYPUTEH,  Ph,D,
Thesis In Computer Science,  March 1969,

AIM-92, Victor  9, Schelnman, D E S I G N  O F COMPUTER CONTRGLLED
MANIPULATOR, Eng, Thesis In MechanIcal  Englneerlng,  J u n e  1 9 6 9 ,
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AIM-96, Claude Cardell Green, THE APPLICATION OF THEOREM PROVING TO
QUESTION-ANSWER ING SYSTEMS, PhD, Thesis In ,ElecWcal
Enelneerlng, August 1969,

AIM-98, J a m e s  J , Homht A STUOY Ok' GRAMMATICAL IfiFER~NCt;,  Phdl,
Thesis In Cornouter Science, August 1969,

AIM-lld6, Michael E, Kahn, THE NEAR-MINIMUM-TIME CONTROL Of OPEN-LOOP .
ARTICULATED KINEMATIC CHAINS, Ph,D, TtW3lS In MechanIcal
Eng/neeritw, December 1969,
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Appendix C

FILM HEPORTS

Prints of the folIOwing  films are avallable for short-term loan to
interested groups without  chsrae, They may be shown only to groups
th&;t  have paid no admission fee, To make a reservation, write  to:

Artlflcla(  Intelligence  Project Secretary
Computer Science  Department
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

Alternatlve(y, prints may he purchased at cost (typically $30 to $50)
trorr:

Clne-Chroqe  Laboratories
4.&75  Trahsoort  St,
Palo Alto, Cal lfornla

1, Art E i s e n s o n  ant; Gary Feldman, "Eli-ls  0, Krontechev  and teus, hls
Marvelous The -Sharing Systenl”, 16mm b I ack and white wlth
sound, 15 minutes,  Yarch  1967,

The advantages of time-sharing  over standard batch Processing are
revealed through the good otftces  of the Zeus time-sharlng system on
a PDF-1  computer, cj1jr  herot Ellis, is saved from a fate worse than
death, Mcommendeti  for qature audiences only,

7, - Gary Feldman, “Tutterf  lnqer~~, 1.6mrn  color with sound, I3 minutes,
March 1968,

Describes the state of the hand-eye system at the Artlflcial
htelligence  Project In the fall of 1967, The PDP-6 computer getting
visual InformatIOn frOF a te l ev I s I on carrlera and controlllng  a n
electrical-mechanical a r !Tl solves simple hsKs involving stacklng
blocks,, The technfoues  of recognizing  the blocks and their posItIons
9s heI1 as control 1 Ing the arm are briefly presented, Rated VF,

3, i?a J Teddy, Dave Esoar and Art tlsenson,  “Hear Here”, 16mm color
with sound, 15 minutes, March 1969,

Describes t-he state of the speech recognltlon  project as of Spring,
1969, A dIscussIon  of the problems of speech racognltion  Is fol(owed
by the real time demonstrations of the cur rent system, The f i rst
shop the computer learnIns  to recognize  phrases and second shows how
the handreY8  system nay be control led Oy voice commands, Commands as
conplicated  a s “F 1 ci< up the small b I ock In the lower lefthand
ccrr.ePc are recognized  and the tasks are carried  out by the c o m p u t e r
controllecl  arm,

4. Gary Feldman and Donald Pelpor,  *'AvuldVVr 16mm si lent, color, 5
minutes, March 196%

Reports an a computer nrogram  wrltten  oy D, Pelper for his phd.
Thesis, The problem  Is to move the computer controlled
electrical-mechanical arm through a space fllled with one or more
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knowI o b s t a c l e s , The program uses heuristics  for fIndIng a s a f e
Path; the film demonstratas the arm a s It moves thraufJh vqr ious
clut.tered envlronmentg with fairly good success,
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Thpse memos report both rosearch  reSU)tS and fad I Ity descriptions
kx-mputer programs and equipment)  In the period 1963-66, From late
1966 on, just research ls reported, Facllitles are described  I n
internal reports Cal led (Jpsratlng  Notes (Appendix  E>,

Corks  of many of these
upw request to:

43~0s  a r e  a v a i l a b l e  t o  I n t e r e s t e d  r e s e a r c h e r s

Artificial Intelll(jence  Project Secretary
Computer Science  Department
%mford  University
Stanford, Zallfornia  94385

p,lternatlvely, beglnhlng  with memo AIM-69, they are available from
Clearlnghouse for Federal Sclentlfic

and Technlcal  Informatlon
Springfield, \Jlrginia 22151

T k c) Ulearlnghouse charges $3,[21c1  per full size copy and $,65 for a
microfiche  COPY,

Append/x 3

AqTIFICIAL  IfvTELLIGENCE  MEMUS

Titles only are listed below for 1963-68,  Abstracts are slven  for the
more. recent memos,

AIM-l, John McCarthy, PREDICATC_ CALi-ULUS WITH " UN 0 E F I p&J E D " AS A
TRUTH-VALUE, March 1963, 5 paws,

AIPI-2, John McCarthy, SITUATICGqS, ACTIONS, AND CAUSAL LAWS, July
1963, 11 Pages:,

AIM-3, F, Safler,  !' THE MIKADO-"  AS AN AilVICE  TAKfiR PROBLEM, July 1963,
4 Paws,

AiM-4, H, Enea, CLOCK  f‘UNCTIOi\l  FOR LISF 1.5, August 1963, (Out of
prtnt),

AIM-5, h,. Fnea and D, Wooldrldge, ALGEBRAIC SIMPLICATI”N, August
1963, 1  p a g e ,

UM-6, D, Wooldrldge, NON-PRINTING COMPILER, August 1963, 2 pages,
(out o f  print),

AIII-7, John McCarthy, PROGRAMS kHTH COMMON SENSE, September 1963~ 7
pages,
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AIM-& John McCarth,y, STORAGE CONVENTIONS IN LISP 2, September 1963,
(Out of print),

A I M - 9 ,  C,M, Wllams, COMPUTING ESTIMATES FOR T‘HE N U M B E R  O F
BISECTIONS OF AN N x N CHECKERBOARD FOR N EVEN, December 1963,
9 p a g e s  (Out of print),

AIM-10, S,R, Russell, IMPROVEMENTS IN LISP DEBUGGING, December 1963,
3  p a g e s ,

AIbll., u, Wooldrldge,  AN ALGEBRAIC SIMPLIFY PROGRAM I N  L I S P ,
December 1963, 57 awes,

1964

AIN-12,  G, Wdman, DOCUMENTATION  Of THE MAC MAHON SQUAHLS  PROBLEM.,
January 1964, (Out of pr/ntL

A I i-1-13 I D, Wooldrldge,  THE NEW LISP SYSTEM (LISP 1,551, February
1964, 4 mum,

AIM-14, John McCarthy, COMPUTER CONTROL Of A MACHINE FOR EXPLORING
MAHS,  J a n u a r y  1964, 6 pages,

AI+15, M, Flnkelsteln  a n d  F, Safferr AXIOMATIZATION  A"JD IMPLUENT-
ATION, June 1964, 6 Pago%

AIbl-16,  John McCarthy, A TOUGH NUT FOR PROOf  PROCEDURES, July 1964, 3
ww=.

AIM-17, John McCarthy, FORMAL DfSCQPTIUN  Of THE GAME Of PANGIKE,
July 1964, 2 pages@

AIM-W, J , Hext, AN ExPRESSXON  INPUT ROUTINE FOR LISP, July 19648 5

AIM-19,  J, Hext, PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND TRANSLATION, A&Wst 1964,
1 4  pages8

AIM-W, Ra J Rsddy, SOURCE LANGUAGE OPTIMIZATION OF FOR-LOOPS, August
1964, 37 Pages,

AIM-21, R,W, Mltchel  I, LISP 2 SPPCIFICATIONS PROPOSAL, August 1964,
12 paws,

AIM-22, R, Russell, KALAH - THE GAME AND THE PROGR‘AM,  September 1964,
1 3  pa9ec
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kIb23, R ,  R u s s e t  1, I:IPROJEMENTS  T O THE KALAH PROGRAM, S e p t e m b e r
1964, 12 Pages,

AI+24, John McCarthy, A FORMAL DESCRIPTION Of A SUBStT 3F ALGUL,
Sept8mber i964, 4 3  Paws,

AIM-25, H, Mansfield, A FO RMAL SYSTEM I)f COMPUTATION, SqGember  1964,
7 pages,

AI+26, Ml Reddu, EXpEiW'lENTS  ON AUTOMATIC SPEECH RLCOGNITION  BY A
DIGITAL COZPUTE~,  October  1964, 19 p a g e s ,

i 1965

Al?!-27, -John McCarthy, A ?HoOf-CHECKER  FOR PREDICATE CALCULUS, March
1965, 7 pages,

AIM-28, John McCarthy, PROBLEMS  IN TdE THEORY Of COMPUTATION, March
196% 7 pages.

AI+29,  C,M, WI I Ii;Jms, ISOLATIUN O f I M P O R T A N T  FEATlJHLS OF A
MULTITONED  PICTURE, January 1965, 9 pages,

AIr\l-30,  t, fetqenbaum  and R,d, r(atson, AN INITIAL PROBLLV  STATEMENT
FOK A MACHINE  INDUCTION  RESEARCH PHOJECT,  kprll 1965, 8 pages,

AlM-31, John McCarthy, PLANS fOR THE STANFORD  AKTIFICIAL  INTELLIGENCE
PROJECT, A~ril 1965, 5 p a w s ,

AIt+32,  Ii, Ratchford, T:iL 1.38 ANALOG DIG1  TAL CONVERTER, way 1965,~ 9
pages.

AIM-33,  B, Huberman, T)jE ADVICE TAKER AND CPS, June 1965, ii?! pages,
AIM-34, P, Carah, A TELEVISION CAMERA INTERFACE FOH THii PDP-/,
June 1965, 8 n,aqes,

AIM-35,  F, Safler,  SIMPLE SIMON, June 1965, 17 pages  (Out of print),

AIY-36,  J, Painter, UTILIZATION Of A TV CAMERA ON T H E  PDP-I,
S e p t e m b e r  1965, 6 pages ,

A I + 3 7 ,  K , Korsvold, A N ON LINE ALGtBRAIC  SIMPLIFICATIUN  PROGRAM,
November 1965, 36 Paw%

1966

AIM-38, D, Waterman, A FILTER FOR A MACHME INDUCTION SYSTEM, January
1966, 1 9  pages,

AI?l-TSY, Karl Plngle, A PROGRAM  Til FIN3 OBJECTS IN A PICTURE, J a n u a r y
1966,  2 2  Dages,
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AIkl-Q,  John McCarthy and J, PaInter, CORRECTNESS OF A COMPILER FOR
ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIONS, AprlI  1966, 13 pages,

AJY-41,  P , Abrams and 0, Rode, A PROPOSAL FOR A PROOF-CHECKER FOR
CERTAIN AXIOMATIC SYSTEMS, May 1966, 10 pages, Nut of print),

A I M - 4 2 ,  Karl Pinsle,  A PROPUSAL  FOR A VISUAL INPUT ROUTIME, June
1966, 11 Pages,

AIM-43, mi Reddy, AN APPROACH TO COMPUTER SPEECH RECOGNITION BY
DIHECT  ANALYSIS OF THE SPEECH tiAVE,  September 1966, 144 pages,

AIM-44, J, Palnter, SEMANTIC CORRECTNESS OF A COMPILER FOR AN
A L GOL-LIKE LA@JAGE,  Revjsed  March 1967, 130 pages,

ApI-45,  0, K ap I a.n, SOME COMPLETENESS RESULTS IN THE MATHLMATICAL
'THLORY  OF cO~~PUTATICJN,  October 1966, 22 pages,

AIM-46 , S, PerSSOn, SOME SEQUENCE EXTRAPOLATING PROGRAMS: A STUDY OF
REPRESENTATION AND MODELING IN INQUIRING SYSTEMS, September
1966, 176 pagesI (Out of prlnt),

AIN-47, Bruce Buchanan, LOGICS O F  S C I E N T I F I C  DISCOVERYI L)ecember
1966, 210 pages, (Out of Print),

AI&48, 0, Kaplan, CORRECTNESS OF A COMPILER FOH ALGOL-LIKE PHOGRAM,
July 1967, 46 p8gesc

AIM-49 , Georgia Sutherland, DENERAL  - A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR
GENERATING AND FI LT E RI NG CHEMICAL STRUCTURE% February 1967,
34 pages,

AIM-W, A n t h o n y  C, Heatn, ~WNJCE USERS' MANUAL, F e b r u a r y  19671 53
9awm

AIM-51 , L e s t e r  0, Earnest, CHOOSING AN E.YE FOR A COMPUTEH,  April
1967, 154 pages,

AIN-52, Arthur L, Samuel, SOME STUDIES IN MACHINE LEARNING'USING THE
GAME OF CHECKERS II - RECENT PROGRESS, June 196?, 48 pages,

AIt!-53, B, Welher, THE PCP-6 PROOF CHECKER, June 1967, 47 page&

Apl-54;  J o s h u a Lederberg a n d  E,A, Felgenbaum, MECHANIZATION OF
INDUCTIVE INFEREI~CE  IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, A u g u s t  1967, 29
paws,

A I M - 5 5 ,  J, Feldman,  FIRST THOUGHTS OF GRAMMATICAL INFERENCE, August
1967, 18 Pages,

AIM-56,  W, Wlchman,  USE OF OPTICAL FEEWACK  IN TH E COMPUTER CONTROL
OF AN ARM, August 196% 69 pages,
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,X+57, A n t h o n y  C, Hearn, REDUCE, A USER-ORIENTED INTER- ACTIVE
SYSTEM  FOR ALCEPRAIC SIMPLIFICATIOY,  O c t o b e r  1 9 6 7 ,  69 pages,

AIM-58, M,D, Callero, A PJ ADAPTIVE COMMANU AND CONTROL SYSTEM
UTILIZING HEURISTIC LEARNING PROCESSES, December 1367, 161
wwes,

1968

AJb59, U,M, Kaplan, A FORMAL THEORY CONCERNING THE EQUIVALENCE OF
ALGORITHMS, May 1968, 20 pages,

AIb4%, D,M, Kaplan, THi FORMAL THEORETIC ANALYSIS OF STRONG
EQUIVALENCE FOR ELEMENTAL PROGRAMS, June 1968, 263 pages, (out
0.f prlntL

A I M - 6 1 ,  T , 1t0, NOTES  i)F THEORY -OF COMPUTATION AND PATTtRN
RECWdITI3$  :~ay 1968, (Out of print),

AI;l-62,  B, B u c h a n a n  a n d  G, Sutherbnd,  HEUKISTIC  DENURAL:  A PROGRAM
FOR GENERATING EXPLAkATORY HYPOThESES 1% W?GANIC CHLMISTRY,
JuIY 1968, 76 DaFIeSp

WI-65,  U,M, Kanian, HLWLAR EXPHESSIObjS AND THE EWIVALENCE OF
PROGRAMS,  July 1968, 4? pages,

Aif+%4,  Z, rlanna, F!MYALIZ~.TION  OF PROPERTIES OF ?ROGRAMC;,  July 1968,
18 pages,

AI+hi,  B, HuberTian, A PROWAM TO PLAY CHESS END GAMES, August 1968,
168 pages,

AI+66,  J, Feldman
LANGUAGE,

and P, Rower, A N ALGOL-BASED ASSOCIATIVE
August 196b 31 pages,

AIM-67, E, Feigenbzum, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: THEMES IN THt SECOND
DECADE, August l96b 3 9  paqes# (out of print),

AIM-68, Z,- Manna and A, ‘Pnuell, THE 'VALIUITY PROBLEM OF THE
91-FUNCTI@,  August 1968, 20 pages,

AI/+-69, John McCarthy, PROJECT TECHNICAL REPOKT,  September 1968, 90
paaes,

AI+716, Anthony C, Hearn, THE PROBLEM OF SUBSTITUTION, December 1968,
14 pages,

A I M - 7 1 ,  P , Vkens, f’REf’~oCESsING  FOR SPEECH ANALYSIS, October 1968,
33 pages,

U N - 7 2 , E,L, Pieper, THE KINEMATICS OF MANIPULATORS lJNt!tH LXMPUTER
CO~ITROL, October 1968,  157 pages,
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AIM-73, John McCarthYr S O M E  P H I L O S O P H IC A L  P R OBLEMS FROM THE
S T A N DP O I NT  O F  ARTIPICIAL  INTELIJGENCE,  N o v e m b e r  196$ 51 PaWsI

AIM-74, D, SJatetman, MACHINE LEARNING OF HEURISTICS, 196th tout o f
Writ),

AIM-75,  R,C, sc.hank, A NOTION OF LINGUISTIC CONCEPT: A PRELUDE TO
MECHANICAL TRA~JSLATION,  December 1968, 21 pages;

AIM-76,  R,C, Schank,  A CONCEPTUAL PARSER FOR NATURAL L A N G U A G E ,
December 1968,  22 pages, (out Of Pdnt),



lY6Y

AIM-77, J,D, Bqcker, THE MODELING OF SIMPLE ANALOGIC AND INDUCTIVE
PROCESSES IN A SEMANTIC MEMORY SYSTEM, January 196% 21 pages,

Ill this p a p e r  W@ presant a general data structure for a semantic
mencry which is distlnqulshed  in tnat a notion of consequence
(tefrnoral, cause I c lo~lcal~  cr behavioral, depending. on
Interpretation)  is a orjmitive of the data representation, The same
item of a data may at one time serve as a logical impllcatlon~  and a t
another time as a "pattern/actlorP  rule for behavior,

Wc give  a definition  o f "analogyfQ between items of seman t i c
information, us I"(1 the notions of consequence and analogy, we
construct an inductjve  orocess  In which general laws are formulated
and verified  o n the basis of observations of Individual cases, We
il lustrate  ln detail the attainment  of-the rule "FIremen wear red
suspenders" by this orocess, Final ly, w e  d i s c u s s  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p
betkeen  analogy and induction, and their use in modeling aspects of
~nerceptlon"  and "understanding",

AIM=7d,  D,R, Redfly, 0 N THE USE i)F ENVIHONMENTALr  ?YNTAi;TIC  A N D
pRUHALISTIC  CQdSTHAINTS  IN USIJN AND SiptECH,  January 1969, 23
pages,

In this paper we consider  both vlsion and speech In the hope that a
unif 1 ed t r e a t m e n t , i I lustrating t h e slmllarltles, would lead to a
better appreciation of the problems, and possibly  programs which use
t iI e safre superstructure, We postulate a general pe rcep tua l  sy s t em
and Illustrate hod various  existing  systems either avoid or Ignore
solne o f the difficult problems that must oe consldered  bY a general
nerceptua) system, The purpose of this paper Is to point out some o f
the unsolved problems, 8nd to suggest some heuristics that  ref lect
envlronrrental,  syntactic,  and probabllistlc constraints useful in
visual and speech oercebtlon  by nachlne, To make effective use of
these heurlstlcs, a program must orovlde for 1, An e x t e r n a l
representation  of heuristics  for ease of man-machlne ccmmunlcatlon  2,
An 1nterna-i  representation of heuristics  for effective use by machine
3, A mechanism for the selectlon-of  appr‘oprlate  heuristics  for use
In a given  sltuatlot7, Macnlne  oerceptlon  of vision and speech, thus,
orovldes  a problem dOmaIn for testing the adequacy'of the models o f
reoresentatlon  (McCarthy and Hayes), planning heuristic selectlon
(Minsky, Newell 3nd Simon), and generalization  learnlng  (Samuel); a
domaln ln wnlch (perceptual)  tasks are performed by people easily and
without  effort,

AIb7Y, D,R, Reddy and FL& Veely, CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF PHONEMES O F
ENGLISH, January 1969, 71 pages*

It 1s n o w  w e l l  k n o w n  t h a t  t h e  acoustic  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  a Phoneme
deoend o n both the orecedlng and following phonemes, Thls Paper
provides  some needed contexl;ual  and brobablllstlc  data about tr Igram
phonemic sequences of spoken hhgllsh, Since there are apProxlmately
4gQ such sequences, one must dlscover and study only the more
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comfronly occurrlng sequences, To this purpose, three types of tables
a r e  oresented,  viz,, a( Commonly occurrlng trigram  sequences of the
for& /abc/ for every phoneme lb/, b, Commonly occurring  sequences
/abc/ for every pair of phonemes /a/ and /cl, c, Commonly occurrlng
word boundary SeCluenceS  Of the form /-ab/ and 1ab-I where I-/
represents the silence phoneme, Entrles of the above tables oontaln
exam I es of usage and orobabtlitles  o f occurrence for each such
sequence e

AIM-W, Georgla Sutherland, HEURISTIC DENDRAL: A FAMILY OF LISP
PROGRAMS, March 1969, 46 pages ,

The Heuristic Dendtal  program for generatlng  explanatory hypotheses
in organic chemistry ls d e s c r i b e d  a s  a n  appl/catlOn  o f the
programfrlng 1 anguage LISP, The description. emphasizes the
non-cherrlcal  a s p e c t s  o f  the Programc Particularly the “topologjst”
which generates all tree graphs of a cOl lectlon  of nodes,

AIM-81, Dav I d Luckham, REFINEMENT THkOREMS I N  RESOLUTIUN THEORY,
March 1969, 31 oases, (out of Print),

The paper discusses Some basic refinements  o f the Resolution
Prirclple which are Intended to improve the speed and efflclency  of
tneotem-proving  programs based on this rule of Inference, It 15
proved thxt two of the refinements Preserve the (oglca)  completeness
of-the proof Procedure when used separately, but not when used ln
conjunction, The results  O f some prellmlnary  experiments  wlth the
reflnements are given, Presented at the IRIA symposlum on Automatic
Deduction, Versailles, France, December 16-21, 1968,

AI+82, Zohar t?anna  and Amlr Pneull, FORMALIZATION OF PROPERTIES O F
RECURSIVELY DEFINED FUNCTIONS, March 1969, 26 pages@ tout, of
print),

This Paper  I s concerned with the relatlonshlp between the
convergence, correctness and equivalence  o f recursively defined
functions  and the satlsfiabillty (or unsatisflabillty)  o f certain
first-order formulas,

AIM-83, Roger c, - Schank, A 'CONCEPTUAL REPRESENTATION FOR CUMPUTER-
ORIENTED SEMANTICS, March 1969, 281 pagesI (out of brlnt),

Machlnes  that may be said to function  Intelligently must be able to
understand questlons posed In natural language, Since natural
language may be assumed to have an underlylng conceptual structure,
It Is -desirable  t o have the machlne  structure Its own experience,
botn Ilngulstlc  and nonlingulstlc,  In a manner concomitant wlth the
human method for dolng S O, Some previous  attempts at organlzlng  the
machIne's data base conceptually are dlscussed, A
conceptuallymorlented  dependency grammar Is poslted  as an InterlIngua
that may be used as an abstract representation  o f the under lying
conceptual structure, The c o n c e p t u a l  dependencies  are WI ized  a s
the hlghest l e v e l  in a stratlfled system that lncor~orates
language-sveclflc realjzatbn rules to map from concepts and their



relations, into sentences, In order to generate coherent sentences,
a conceptual se7wit  I cs is ooslted  that limits possible  conceptual
dependencies to statements about the system's knowledge of the real
WOT ifA, This is done by the creation of semantic  fi ies tnat serve to
spt?I I out the defining characteristics  o f  a given concept and
enur;erate the passi~~ljties  for relations  with other concepts within
the range of conceptual experience,  The semantic flies are created,
In Tart, from a hierarchical organization of semantic categories,
The semantic category is osrt of the definition of a concept  and the
information at the nodes dominating the semantic  category In the
hierarchical tree may be used to fi l i ln the semantic flie, It IS
ocs$ibie  to reverse the realization rules to operate on sentences and
prfmuce  a conceptual parse, Ail potential parses are checked with
the conceptual Semantics in order to eliminate semantic  and syntactic
ambiguities, The system has been programmed; coherent sentences have
beer: generated and the parser is operable, The entire system Is
posited  as a viable linguistic theory,-

AIFij4, David Canfield  Smith, MLISP  UStRS' MANUAL, January 1969,  5 7
wrest (Out cf nrint, revision In preparation),

MLISP Is a LISP pre-processor  deslgned  to facllltate  the wrltlng,
use, ano understanding of LISP proqa'ms, This is accomplished through
Parentheses reduction, comments, introduction of a more vlsual flow
of control wit17  block structure and mnemonic  key 'words, and language
redundancy, In aflditlon, some "meta-constructs** are Introduced  to
increase the power of the language,

AIi’-Pb, Pierre Vicens,  ASPECTS OF SPEECH RECOGNITION ?!y Ci)YPUTtlR,
April 1969, 21;1!  gages,

This thesis describes techniques and methodology which are useful In
achieving close to real-tlme  recognition  of speech by comlouter, TO
analyze connected speech utterances, any speech recognltlon  system
must perform the fcilowjng processes: preprocessing, se!Jmentatlon,
seqnent ClaSSlfiCatjOn, recognition  o f words, reco~nltlon  o f
sentences, We present imblemented SalutionS to each of these
probiems  which achieved accurate recogn.ltion  In all the trial cases,

AIW86, P,J, Hayes, A MACHINE-ORIENTED  FORMULATION OF THL LXTENUED
FlHVCTIONAL  CALCULIIS, June 1969, (out of print),

Tht? Lxtended Functlonal Ca(culus (EFC) a three-valued predicate
calculus Intended as a lanquage  In which to reason about the results
of compu.tat  ions, is described in some detail, A forma) semantics Is
given, A machine-oriented (axlamless)  Inference system for EFC Is
ther: described and Its completeness relative to the semantics  Is
Proved by the method cf Semantic Trees, Fjnally  some remarks are made
on efflclency,

AIM-87, John McCarthy and the A,I, Project Staff, PROJECT TtCHNICAL
REPORT, June 1969,



Plans and accompifshments  o f the Stanford Artificial  Intel /igence
Project  are revlewed  in several areas inciudingr  theory (epistemology
a n cl mathematical theory of computation), visual Percept/on and
control (Hand-eye and Cart), speech recognition .W comwteh
h e u r i s t i c s  tn machtne learning and automatic  deductIon,  models of
cognitive processes (Heuristic DENDRAL), Language Research, and
Hlaher Mental Functions, This is an excerpt of a proposal to ARPA,

AIV-88, Roger C, Schankr LINGUISTICS FROM A CONCEPTUAL VIEWPOINT
(ASPECTS OF ASPECTS  OF A THEORY OF SYNTAX), Apri  1 21, 1969,

S o m e  of the assertIons made by Chomsky In Aspects of Syntax are
considered, In particuiar,  the notion of a 'competence' m o d e l  In
iin~ulstics  IS criticlze~, Formal postulates for a conceputaliy-based
linguistic theory are oresented,

AIM-W, J,A, Feldn;an,  .J, GIFs, J, J, Horning, and S, Rederr
GRAMMATICAL COMPLEXITY AND INFEdENCE,  June 1969,

Ths problem of Inferring a grammar for a Set o f symbol strings  I s
consjdered and number of new decldabil ity
Several notlons 0; grammatical complexity  and

results obtalned,
their PPoPWtlss are

stuoied, The question of learnlng the least complex grammar for a set
of strings is investigated leading to a variety of positive and
negative results, This work Is part Of a continuing effort to study
the' problems of representation and general lzation through the
graTKatlcal  Inference questlon,

AIH-9ld, Anthony C, Hearn, STANDARD LIW, May 1969, (out of print),

A j,Jniform subset of LISP  1,5 capable of assembly under a wide range
of existing  compliers and Interpreters Is described,

AIb91, Anthony C, Hearn a n d  J, A , Campbell, SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS OF
FLYNMAN  DIAGRAMS HY COMPUTER, August 1969,

We describe a system o f programs
handles all stages of calculation

In t;;elanguage  LISF)  1,5 which
from speclflcatlon  o f  a n

eimentary-pattlcle process ln terms of a Hamlltonlan  of interactlon
or Feynrran diagrams  to the derlvatlon of an absolute square of the
matrix element for the process,

AIM-92, V i c t o r  3. Schelnman, DESIGN OF A  C O M P U T E R CONTROLLED
MANIPULATOR, June 1969, 52 pages,

This thesis covers the prellmlnary system studies, the design
process1 and the design details  associated  with the design  of a new
computer controlled manipulator for the Stanford Artlflclal
Intelligence PraJect,  A systems study of var lous manipulator



configurations, force sensing methods, and sultable  comPonents  and
haraware  was first performed, Hased on thls study, a general design
concept was formulated. This concept was then developed into a
detaIled mantpulator  design, having slx degrees of freedom, al I
electric motor powered, The manlpulator has exceptMnal)y  h l g h
position accuracy, comDartltlve(y  f a s t feedback servo performance,
and approximately human arm reach and motion  properties, SupportIng
some of the design details and selections  are several examples of the
design calculation  proceaure  employed,

AIEI-53, Jerome Feldman, SOI~E  DECIDABILITY  R E S U L T S 0 N GRAMMATICAL
IfWERENCE  00 COMPLEXITY August 1969, 26 pages, (out of print,
revision In preDaratlon1,

The problem of 9rammatical inference Is considered  and a number of
posltlve  answers to decldablllty questlons  obtalned, Condltlons we
prescribed under idhjch it is possible for a machlne  to Infer a
oranrrar (or the best grammar) for even the general rewrltlng  systems,

AIM-54, Kenneth Mark Colby, Lawrence Tesler,  Horace Enea, EXPLRIMENTS
kITH A SEN?W ALGORITHM 0% THE DATA BASE OF A HUMAN BELIEF
STHUCTURE, August 196% 28 paqes,

h&lens  of collsctp~ data resardlns  numan bel lefs a r 8' ConsIdered,
Repr-esentatlon  o f this data ln a computer model deslgned  to judge
crcclbillty  !nvolve[l  oarnphraslngs  from natural language Into the
symbolic expression3  of the programming language MLISP, Lxperlments
in processlno  this data with a particular search algorithm are
described, discussed and crltlclzed,

AIM-55, tohar Manna, THE CORRECTNESS OF NON-DtTERMINISTIC  PKOGRAMS,
August 1565, 44 pages,

In this paper we formalize properties of non-deterministic programs
bY means of the satlsflabillty and valldlty  o f fo r m u l a s  ln
f i r s t - o r d e r  l o g i c , Our maln’purpose  1s to emphasize the wlde variety
of possible  appllcatlons  of the results,

AIM-96, Claude Cordell  Green, THE APPLICATION OF THEtIRE?l  PRUVINC TO
QUtSTION-A~~S!~ERI~~G SYSTEMS, August 1969, 166 pages,

This  paper shows how a ouestion-answering  system can use flrst-order
loc;lc as its lanyuaqe  and an automatic  theorem prover based upon the
rw5olutfon  (nferonce Drlnclple  a s Its deductive mechanism, The
resolution proof procedure Is extended to a constructive  proof
procedure, An answer constructlon algorithm I s  given whereby the
system 1s able not only to produce yes or no answers but also to find
or construct an Object satisfying  a speclfled  condltlon, A working
computer program, I3A3, based on these ideas, Is described, The
performance of the ProWamp Illustrated by extended examp I as,
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compares favorably with  several  other question- anSWerin  PrOgramS,
Methods are presented for solving state transfarmatlon oroblems,  I n
adoltion  t o question-answering, the program c a n  d o  automatic
programtrlnq (simph Program wrlting, p r o g r a m vctrlfYln.g, and
debugging), control and problem solving  for a simple robot, pattern
recoanition  (scene description), and puzzies,

AIY-97, Kenneth Mark Colby and Dav I d Canfleld  Smith, DIALOGUES
BETWEEN  HUMANS AND AN ARTIFICIAL EXLIEF SYSTEM, Augu s t  1969,
28 pwes,

An artlflclal  belief  system capable of conducting on-l Ine dialogues
with humans has been conntructed, It accepts information,  answers
questions and establishes  a credibliity for ' th.e inf0fmatlon  l t
acrlulres and for* its human informants, Heglnnlng  with beliefs  of
high credibility from a highly believed source, the system Is b e i n g
subJected  to the experience of dialogues with other humans,

AIF!-98, James Jay Horning, A STUOY OF GRAMMATICAL INFERENCE, August
196% 166 pages e

The present study has been motivated by the twin goals cf devising
useful Inference procedures and of demonstrating a sound formal  basis
for such procedures, The former has ied to the re.jectlon of formally
srmple solutions Involving restrIctIonS which are unreasonable in
p r a-c t I c 8 t the latter, to the reJectIon  of heuristic  “*bags of trloks"
whose performance is in general Imponderable, Part I states the
general grammatical inference  problem for forma{ languages, reviews
previous work, establ jshes definitions  and notation, and states my
position for a Particular class of grammatical  inference problems
based on an assumed probabilistic structure, The fundamental results
are contained in Chapter Vt the remaining  chapters discuss extensions
and removal of restrIctions,  Part III covers a vap iety Of related
topics, none of which are treated in any depth,

AIM-9Y, B,G, Buchanan,  G,L, Sutherland and E,A, Feigenbaum,  TOWARD AN
UNUERSTANDING  O F  O F INFORMATION PROCESSES OF SCIENTIFIC
INFERENCE IN THE CONTEXT OF-ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, September 1969,
6 6  pases,

The program called Heuristic DENDRAL  solv e s scientific lnductlon
problems of the foll0wlng type: given the mass spectrum of an
or~anic.molecul0, what is the most plausible hypothesis  o f organic
structure that will serve to explain the given  emplrlc8l  datq, Its
problem solving power derives ln large measure from the vast amount
of cherriqal knowJ.dge employed i n  controillng search and making
evaluations,

A brief descrlptjbn  of the task environment and the program is given
In Part 1, Recant improvements In the design of the program and the
quality of its O@rformance in the chemical task environment are



,

notea,

The? acquisltlon  o f task-speclfjc  knowledge from chemlst-'cexpertstt,
the representat ion of this knowledge ln a form best s u i t e d  to
fscllltate the problem solving, and tne most effective  deployment of
t-his body of knowledge  in restrlctlng  Search and making selectlons
have been maJor feci of our r e s e a r c h , P a r t  II discusses the
tedvlclues  used and PrOblt?3lS  encountered In eliciting mass spectral
theory from a cooperat ive  chemist, A sample “scenario”  of a session
with a chemist  Is exhibited, Part III discusses more general I ssues
of t h e representation of the chemical  knowledge and the design of
processes that utl I IZe It effectively, The Initial, r a t h e r
stralghtforward, Irno(ementatlons  were found to have serloUs  defects,
These are discussed, Part IV is concerned wl th our
presentl,y-conceived  solutions  to some of thes.e problems, particularly
the rigidity  of processes and knowledge- structures,

T ti F! Paper concludes  with a blbllography  of Publications related to
the MNDRAL effort,

AIt+lUti, tohar Manna and John YcCarthy,  PROPERTIES OF PROGRAMS AND
PARTIAL FtiNCTIOrJ  LOGIC, October 9969, 21 pages,

14 o- consider reoursive deflnltions dhlch consist o f ~1!2ol-,1  Ike
conoltional exnresslons, BY speclfylng  a cowutatlon rule for
evaiuatlng such recursiva deflnltlon, I t  determlnes  A partfal
functiOn, However, f o r dlfferent computation rules, tne same
recursive definltjon may determlne different part/al f u n c t i o n s ,  W e
distinguish between two types of computation  rules: sequential  and
parallel,

The purpose of th i s PaPer is to formalize propertles (such a s
terrlnatlon, cOrrectnesS and equivlance)  of these partial  functions
by rreans of the satlsfiability  or valldlty  of certain fOrmujas  In
partlal function loglc.

This PaPer was PresentOf in the 5th Machine  Intelligence Workshop
helc  at Edinburgh  (Septemoer  15-20, 19691, ‘and will be publlshed  I n
*'MachIne intelllaence  5'4 (Edinburgh  Unlverslty  Press, 19701,

~~y-lgl,  K ,  P a u l ,  G ,  Falk, J,A, Feldman,  THE COMPUTER REPREStNTATION
OF SIryIPLY  DLSCRQED  SCENES, October 1969, 16 pages,

This paper describes the computer representation of scenes conslstlng
of 3 number of simple three-dlmenslonal objects, On@ method of
representlng  such scenes Is a space orlented representation where
lnformatlon about a region  of space Is accessed by Its coordinates,
Another approach 1s to access the informatlon  by obJect, where, by
giving the object name, its description  and posltlon  are returned,
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AS the descrlptlon  of an obJect is lengthy, It is desirable to group
similar obJects, Groups of slmiiar obJects can be reprOsented  In
terns of a common part and a number of lndlvlduai parts; If It Is
necessary to simulate  moving  an obJect then only the Indtvldual
information need be saved,

AI~l91ti2, 0, A, Waterman, GENERALIZATIONS  LEARNING FOR 'AUTOMATING T H E
LEARNING OF HEURISTICS,  Juiy  1969, 74 pages,

This paper lnvestlgates  the problem of implementing  machine iearnlng
of heurlstlcs, First ,  a method of representlng heutlstfcs a s
production rules 1s developed which facl i itates dynamic mantpuiatlon
of the hewrlstics  by the program embodying them, Second, procedures
are developed which permit a problem-solving program aWwlnf4
helWstlcs  I n production rule form to learn to improve Its
performance by evaluating and modifylng existing haurlstics and
hypothesizlns  new ones, either during-an explicit  training process or
during normal program operation, Third, the feasibility of these
ideas in a complex  problem-solving  situation Is demonstrated by using
theq in a prcgram  t0 make the bet dec I sion in draw poker, FInal  ly,
proo!ems wh I ch merit further investigatlon are dlscussedr  including
the oroblem  of deflnlng  the task environment and t h e  Problem  o f
aabptlng  the system to board games,

ATh -lids, John Allen and David Luckham  AN INTERACTIVE THEOREM-PROVING
PROGRAM, October 1969, 27 pages,

We present an outline of the prlnclple f e a t u r e s  of an on-I In
Interative theorem-proving program, and a brief account of' the
results of some experiments with it, Thls program has been used, to
obtain proofs of new mathematical results recentiy  announced wIthOut
proof In the Notlces  of the American Mathematical Society,

AIh-li114, Joshua Lederberg,  Georgia L, Sutherland, Bruce, G, Buchanan,
Edward A, Felgenbaum,  A HEURISTIC. PROGRAM FOR SOLVING A
SCIENTIFIC INFERENCE PROBLEM: SlJMMARY OF MOTIVATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION, November 1959, 15 pages,

The pr lmary motlvotion  of the Heurlstlc  DENDRAL  project Is to study
and model processes of inductive inference In science, I n  Partlcularr
the formatlon of hypotheses which best explaln 9 I ven sets of
empirlcal  data, The task chosen for detalled study I s  organic
molecular structure determination  using mass spectral  data and other
associated spectra, This paper first Summarizes the motlvatlon and
general outllne  of the npproach, Next, a sketch I9 given of how the
p r o g r a m  w o r k s  and how good I t s  per formance  Is a t th I s stage, The
paper concludes Wth a comprehensive list of publlcatlons  of the
project,



AIM-185,  M, H~UCk(ei, AN OF'ERATOR WHICH LOCATES EDGES I N OiGITIfED
PICTURES, October 1969,  37 p a w s ,

This paper reports the development of an edge findlng  o p e r a t o r
(subroutIne)  which accepts the digitized  light intensities withln a
srr.a I I alsc-shaped subarea of a picture and yields a descrlptlon  of
any edae (brightness ster, 1 vJhlch may pass over the disc,  In
addition, the operator reports a measure of the edge's rellabii  lty,
A theoretlcal effort disclosed the unlque best opera tor wn I ch
satisfies a  c e r t a i n  s e t of criteria for a IOcal  edge recognlzer, The
main concerns of the criteria are speed and reliability in the
presence of noise,

KLY r(ORDS AND PHRASES: artificial Intelligence, picture processing,
pattern recoqnltion,  edge recognition, edge Operator, primitives  o f
picturesr computer vislorl, scene a n a l y s i s , feature extracting,
information reduction, rloise elimination, heurlstlc  process, Wlbert
space.

AIk~-lG16, Michael C, Kahn, THE NEAR-MINIMUM-TIME COI'JTROL  OF WEN~LOOP
ARTICULATED KINE;AATJU  CHAI;;IS,  December 1969, 171 nages"

Thus time-optimal  007%rOl  of a system of rigid bodies connected in
Series by single-degree-0 f-freeqom jolnts is studied,

The- dynamical eqUetiOnS  O f the system are highly nonlinear and a
c l o s e d - f o r m  representatfOn  of the minlmum4ime feedback c o n t r o l  Is
not possible, Yowever, a suboptlmai  feedback control which provides
a OlOse approxlmatiOn  to the optimal  control is developed,

The suboptimal control  is expressed in terms of snitching curves for
each of the System contrOiS, These curves are obtained from the
linearized equations of motion for the system, Approxlmatfons a r e
na::e for the effects of qravity  loads and angular velocity terms in
th? ronilnear equations  of mctlon,

Dii;ltal slmulatlon  is useu to obtaln a comparison of response t I mes
of the oprimal  an-d suboptimai controls, The speed of response of the
suboptlfral control is found to compare qu i te favorably with the
response speed of the ogtinai  control,

The analysis I S  apgijf33  t0 the control of three joints of a
mechanical manipulator, hadiflcations  of the suboptlmal control for

lna sampled-data system are shown to result in good Performance
zyea hydraulic  manipulator under computer control,

AIM-l& Gllbert  Falk, SOME IMP L I C A T I O N S  O F  P L A N A R I T Y  FOR +WHSNE
PERCEPTION, Cecember  1969, 27 pages,

The problerll o f determInIng the shape and orlentatlon  of an object
based on one or more two-dimenslonal  Images Is considered, F-or a
AIM-lw3, Mich a e l  E, Keif~, EDGE DETECTION IN PICTURES t3v LOMWTER
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llSINC  PLANIN, January 1970, 26 oages

This p a p e r  describes  a pr o g r a m  f o r  extractlns  a n  a c c u r a t e  outlIne o f
a ran's head from a dIgItal plCtlJr@~ The program accepts .as Input
dicrltal, grey  scale nlctures  containing  people  8tandlng In front of
various backgrounds, The output of the p r o g r a m  18 a n  o r d e r e d  list o f
‘ t h e  oolnts which form the outlIne  o f the head, the edges of
bacKground obJects a n d t h e lnterlor  detal Is of the head have been .
suppressed,

The program Is successful because of an Improved method for edge
detectlon which uses heurlstlc planning,  a technique  drawn from
artlflclal  lntelllgence  research In problem solving,  A brlsf, edge
aetectlon us I ng Planning consists  o f three steps, A  n e w  dlsltal
picture Is prepared from the original; the new picture  Is smaller and
h a s  less detail, E.dges  of ob.Jects  are located In the reduced picture,
The edg'es found In the reduced picture  are Wed  a$ a plan for flndlng
caqes In the orlglnal  picture,



1970

AIM-109,  Hager C, Schank,  I_awrence Tesler,  and Sylvia Weber, SPINWA
11; COlKEPTUAL  CASE-BASEU  NATURAL LANGUAGE ANALYSIS, January
1970,  1.07 pages,

This paper presents the theoretlcal  changes that have developed In
Conceptual Dependency Tneory and the I r ranlflcatlons  In computer
a.~ lysls of natural language, The maJor items of concern are: the
elir4natlon  o f reliance  o n “grammar rules" for parslng with the
en:rnasls given to conceptual rule based parsing, the development of a
conceptual case system to account for the power of
corceptual  Izatlons: tne categorlzatlon  of ACT's based o n permlssib(e
conceptual cases and other crlterla, These Items are developed and
discussed In the context of a more powerful conceptual parser and a
theory of language understsndlng,

AI+110,  Edward 4shCroft  a n d  Zohar M a n n a ,  FORrlALIZATION  QF PROPERTIES
OF PARALLEL "qOG,+&,  February 1970, 58 pages,

In this paper we rjescrlbe a class of parallel programs and give a
fornallzatlon  o f certain propertles of such programs in predicate
CAICl~lUS,

Although our progrsqs aTo syntactically simple, they do exhibit
Kteractlon between asynchronous oaral lel processes, which is the
essential feature Ke wish to consider, The formallzatlon can easl ly
be extended to more comPlicated  programs,

Alsc presented is a method of simpl lfylng parallel p r o g r a m s ,  Id,,
constructing  simpler equivalent programs, based on the "lndependeqce"
of statements In them, With these slmpllcatlons our formallzatlon
gives a practlca(  method for proving properties of such programs,

AIF!-111, Zohar Wnna, SECONU-ORDER MATHEMATICAL T H E O R Y  O F
COMplJTATIGUI  “larch lY7Q, 25 pages,

In this work we show that It IS posslbie  to formalize ail properties
regularly- observed in 3determinlstic  a n d non- determinlstlc)
alcjcrithms  In second-order predicate  caiculus,

Moreover, we show that for any given algorlthm It suffices  t o know
ho;! to formalize  Its V9partlai  correctness” by a second-order formula
In crder to formal  lze all other propertlas by second-order formulas,

Thls result Is of Special  Interest since "pattIal correctness" has
already been formalized In second-order precilcate  calculUs  for many
clcsses  of algorlthns,

This p a p e r  nllll be presented at the ACM Symposlum on Theory of
Coqutlng  (May 1971%).



AiM-112, Franklin D, Hi if, Kenneth Mark Colby, Oavid C, Smithr and
hliliam K, Wjttner, MACHINE-MEDIATED INTERVIEWING, March 19708
27 pages,

A technique of psychiatric interviewing is described in which patient
and interviewer communicate by means of remotely locatad  teletypes,
Advantages of non-nonverbal communication  i n the study of the
psychiatric interview and In the development of a bornouter program .
desianed  t o c0nduOt psychiatric tntervlews are dlscussed,
Transcripts from representative intervlews  are reproduced,

AIf+113, Kenneth M, Colby, Franklin R, hiif,  Wililam  Aa Wail,  A MUTE
PATIENT'S @+EPIENCE  WITH HACHII~E~MEOIATED  INTERUEWING,  March
1970, 19 pages,

A hospitalized mute patient participated in seven m a c h i n e - m e d i a t e d
Intervi&s, excerpts of which are presented, After the flfth
Interview he began to use spoken langu-age for communication, Th Is
nave I technlaue is sugsested for patients who are unable to
participate  In the usual visaa-vis  interview,

AIH-114,  A,W, BIermann a n d  $.A, Feldman,  O N T H E  SYNTHUIS  O F
FINITE-STATE ACCEPTOHS,  April 1970, 31 Pages,

Two aigorithms are presented for solving the following problem!
U-ver: a finite-set S of strings of symbols, find a flnlta~stata
machine which wiil accept the strings of S and possibly  some
aoditionai  strings which "resemble"  those of S, The a p p r o a c h  used Is
to olrectly construct the states and transltlons  of the acceptor
machine from the strMJ Information, T h e  algorithms include  a
pararreter which enable one to increase the exactness of the resulting
machine's behavior  as much as desired by increasing  the number' of
states I n the machfne, The properties of the algorithms are
Presented and illustrated with a number of examples,

The paper gives  a method for ldentifylng  a finite-state language  from
a randomly chosen finite subset of the language If the subset 1s
large enough and if a bound is known on the number of st#tes required
to recooniza the language,. Finally, we discuss some of the uses of
the algorithms  and their relationship to the problem  of grammatical
inference,

AIh-115, "go Montanari, ON THE OPTIMAL DETECTION OF CURVES  IN NOISY
PIGTURES t MOrCh 1970, 35 pages,

A technique for racoqnfzing systems of lines Is presented, In which
the heuristic  o f the problem is not embedded ln the recognition
alqorlthm  but is orpressed in 8 figure of merit, A multIstage
decision process  i s then a b l e to recognize  the Input Ploture  the
optirrai  system of lfnes according to the given  figure of merit, he
t o the global rDprowb greater flexlbliity  and adequacy to the
particular problem 1s achieved, The relation between the structure
of the figure of merit and the complexity  of the OPtimiZatiOn  Pr0CeSs
is then discussod, The method described I s  suitabio for parallel
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Prrlcesslng because the operations relative to each state can be
coriiputed  in oaral let, and the number of stages Is equal to the length
N of the curves (or to lg-2N If an approx/mate  method Is used),

AIbI-116, K e n n e t h  Hark  &!by, M,D,, MINJ AND BRAIN,  A G A I N ,  March 1970,
19! pages,

Clssslcal  mind-brain questions appear deviant  through the lens of an
analogy cornpar 1 ng menta  I nf ocesses WI th computational processes,
Prclblems o f reducibjljty and personal consciousness are a I so
cmsldered  In ths I iaht of this analogy,
restricted class 0f ProjectIons it IS s h o w n  t h a t  m o n o c u l a r
InformatIon  Is often  Vearly”  sufflctent for complete speclf tcatlon
of the object viewed,
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OPERATING NOTES

The S t a n f o r d  Artificial  Intellhw’m  Laboratory  has a dual-processor
UIEC PDf'40/PDP-6) time-shared  computer, It has 131 t h o u s a n d  words
of care memory backed bY a fast  disk (20 ml I I ion bits P e r sac0nU
transfer rate) and an IBM 2314 disk file' Numerous dlsptay  consoles -
and Teletype terminals are connected,

The Ocmratlng Notes (SAILONs) below describe t h e  operation  o f
computer Program and esulpment and are intended for ProJect Use'
This annotated list omits  obsolete notes,

SAILON+,l, W, Welherb "Calcamp Plot Routines", September $968,
D e s c r i b e s  us.8 of basis  p lo t  r o u t l n e s  f r o m  either  FORTRAN IV o r
MACRO,

SAILON-3,lr  B, Raumgart, "HOW to -uo It and Summaries Of Things%
March 1969, An Introductory summary of system f satures
(obsolescent),

SAILON-8,  S, Russell, "Recent  Addltlons  to FORTRAN LlbrWy”~  M a r c h
I967 (

SAILON-9,  P, Patlt, vlElectronjc  Clock% March  (967, Electronic clock
attached to the system gives time In micro-seconds,  seconds,
minutes,  hours, day, month, and year,

SAILON-11,  P , Petltr " A Recent C h a n g e  t o the Stanford POP-6
Hardware", March 1967, The PUP-6 has been changed so that user
Drograms  can do their  own I/O to devices numbered 700 ,and
above,

SAILON-21,  A, Grayson,  VtThe  A-D Converter", June 1967,

SA I LON-21 Addendum 1' E, Panofsky, "A/D Converter Multiplexer Patch
Panel and Channel Assignments as of l-o.-6%  January 196%

S~ILON+~,  S, Russell, "PDP-6 110 _ Device Number SummarYqfr August
1967,

SAILON-25,  S , Russell' "The Mlsceiianeous Outputs", August 1967'
Gives bit assignments for output to hydraulic  arm and TV camera
posltlonlng,

SAILON-26.2, p, Petit? "FAIL", April 1 9 7 0 , Describes one-pass
a s s e m b l e r  t h a t  is a b o u t  f l v e  times  a s  f a s t  a s  MACRQ and has a
more powerful  macro processOr,

SAILON-28.3,  L , Quam, "Stanford LISP l,6 Manual", September 196%
Describes the LISp interpreter and complier, the @ditor ALVINE,
and other a s p e c t s  o f  this  v e n e r a t e d  list Processln9  system'
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SAILON-29,  W, Welher, "Preilminary Description of the Display
Processor*~, A u g u s t 1967, III dlspiay system from u7e
programmer's viewpoint,

SAILGN-31,  J , Sauter, VJISC  Djagnostlc",  October 1967, A p r o g r a m  to
test the LibraScclp@ Disk and Its Interface,

SAILON-~~J,  K, Pinoie,  "Hand-Eye Library  File**; April 197p, .

SAILONa36, G ,  Feidnan,  'IFourier T r a n s f o r m Subroutine", June 1968,
FORTRAN subroutine performs one-dimensional Fast Fourier
Transform,

SAILON-37, S, Russei I and L, Earnest, "A& Laboratory Users Guide",
June 1968, Orientation and administration procedures,

SAILON-37, Supplement ic J, McCarthy,-~'A.1. Laboratory Users Guide",
June 1968, Hard-line adminktratiOn,

SAILON-35,  P, Ucenst ff r4 e w Speecn H a r d w a r e ? August 1968,
Preprocessor for jnput  to speech recognition systems,

SAILON-39, J, Sauter  and II, Swlnehartr  "SAVE",  August 1968, Program
for savlng and restoring a Single  User's disk files on fflagnetlc
tape,

SAILON-41,  L, !Xam, “SMILE at LISP",  S e p t e m b e r  1 9 6 8 ,  A p a c k a g e  o f
u s e f u l  LISP f u n c t i o n s ,

SAILON-42,  G, Faik,  Vidicon Nolsa Measurements? September 1968,
Measurements of spat!ai and temporal noise on Cohu vldi,con
camera connected to the computer,

SAILON-43,  A, Moorer, "DAEMOM  - Disk dump and Restore", S e p t e m b e r
1 9 6 8 , puts ail or selected files on magnetic tape, New
Version  described  i n  SAILON-54,

SAILON-44,  A, Moorer,  "FCROX - MACROX to Fall Converter? September
1 9 6 8 , Converts MACRO programs td FAIL format, with a few
annotated exceptions,

SAILON-45,  A, Hearn, WEDUCE Implementation Guide", October 1968,
Describes t h e procedure for assembling REDUCE (a symbolic
computation System) In any LISP system.

SAILON-46,  W, Weiher,  "Loader Input Format",  October 1968,

SAILON-47, and 47 Supplement 1, J, Sauter and J , Singer, "Known
Programmlng Differences between the PDP-6 and POP-W November
1968,

SAILON-49,  A, Hearn, "Service  Routines for S t a n d a r d  LI:P U s e r s %
February 1969,
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SAIL01v5b.2,  S , SavltzkY, "Son of StopgaPttr Aptll 1970, A
ilne-numbor-ortented text editor with str lng s!arch and
substltutlon  commands and hyphenless  text Justlflcatlon,

SAILON-52.1,  A , lMooter~ “System Bootstrapper’s  Manual”,  hbruaw
1969, How to bring back the system from varloU8 stats8  o f
djsarray, ,

SAILON-53, R, Neeiy and J, Beauchamp, Yhme FORTRAN I/O Humanlzatlon
Technl ques", March 1969, H O W  to Ilve with FORTRAN c r o c k e r y ’

SAILON-54, A ,  Moopep, "Stanford A4 Project Monitor Menuall  Chapter 1
a Console Commands", September 1969, How to talk to the
tImesharing  System,

SAILCN-55, A, Moorer, "Stanford A-I ProJect  Monitor  Manual1 C h a p t e r
II - U s e r Program~lng", September 1969, Machlna  language
commands to the tlrt?esharins  sYst-em,

SAILON-56, T, Panofskyr "Stanford AmI Faci  I  i t y  M a n u a l ? Computer
equipment features (in preparation),

SAILOW-57,  0, Swinehart  end H, Swoul  Ir " S A I L " , N o v e m b e r  1969,
AL(:OLa60 compi ier with LEAP constructs and string VooesBln0~

SAILON-58,  P , PetIt, "RAID", September 1969,
machine language debugging package,

Display-orlented

SAILON-5%  A , , Moorer8 “~ONMON”, October 1969, Lets YOU peer Into
the TS monitor,

SAILON-60,  L, E a r n e s t , '#Oocumentatlon  Services", February 1970, Text
oreparatlon  by computer Is o f t e n  c h e a p e r  t h e n  tYpewriters,
Faclilties  for text preparation  a n d  reproduction  a r e  djsoussed'

. .
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C o n t r i b u t i o n  frm t h e  tTNDRAL p r o j e c t .

tomrds t h e  sutilmary o f  KEsearch i n  t h e  Coinputer  S c i e n c e  Dept, 1Wfl

E, A. Fe i $enbau;?l

,I. Lederberg

H. L Buchanan

G l ’ 1, . Sutherl and
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T ilc “ s c i e n t i f i c  :wthoP involves two very iiffcrent

kin& of intelligent Ghavior, som”rtirws  c a l  le4 inAuction

an.-!  b4uct ion respect i vel y. A t hrtory i s sorwhw ” i n ~I~ICP~P,

smet i 13es out o>f sheer specs 1 at i on, i n  orier t o  ;3ccount fw

SUilc? I-ii thwto !,aff 1 i rl~ or pr0wcat ive 017sPrvat  ions 95

nature. TtiCtl, t h e  t h e o r y  i s  appl it.31 Iediict i vely, i .P.,

laricall y 0r ~atlierl~atically  ri‘wrws c o n c l u s i o n s  at-p ~a+.

I f t h e  ttieory  i s  t r u e , then c e r t a i n  r e s u l t s  44st scr

oh ts i’ne.1.

a t  l e a s t  a t  an elecwntary l e v e l ,  are wll unlerstoo !,

C<wrrsponJingly,  cwlnuters  have been e x t e n s i v e l y  USC.! fgjr

A3luctive c a l c u l a t i o n s . 3cienti fit in:iuction, o n  t?w Mthw-

I;anJ, rp.-13 i ns a :lys tcr i ous nrowss, cunnec teil t o  tb ~ll)S t

i fficul t to“c t-edt i ve” aspects  i)f lwmn th i nf;i nE, an i i s !

i ~.,ipl f?i!lent.  in a  c o m p u t e r .

TIw Dl3DKAL p r o j e c t  aims at emulating:  i n  ;3 coripu  t e r

progra-1 the i niluct  i ve hehav i or :,f the scbntist i n  a n

i m p o r t a n t  hut s h a r p l y  1  imi ted area o f  s c i e n c e ,  r>rC:anic

chei3i s t ry . f-lost o f  3ur w.4.. i  s  a.1;!rwsscJII  to the %l li,wini:

pruh  1 e!(i : Given the data of tile ~iass  s p e c t r u m  o f  nii unkncwr;

cozipoun& in.fuce a wrkable nu::lber o f  p l a u s i b l e  s o l u t i o n s ,

t h a t  i s ,  a small l i s t  o f  canSdate 7olecular s t r u c t u r e s .

T h e  !lcJur  i  s t i  c  DENDKAL program cloes  t h i s ,  an& i n  o r & w  t o

coqAete the  t a s k , t h e  proTram t h e n  :Ieduces t h e  I~SS

spectrw1 p r e d i c t e d  b y  the t h e o r y  o f  m a s s  s p e c t r o m e t r y  for

e a c h  o f  t h e  candfdates, anI s e l e c t s  t h e  I-lost pro!luct i  ve

hypothes i s, i .e@., the s t ruc ture  whose  pred ic ted  spect rum

.
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30s t cl Use1  y I-iatcl: e s  t h e  d a t a .

dp h a v e As i ,neJ, eng i neereii, and .kions trstd ,Y

c o m p u t e r  proEra t h a t  r-manifests  I.iany a s p e c t s  of !wi~n

problewsolving  t e c h n i q u e s . I t  a l s o  works fzster  t!7an L?wwn

intell il;ence i n  s o l v i n g  p r o b l e m s  chosen frorci  En

a p p r o p r i a t e l y  1  i i i i  teJ Joi3ain o f  types o f  cor:pcxn

illustr2te..l  i n  t h e  c i t e d  p u b l i c a t i o n s .  (13J.7)

Is, (7 s

1 )  C o n c e p t u a l i z i n g  orrank chei7istry i n  tews it

tc,polqI_:ical g r a p h  tbory, i . e . ,  a  g e n e r a l  t+eory ~2 x~ys oi

cotllt i n i n,g a tons.

2) F?d-:dyi nc thi s approach i n an exhaust i ve

h y p o t h e s i s  ~enwator, Tliis i s c? pro,,c;rai~~ w!;i ch i  s  c>??ak  le,

i n  p r i n c i p l e ,  of “ii-iagining” e v e r y  conceivable xAecul(7r

s t r u c t u r e .

3) Or,n;anizing  t h e  h y p o t h e s i s  ,~enerntor  s o  t!lzt i t

a v o i d s  --lupl ication and i  rrdevancy,  a n d  :7oves f r o m  structurr!

t o  s t r u c t u r e  i n  a n  o r d e r l y  a n d  prdictahle  w a y .

Thr k e y  cancept i s  t h a t  i n d u c t i o n  l~ecomes c7 p r o c e s s  Of

e f f i c i e n t  s e l e c t i o n  f r o m  t h e  do;nain o f  a l l possible

s t r u c t u r e s . ikuristic s e a r c h  a n d  e v a l u a t i o n  i5 u s e . 1  t.2

implement  th is ‘ * e f f i c i e n t  s e l e c t i o n ” . Post o f  t h e  intend t y

i n the prograw i s Jevoted t o  h e u r i s t i c  mOJifications OF the

genera tor . S o m e  o f  t h e s e  m o d i f i c a t i o n s .  r e s u l t  i n  exly

p r u n i n g  o f  u n p r o d u c t i v e  o r  i m p l a u s i b l e  banchcs Of the

s e a r c h  t r e e . O t h e r  m o d i f i c a t i o n s  require t h a t  t5ct progrxl

c o n s u l t  t h e  d a t a  f o r  c u e s  ( p a t t e r n  a n a l y s i s )  tkt c a n  b
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used b y  t h e  g e n e r a t o r  a s  a  p l a n  f o r  a  !?lore e f f e c t i v e  or:!er

o f  p r i o r i t i e s during h y p o t h e s i s  generation. TIP 3rnq2:rl

organization i s  airid a t  f a c i l i t a t i n g  t h e  e n t r y  of nP\:’ i k5

by the  chemis t  idhen Ji screpancies a r e  percei ved +Wde;!en the

a c t u a l F u n c t i o n i n g  o f  t h e  program a n d  h i s  e x p e c t a t i o n  OF i t .

Tile H e u r i s t i c  WXi~I:Al,  p r o c e s s  of and yz i ng a xss

spectru:1*  c o n s i s t s  o f  t!lree p h a s e s . The f i rst,

prel imi nary i n f e r e n c e  (0r p l a n n i n g ) ,  o b t a i n s  clues frorl t+

Data a s  t o  \rhich  c l a s s e s  uf c h e m i c a l  conpour& are swycJstell

Gr fc~rf+rl.ien b y  the kta. The second phase, s t r u c t u r e

generat  ion, enuiierates  chet~~ical l y  p l a u s i b l e  structWa1

h y p o t h e s e s  dlic!l are co!lpatible w i t h  t h e  i n f e r e n c e s  !v.!P in

phaw me. The thi ril phase, preJiction an4 t e s t i n g  (or

h y p o t h e s i s  v a l i d a t i o n ) ,  p r e d i c t s  consquences  frorl e~c1

s t r u c t u r a l  h y p o t h e s i s  a n d  comnares t h i s  p r e d i c t i o n  w i t h  the

o r i p i n a l  spectrurl  to  c!~ose the h y p o t h e s i s  w h i c h  best

e x p l a i n s  t h e  Jata. CorresponJinE t o  these  three p h a s e s  at-p

three sub-programs. The pro,c.rams  h a v e  been describe 1 i n

p r e v i o u s  pub1 ica t ions , p r i m a r i l y  i n  t h e  !XIO!:S  fQc!?ine

* Fo-r  t h i s  Sscussion i t  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  sc7y t h a t  a  m a s s
spectrolleter i s  a n  instrurllent i n t o  w h i c h  i s  p u t  a  dnutc
sar~ple  of SOIW c h e m i c a l  compoud and out  <If w h i c h  c o m e s  d a t a
usua l ly  represented  as a two Dimensional  h i s t o g r a m . T h i s  i:;
w h a t  i s  referreJ  t o  h e r e  a s  t h e  class s p e c t r u m .  Thp
inst rument  i tse l f  bombards  r3101ecules  o f  the  compound wi th
e l e c t r o n s , t h e r e b y  pro!Jucing  i o n s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  VESTS in
v a r y i n g  p r o p o r t i o n s . T h e  p o i n t s  o n  t h e  a!lscissa  of t h e
spectrum-1  r e p r e s e n t  t h e rrlasses  o f  i o n s  p r o d u c e d  and t h e
p o i n t s  o n  t h e  o r d i n a t e  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  r e l a t i v e  abtlndances o f
ions of these  masses .
**************++*+*+********
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I n t e l l i g e n c e  I V  anJ V (8,141 and i n  a  s e r i e s  of Stanfor;t

A r t i f i c i a l  Intellij;ence P r o j e c t  Kemos  (~,11,14,15).

The attacheJ references r e p o r t  t h e  practic;ll

a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  tiEF!LXAL  a s  a n  a i d  i n  s o l v i n g  prr>bleiis  of

cheinical  structure. k!hi le o u r  m a i n  i n t e r e s t  i n  DFtTRAL  i s

a s  a  p r o t o t y p e  ot’ s c i e n t i f i c  i n d u c t i o n , i t  r,Jay hzve spwific

a p p l i c a t i o n  i n  guiiling t h e  c l o s e d - l o o p  a u t o m a t i o n  of n n

ana ly t ica l  mass  spect rometer  or  general chemical

f r a c t i o n a t i o n  systeii.

TJ~ree  p a p e r s  h a v e  a p p e a r e d  i n  thp J o u r n a l  o f  the

i\mwican ChwGcal  Society  (12,13,17) ancl a  f o u r t h  has

been sui)mi tteJ. The f i r s t  p a p e r  Describes  the tleuristic

GENERAL prr>;:rai-1  anJ tabul ates numbers of  chemical  1 y

pl aus i b 1 e i swner s for nlany compoun& . TfGs i s  o f  pw-titular

rntcrest  t o  c h e m i s t s  b e c a u s e  i t  i n d i c a t e s  t h e  s i z e  qf thr

s e a r c h  s p a c e  i n  \;rt?ich  s t r u c t u r e s  ;wst be foun;! to  -qatcf7

s p e c i f i c  Jata. T h e  s e c o n d  p a p e r  e x p l a i n s  the ay>pl  i cation of

t h e  pro~:rarr t o  k e t o n e s : the s u b c l a s s  o f  m o l e c u l a r  s t r u c t u r e s

c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  kpto r a d i c a l . The whole process fro-1

p r e l  ininary ini’wence ( p l a n n i n g )  throucl;h  s t r u c t u r e

g e n e r a t i o n  anJ p r e d i c t i o n  o f  theoreti’cal .spectra  w a s  zp?l ie;l

to i~any e x a m p l e s  o f  k e t o n e  s p e c t r a . The r e s u l t s ,  ,in term

o f  a c t u a l  s t r u c t u r e s  i d e n t i f i e d ,  a r e  encouraging, The th i rd

p a p e r  e x p l a i n s  t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o g r a m  t o  e t h e r s .  A

s e c o n d  k i n d  o f  iiata, NjviR s p e c t r o s c o p y ,  w a s  ir?troducei  to thp

process  and  a ided  cons iderab ly  in  the  successfu l  process ing

o f  e t h e r  ccwlpounds. T h e  f o u r t h  p a p e r  (18) +scrIhes t5e

a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  H e u r i s t i c  PENDRAL  t e c h n i q u e s  t o  t h e  c l a s s  o f

chemi cal cor.lpoun& cal 1 ed ami nes . In  th is  case ,  even  w i t h
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b o t h  ;~lass s p e c t r a l  ijata a n d  F!X .Jata, t h e  H e u r i s t i c  pWf!RAL

pro.qrai-i  w a s  n o t  able t o  lir~it t h e  l i s t  o f  p o t e n t i a l

h y p o t h e s e s  t o  a  sillal 1 nunbw. I loweve r, h y  using a!Ctional

inforrlat.iun  avajlahle w i t h i n  t h e  N/~K data, a n  a.!:fi tinnal

progr ari igas wr i t ten, w h i c h  p e r f o r m s  t h e ‘ h y p o t i w s i s  selection

an A val i iiat ion tasks i nJepen2entl  y  o f  the  prev ious  pro;:rz-15.

T h i s  t e c h n i q u e  w o r k e d  v e r y  well f o r  a:qines, an4 is thou,qht

t o  562 a p p l i c a b l e  t o  a  limited, b u t  s i g n i f i c a n t ,  c l a s s  o f

other . comj>aun& as we 1 1 .

tine r e a s o n  f o r t h e  high l e v e l o f  pwformnnce o f  tbc!

H e u r i s t i c  FEIJDRAL  pro,yram  i s  the l a r g e  a:.iount o f  nass

spectrorletry k n o w l e d g e  w h i c h  c h e m i s t s  h a v e  inpartd to tF?p

pro;C:ram. O b t a i n i n g  t h i s  Clas b e e n  one o f  t h e  t>iy,wst

bottlenecks i n  AevelopinF: t h e  prc?cran. I t  shoul:Il f?fi

understood t h a t  t h e r e  p r e s e n t l y  i s  n o  a x i o m a t i c  nr wen ~11

organize4 t h e o r y  o f  mass spectrwwtry  w h i c h  WC? coul~f

t r a n s f e r  t o  t h e  proErar1  f r o n  a  t e x t  h o o k  o r  f r o m  a n  cx?wt.

Piost o f  the c h e m i c a l  t h e o r y  h a s  becsn  p u t  i n t o  t h e  prwr+l by

a r)t@O~~rtiiiiiIWr  \JhO is not  a  chemist  but  who spent  .+wny  h o u r s

i n  e l i c i t i n g  t h e  t h e o r y  frorl t h e  c h e m i s t - e x p e r t . I n  3any

c a s e s  t h e  chet-Csts’s t h e o r y  w a s  o n l y  t e n t a t i v e  w-

i n c o m p l e t e l y  f o r m u l a t e & s o  t h a t  m a n y  i t e r a t i o n s  o f  rule

forrwl at i ne;, proo;rar-ini  ng, an4 t e s t i n g  were n e c e s s a r y  t o

b r i n g  t h e  OEADRAL program t o  i t s  p r e s e n t  l e v e l  of

coripetence,
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A fe:-4 general  points of strategy tiave e!:ieryre  f Fror t+e

iIENWAL  effort. k’i th re,rard  to the theorct i cal I:~o~~le~!y;e 3’

the task fomain in the proTrai.1,  \we he1 ieve thc?t the

following considerations are inpurtant.

1) It is important that the prop;ran’s  “t5rw-y of

-.

the real wwl :i” ic central ized and unif icJ. C t h P t-2

&ring the evolution of this theory,  the program wi

i n e v i t a b l y  accwiulate inconsistencies.

L-

L-

i se,

11

2) I t ~mul~i be a.bmta~mms  for the prearm t:?

&rive plannin,? cws f’rom i ts cwn  tfwor:~, hy i ntwsspcrct  i on,

r a t h e r  than from external Data which ;rlay not ypt 4nve km

assini late<1 into i ts theory. The success  Qf tfie pr~~crsd

Jepends in e v e r y cask! on the val i di t;y of the t!-,ewy, s i-:

tiwre i s no use ,Foi t-q bey0t-A i t. It is !-lore efficbnt for

the computer  to r:rwerate hypothetical  spectra an,?  search  f,-lr

the wlevant “Jiaqnostic” patterns i n tFw,t:i tkn to ;:!a7 1- For

exper iii!ental data. The thwry shout J be responsive  to tb

Jata; then the 1 ist of inference cues should 5e .w?nerzte i,

f rot7 the t heor y.

3) Separating the theory from the routines wFiich

use i t foci 1 i tates changing  the theory tr, i:nprove it, on t+e

one hancl, or t0 expcr i rwnt wi tti vari (at ions of i t, !3rl the

i,tker. Al thou::h scattering the theory  in the nrcw-m’s Ll SP
C-

code increases  running efficiency, it seems  ~-~w-e  .bsi raVp,

at t h i s  point, t o  i n c r e a s e  the pro,o;ram’s  flexibility. This

has 1e.j us to Jesi En the programs in a form we rflfw to as

“table-Jriven”.  (14)



4) The idea Tot- a new, “;lieta-LiEfJDCiAL”,  pro,yram i s

energi nz. Pieta-DEM,:!iF.L  t;fi 11 be a prograil i:/hich can frene’rate

alternate  theories of i3ass spectroscopy,  analogous to t!-e

b-ray  in which the t+ur i st ic DrNQFiAL  program Eenerates

alternate structures  to explain a given mass spectrum.  A

theory of i:lZlSS spectroscopy  is bui It upon primitive

operations  to explain the :l~chanisms thought to bc

unlcrlying Llifferent spectra. The present  Jkur i s,t i c J:PJJVAL

progroi;l contains one such theory of mass spectroscopy. Bu 1:

there are possibly other theories, at-in] the j o b  of

kieta+Ef~JDJXL  wi 11 be to jl;enerate these  auto?nat ical 1 y I-.y

co, ipii t e r ,

5. The cons i s tcncy problem ment ione- in # 1 a!,ove

1JULi  1 .‘j evaporate  if there were just one representation oF the

chemical  theory  which coul~l !~e rec7i.l  by al 1 narts of tile

system \Mch use the theory. Sut i t may be unreasonaSle to

expect to fincl one representation which is suitable for all

purposes. A solution is to t?:fd  ei ther (a) A provram which

can reaJ both representations of the theory  to check for

inconsistencies, or (b,) a Nfferent representation  to :*rhich

moLIi f icat ions wi 11 be r,;lade  and a program which !stri tes the

other two representations fro:-1 the third after  each set of

changes. In either case, the program which G 1 I resul t wi 11

be part of Meta-DEHDKAL, since it deals with more global

probler:ls of science  than Lloes the Heuristic  DFNDRAL  prroP:ra;-1

which \leals specifically  with the problems of mass

spectronetry.
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- Scnn2th Nark Colby, M.D., who is a Senior Research Llssociatc in the

Cc>:.!l;l;it2r Science Dcp~rtmcnt, terminated his private practice of psychiatry

TV dr3vote full time to investigations in this area of computer simulation.

3-x Katie;-al Institute of Mental Health sponsored two projects under Dr.

Colby's direction. One of these is a Research Career Award and the otF*er

is Li. rssmrch project which continues the investigations in which his group

has been cngasd for the past seven years.

L

r-

‘L

Research Pian

A. Introduction and Specific Aims:

The clinical problems of psychopathology and psychotherapy require

further investigation since so little is known about their essential processes.

Some of this ignorance stems from a lack at a basic science level of dependable

knowledge regardin,0 higher mental processes such as cognition and affect. The

research of the project attempts to approach both the clinical and basic

science problems from the viewpoint of information-processing models and

computer simulation techniques. This viewpoint is exemplified by current

work in the fields of cognitive theory, attitude change, belief systems,

computer simulation and artificial intelligence.

The rationale of our approach to these clinical problems lies in a

conceptualization of them as information-processing problems involving

higher mental functions. Computer concepts and techniques are appropriate

to this level of conceptualization. Their success in other sciences would I

lead one to expect they might be of aid in the areas of psychopathology and

psychotherapy.
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ThC Specific aims of this project relate to a long-term goal of

developins  more satisfactory explicit theories and models of psychopatho-

logical processes. The models can then be experimented with in ways which

cannot be carried out on actual patients. Knowledge gained in this manner

can then bc applied to clinical situations.

IS. Xet'nods of Procedure:

We have now gained considerable experience with methods for writing

programs of two types. The first type of program represents a computer

model of an individual person's belief system. We have constructed two

versions of a model of an actual patient in psychotherapy and we are currently

writing programs which simulate the belief systems of two normal individuals.

IJe have also constructed a model of a pathological belief system in the form

of an artificial paranoia. A second type of program represents an inter-

viewing program which attempts to conduct an on-line dialogue intended to

co-llect data regarding an individual's interpersonal relations. We have

written two such interviewing programs and at present we are collaborating

with psychiatrists in writing a program which can conduct a diagnostic

psychiatric interview.

A computer model of a belief system consists of a large data-base and

procedures for processing the information it contains. The data-base .consists

of concepts and beliefs organized in a structure which represents an individual's

conceptualization of himself and other persons of importance to him in his

life space. This data is collected from each individual informant by

interviews. Verification of the model is also carried out in interviews in

which the informant is asked to confirm or disconfirm the outcome of

experiments on the particular model which represents his belief system.

Because of the well-known effects of human interviewer bias, the process of
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1

iat cl- -Lollection  and verifications should ideally be carried out by on-line

m:ln-machine dialogues and this is a major reason for our attempt to write

interviewing programs. However, the difficulties in machine utilization of

natural language remain great and until this problem is reduced we must use

human interviewers.

W2 have written one type of therapeutic interactive program which is de-

sign2d to aid language development in nonspeaking autistic children. We have

used it for the past two years on eighteen children with considerable success

(SO% linguistic improvements). We intend to continue using this program and

to instruct professionals in psychiatry and speech therapy in how to write,

'L
op2rste and improve such therapy programs for specific conditions.

c. Significance of this Research:

This research has significance for the psychiatry, behavioral and

computer sciences.

Psychiatry lacks satisfactory classifications and explanations of

psychopathology. We feel these problems should be conceptualized in terms

of pathological belief systems. Data collection in psychiatry is performed

i.
by humans whose interactive effects are believed to account for a large per-

L

i

centage of the unreliability in psychiatric diagnosis. Diagnostic interviewing

should ideally be conducted by computer programs. Finally, the process and

L mechanisms of psychotherapy are not well understood. Since experimentation on

‘ _I
L

comput2r models is more feasible and controllable than experimentation on

patients, this approach may contribute to our understanding of psychotherapy

,
L.

as an information-processing problem.

It is estimated that 90% of the data collected in the behavioral sciences

i..

,

is collected through interviews. Again, a great deal of the variance should

be reduced by having consistent programs conduct interviews. Also, this
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r.'c!=;cxch  has significance for cognitive theory, attitude change and'social

Computer science i.s concerned with problems of man-machine dialogue in

natural language, with optimal memory organization and with the search problem

in large data-structures. This research bears on these problems as well as

on a crucial problem in artificial intelligence, i.e., inductive inference by

intelligent machines.

D. Collaboration:

We are collaborating with two psychiatric centers for disturbed children

and a local VA hospital. We are also collaborating with residents in the

Department of Psychiatry and with graduate students, in computer science,

psychology, education and electrical engineering.
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Programming Models and the Control of Computing Systems

Work to Date

The first phase of this research was concerned with the development

of the graph program model and the demonstration of its suitability for

representing a broad class of computational problems (Duane A. Adams,

"A Model for Parallel Computations ", June 1969, Proceedings of Symposium

in Parallel Processor Systems Technology and Applications, Monterey,

California). The model, as developed by Adams, is concerned with free

running programs, that is, programs for which one could assume there

were sufficient resources that the computation does not come to a halt

for lack of resources. Such a model is useful for examining the

representation of parallel computations and studying the maximum resource

requirement.

The second phase of this study is concerned with resource

on graph program computations in two different environments:

running and (2) resource limited.

allocation

(1) the free

The graph program model, as developed by Adams, is one in which the

control of the computing system is governed by the flow of data through

it. The model includes the definition of data types and primitive nodes

that define the possible classes of computation. It also includes a

hierarchical structuring of programs including graph procedures which

permit recursive computations. The data item has no permanent location as

representation, but rather "travels" along the edges of the graph to the
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operations which are performed on it. This model permits one to'program

sophisticated algorithms such as matrix inversion in a way which allows

both the single construction stream type of parallelism and multiple

construction stream parallelism down to a very low level. The rules for

creating an Adams' graph include implicitly the sequencing control

necessary to permit parallelism of computation. This approach is to be

contrasted with approaches for which the programmer must explicitly specify

the parallelism in the program. The latter cases are characteristic of

programs for the.IILIAC IV, systems that include the fork and join

statements, and systems employing Dijkstra semaphore primitives as devices

whereby the programmer can represent parallel computations. In the graph

program model operations are assumed to be implicitly simultaneous unless

they are logically dependent upon one another, as indicated by the

precedence in the directed graph representation of the computation. In

this directed graph model, the nodes of the graph represent operations

performed on data stored on it as directed into the node.

The graph program simulator has been written (Edward Nelson, Graph

Program Simulation). This simulator interprets Adams's graph

programs, carries out the computations specified by the graph procedures,

keeps statistics on the timing and resource usage, and thereby permits

one to-do studies on resource allocations for such parallel computations.

The simulations were run on a number of small programs including a matrix

multiply program, a quadrature program and a sort program. The programs

were-run using varying amounts of data and varying assumptions about speeds

of the primitive operations. Another variation was to run with and without

vector parallelism, that is, the multiple execution of instances of a given
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p node. All of the simulations run were done so under

the machine specified by the simulator had an unlimited

the assumption that

number of processors

to carry out the operations specified by the primitive nodes and an unlimited

amount of memory. Of course, that is an unrealistic assumption. These

simulations were run in an attempt to discover the inherent resource usage

characteristics of programs operating under the constraints of the Adams'

program graph model.

The simulator, which is described in Nelson's draft report along

with the experiments run on it, has the following characteristics. It

may be thought of as a parallel computer with the following components:

(1) storage for graph procedures, (2) storage for data (edges),

initiation queues and that status of nodes and edges in executing graph

procedures, (3) a pool of processors with input and output registers,

(4) logic for performing the operations specified by the primitive nodes,

(51 control logic for determining which nodes are ready to execute,

assigning processors to these nodes, recognizing when a process is done,

and putting the results on the output edges in the order dictated by the

initiation queue. Besides these canponents, the simulator also has the

code necessary to gather statistics on the simulation and provide a trace

of the computation.

Two distinct machine models are possible for the simulator. One

in which each processor is a specialized functional unit able to execute

only a single type of primitive node and one in which the processors are

all general processors so each can execute all the primitive nodes.

In terms of an actual implementation the first node has the advantage

that it is not necessary to duplicate the decoding and control circuitry

required to decode operations in each processor. It has the disadvantage
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of limiting the flexibility of the processor allocation algorithm; in

addition, if the mix of functional units available on the machine does

not closely match that required by a given program many of the functional

units will be idle much of the time. The savings gained by not duplicating

control circuitry may thus be lost by decreases in efficiency. The

distinction between the two models is not too important in the unlimited

resource environment since it does not make sense to ask what the optimum

ratio of adders to multipliers is if one has infinite supply of both. In

the finite environment, however, the simulator can be used to determine

the cost in functional unit idleness of the first mode; these costs could

then be weighted against the cost of duplicating control circuitry.

The two issues studied to present with the simulator are: (1) the

dependence on problem size of computation time and the amount of parallelism

during execution, and (2) the dependence of these measures on relative

processor speed. Even for such an inherently sequential procedure as the

square root, the average number of nodes executing per execution step

was 1.7. This indicates that even in such sequential programs, a great

deal of the operation can go on in parallel. In the matrix multiplication

computation, a very clearly parallel program, the n cubed operations

are required to multiply two n by n matrices.. The program represented

by a program graph executes in a time proportionalto n ; that is, on the

average there are n2 operations executing in parallel.

We have made changes in the simulator to treat the resource limited

cases, that is, cases which are processor limited and edge limited

program graph terminate,and  still guarantee that the execution is

determinate.
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L

GRAPHICS RESEARCH
L

Currently, there are two research projects in computer graphics at the
Linear Accelerator Center sponsored by NSF.

One involves the implementation and use of a graphical meta-system. This
meta-system permits economical experimentation with graphical applications
of which Shaw's PDL is an example. It allows the application to be developed
interactively or in a batch mode and the final version can be used inter-
actively or in a slave mode, with device independence.

To date, the applications have included a two-dimensional expression display
system which can be used interactively on the IBM 2250 Graphics Display or
with a card‘reader and printer. It can also be used in the slave mode and
has been utilized in this slave mode by-a printing formatting program, thereby
allowing a mixture of normal text and two-dimensional expressions to be
generated on output.

i

L

L.-

The other application allows test cases to be constructed which are then
converted to digital form to be used in pattern recognition experimentation.

The second project is concerned with the design of an interactive system
for displaying large time dependent data files. This has included the

. development of the techniques to produce high quality computer generated
films including color and 3D. An experimental program allows one to visually
correlate multivariate geophysical time series; this program has been used
to view past seismic activity in various ways.

L
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SIX! COMPUTATION GROUP

Accelerator Contrc;

The disk monitor operating system for the PDP-9 has been completed
and checked out. The various user programs such as klystron replacement, .

. logging, quadsetting,L are rewritten and will be incorporated during the
accelerator down-time cJune --July 10. The next cycle then should run
under the new system. This system has a 32K virtual memory in 512 word
page increments, which will allow new functions (such as CCR/DAB consolida-

L tion) to be added without requiring additional hardware core memory.

L
The so;?r ware IrsC; h3nndler for the fast A/D system (providing the computer

with pulse-to-pulse ;Jalues of log Qt x, y for all 30 sectors) was also
written and checked out during this period. However, as yet, this data is
not being used for :3n?r.J particular  function by the computer.

L

Work is contin:Jing  on the software aspect of the CCR/DAB consolidation
project. Hardware specs for the computer link (SDS 925 in DAB, PDP-9 in
CCR) are firm enoll,~h  to being programming the I/O handlers. Formats for
link messages have 't*i:'en agreed upon and data structures for the internal
represent+%;: r-f LX touch panel images are being developed.

Graphics Int-erpretat?on  Facility

'-

During :.his pericjd the GIF hardware configuration was completed with
the acceptance of 11 mzgnetic tape unit and drum memory unit, We also
acquired an riuxil.ia;y keyboard and an Arriflex 16 mm..motion picture camera
with asso(:i?+d eq.!llpment. The interface for the camera was also built and
debugged.

L-

An inteructl-ve debugging program was developed that allows a user to
trace through a 360 Assembler language routine examining registers and
making smbol ic

6
references to his own program. This routine is described

in CGTM ,'1)2.

L
From March through June', the following projects were initiated on

the Graphics Interpretation Facility:

L

1. A general Varian 620/1 I/O expansion unit was designed, built, and
checked out. The function of the I/O expansion unit is to allow an
unlimited number of I/O devices to be connected to the Varian 620/1
computer.

i-

i

2. A motion picture camera controller from the Varian 620/I was designed,
built, and checked out. The function of this device is to allow the
potion picture camera to be driven in synchronization with pictures
generated from an IDIIOM display system.

3. A controller for a solid-state keyboard to be interfaced with the
Varian 720/I computer was designed and is being built presently.

c



The SIX Scope Package for the IDIIOM

This scope package is a set of PL/l procedures which a programmer
may use to write interactive programs for the IDIIOM display console.
During the past 6 months this package has been expanded to make it more
versatile and easier to use.

. -

The major addition has been the ability'to synchronize display
regeneration with a 16 mm. Arriflex motion picture camera.‘ It is possible
to use the camera in two basic modes.

1. Frame Synchronized Mode: The camera runs at its normal speed while
the IDIIOM synchronizes the display with the open-shutter periods.
This should enable one to take flicker-free movies of most display
programs using this package.

2. Anima+3on Mode: The IDIIOM sends signals to the camera telling it
when to open and close its shutter. This mode should enable one
to generate color and 3-D movies usingthe IDIIOM.

SLAC Spiral Header

Duriqr the period between January through February 1970, final tests
were made ~)r. the spiral reader before it was officially turned over to the
Con*~~ention:~l  Data Analysis group on March 1, 1970. A comparative test
was made between the spiral reader and the NRI measuring machines, and the
results ':~v-w-~  the spiral reader to be as accurate and reliable as the NRI
measuri.+ m:,;*hines.
working t~~~~:~~'ill~,

With a full staff of operators and the spiral reader
one could expect the spiral reader to put out well over

12433 events pr day.
reader 1s

Normally, the expected average output from the spiral
about: 900 events per day.

A& -:! I;3;broutine  for the ictegr?ti on of ordinary differential
equations was completed, tested, and placed in the SFSCC library. This
progr?:!l  : 1.'J handle both non stiff acd stiff equations. It selects both
the step size and order of the method automatically.

A:, i xpe.rlmen?f,al  version of a program which solves simultaneous systems
of algebr&ic and differential equations-has been written and tested,
The theory behind the new techniques
in SLAC publication 723,

in this program has been written up

Algebraic Equations".
"The Simultaneous Numerical Solution of Differential-

Access Control and Integrity of Data Files
.

This project is concerned with the access control and integrity of
data files such as physics data files, management information, and personnel
files. It includes problems of the organization of the control program for
implementing access control procedures as well as problems of reliability,
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cost, and logical soundness of the procedures themselves. It includes
investigation of both batch processing and interactive systems. In May
1970, the basic machine-independent, file structure-independent model was
described in a Ph.D. dissertation issued as SLAC Report 117, "The Formulary
Model for Access Control and Privacy in Computer Systems". A more-application-
oriented companion report, "The Engineering of Access Control Mechanisms
in Physics Data Beses" (SLAC Report 118) has been completed and is currently
being printed by the Publications Group of SIX. The model used in these
reports has been tested by 36O/gl programs and proved sound.

Controls of these kinds are vital to systems such as the storage ring
control and data analysis system or the large magnetic spectrometer data
acquisition and analysis system. Whenever two different kinds of programs
are interacting with a common data base, the problem of the access control
and the passage of the control from one user type to another requires precise
definition and formal procedures to prevent unauthorized access or improper
synchronization of accesses.

This project and the Accelerator Control project has been interacting
in the design of a sophisticated general resource allocation system,
including a scheduler.

This work has fallout in other areas such as personnel, medical records,
and behavioral science data bases. Experiments run on the 36O/gl have
demonstrated +lle $=tnerEl applicability and soundness of the model, and have
indicated that the additional CPU overhead introduced by use of the model
and its inherent flexibility do not necessarily lead to any decrease in
system throu#puT,  l

SMEDIT, A 2irirsple-Minded Editor

The editor contains a number of improvements over the IBM utilities for
maintaining files of source statements , particularly when it is not possible
to place sequencing information on the records of the file.

This Simple-Minded Editor was subsequently rewritten to include a
number of new features, the most powerful of which is the ability to move
pieces of text around in a card file, and to include sequences of statements
from external sources. This makes such tasks as the inclusion of standard
COMMO&DIMENSION-EQUIVALENCE  decks in a program a very simple matter. The
program was written up in CGTM 88, which contains a large number of examples
of the use of the editor.

Multiple Precision Divide Routine

The Multiple Precision Divide Routine was rewritten to incorporate
tests for a special case of divisor-dividend incompatibility.

FORMAT Program

The FORMAT program was modified on two separate occasions: the first
time was to add a control card for controlling the field scan on control
statements: this allowed FORMAT to be used from CREE terminals, and permitted
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text-input files to 'Llc e3itl;d using the internal edit feature of FORMAT.
The second set of (?dc?itI92s srld modifications was more extensive: the
underlinilLz Cal r~ix-ithm w:~s F1qced under the control of the user, who may
now specify whether he w?nt,n to underline leading and training special
characters; the "C,.! R::" t'acility was rewritten to reduce the overhead (the
time for two irc:pi25 -If a loge file was reduced from 82 to 18 seqonds);
a control statetnc:n~~  wa:, addtad to allow the user to specify whether sentences
are to .~e tieparateil i1.y 'WC. spaces, or a single space; and a long-standing bug

'in the editlr fticilit,) ~a.; found and corrected. Also, a catalogues procedure
was writter for FOl?34AT *Anti it is now in the system procedure library.
Appropriate 21:~fompar~yir;r.r K t+sletter articles were written to describe each
Of the redi5.i on:; PJeiiiio:!eei  d?Jove.

SPASM Fast Assemblel

‘i’bc ‘1
- 1. I (.A ;r I. I i .-: &’ . I’ : ‘[Yl.

wi' :. a . . LA:.-,*.',
IK? wa:; upgraded to provide a macro capability,

.. , Y i;,. 8 I r*-1 .I c :

Mar:ro-Pr;;en !~le:. :L~:I~,.- ‘?+ :-.
-1.:: language and cspaLility  over the IBM

r-.[nong the most important are: the ability to
define t;::~crc~~ :I.:.~w!. .r : : .: ' IP L;ource stream; macros may be defined by
macros; a py.; ' .lQa.l ?J::,"c* ontrol is given to the user over the evaluation
Of terms Ll~pffTlTilib'  i :i *I .!b. [' 2~+assembly statements; restrictions on syntax
and ordering of' ;:t,? :-..~~.P~ ' '.V  were relaxed; assembly speeds on the Model 67
remsin at at:oi:t ~NW-~O;10  s:tstenients per minute, and about 33000 statements
per In-jrl!;.t.e  011 ‘ I 1.:. *‘! .  .  f-,.\ ii  , The ability to define DSECTs and CSECTs was
added, ml:LirLt- I'. 2,). .,iu,'  :. -. handle most of the common program structures
processed ‘rjy t.!:?: I?3* [’ - ; .;t ier;
produi::- re1.i.,c:2::'*a i :Le

this capability will make it very simple to
i *"3r if ;uch is desired later.

FYellm:in73?\  de:: ; ;r. irk. on a higher level language for the construction
of 0perZ-t ing svm+ t:c:; ii.2, LI I_ 'rj~il initiated. The goals include development of
succinct CoIi~~tI*~.C';,:;  f'i,r *ill-a control, synchronization,
functions o:' t'ri,~ s;~:*+~m.

scheduling , etc.

A Draft Report on XPL (April 14, 1970) emphasized the area of structures
and access to them, and e;Aensions of Dijkstra semaphores to permit more
flexible interprocess cor;l;:nlnication  as well as synchronization. The
feasibility of an cffic' rl?- implementation of these 'features was investi-
gated to- ~.-;~.J',:'P : 11'11 : '_, . .
mechanis?l:= thG’.LghOUt

4:U i3je sufficiently c;iJick to be used as general
t I Al- :: J; stem. -

Although the 12nguage 3.s
refined, we exl.ect io

in no sense completely specified or totally
ww :tn interactive text editor using the present

version in order to ~ncc~vc_sr difficulties and/or strengths.

The micro processor *r:sembler language  for the MLp900, Octavia, is
being implemented as a ;;i.nglc pass assembler. The assembler is designed to
translate a sourise progrsm coded in Octavia into a MLPgOO machine language
program. The :issembler  also performs other auxiliary assembler functions



as designated by the programmer. The assembler itself is coded in K/l
in total with. the or,L;: lower level language routines being those of the
FIJl librar;; sys:,I:m.

The design of t,he assembler consists of a set of procedures or sub-
routines which p~f:r~ the various functions. They are in general:

A Main Criver: This routine.obtains the source code, extracts .
the operation code and calls upon a specific routine to process
the statement. The driver also performs various initialization
and cleanup procedures.

Machine Operatjon  (lode Routines: These routines function
accordiq- to the specific operation code encountered and construct
the corresponding  machine language instruction.

Assemblf3r  I). ,. i.- o-operation Code Routines: These routines process
the as;‘. :r!i~l:::r pae:;do-operations, s?lch as space, title, etc.

Scanner RfioL4itinc  l. This routine locates a file on the source statement.

S-j~7-~bol Table ?lou-Line: This routine uses a hash code based on the symbol
to i~lsert q-~itr~ols into the symbol table and locate previously
defined  :::iini;(31_S. !lhaining  is used to locate or enter synonyms.

Eupression Z-I~$G;~? ion Routine: ThLs routine evaluates expressions
when the terms have been previously defined.

Fix-uy, Table I&X:-kine: This routine enters fix-up information for
p3rtiallyr defined expressions. .

Prj.rlt-.7:it;  Ho-ztine: This routine prepares a temporary print image
data set (luring assemble and outputs same at end of assemble process.

Cross Reference Routine: This routine prepares a temporary data set
containing the symbol and statement number of symbols referenced.

Kachi;le code f)L.t,Lmt:Routine: This routine prepares a data set containing
the-assembled machine code in a format acceptable to the loader.

The bulk of the above routines have been coded. Checkout is now in
process. The cros:: reference routine lacks a sort procedure but if sufficient
core is available Lht3:; the IBM supplied sort will be linked to it; otherwise
we will have to construct a sort routine. The machine code output routine
has not been coded :~ee.

Several pseudo operations, such as DATA and the initialization of the
register groups instruction INITR have not been coded yet.

Currently, the symbol table will handle a maximum of 4096 distinct
symbols. The machine code generated is stored in core.
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The requirements to run the assembler are a 3OOK region, standard input
and output, two temporary data sets, one for the intermediate print data set,
and the other for the temporary cross-reference entries, and one data set
for the machine code output.

Two-Dimensional Pattern Recognition

Experiments have been carried out to determine the usefulness of
Fourier boundary descriptors for discriminating among various two-dimensional

. shapes. Fortunately, it seems to require only very few of the low order
Fourier descriptors to identify distinct shapes accurately. The most
sielificant  aspect of this family of shape features is their generality.
The theory makes no assumptions on what sort of picture the figure shapes
were derived from; any simple closed polygonal curve represents an admissible
shape.

The paper (SIX Publication 672) entitled "Graph-Theoretical Methods
for Detecting and Describing Gestalt Clusters" has been revised and expanded
by the'inclusion of several computer experiments to test the theory. It
is being resubmitted to IEEE Transactions on Computers where it will be
published later this year. Several ideas for using these cluster techniques
to organize the data from a bubble chamber photograph have been developed
and we hope to make some computer tests of their validity.

A Simulation Package for Computer Design

The implementation of this package of programs has progressed in the
first half of 1970 in the following ways:

The interpreter which'is the core of the simulator has been programed
and is in the process of being tested. Documentation of the interpreter
is under way.

A "load format" has been defined for the descriptions to the input
to the interpreter, a load phase has been programmed, tested and appended
to the interpreter program. The loader and interpreter currently make up
a ll>O-statement  PL/I program which is now being tested as a unit.

A description of the MICRO-800 computer has been written out in the
"high-level" @L/I-like) language, and partially translated (by hand) into
the load format for the interpreter. This description is being used as the
first sample program for testing of the-loader-interpreter program.

Work has begun on writing a compiler program for translation of "high-
ievel" language descriptions directly into the load format.

Microprogrammed Implementation of SNOBOL4

Since December 1969, 94 of the 128 SNOBOU macro instructions have
been implemented in an interpreter written in IBM 360 machine code. The
remaining 34, however, are very important because they deal with stack manage-
ment, construction of tables, and control of calling sequences to internal
routines. In other words, the static parts of the SNOBOL4 compiler-interpreter



can now be implemented within the 360 interpreter, but the dyntimics  remain
undone. Our interest is now shifting away from this approach, at least
temporarily.

A possible better approach

Increased familiarity with SNOBOU has made it less clear that direct
microprogramming of the macro language is the best way to go about increasing
efficiency. Certain procedures within the program such as pattern construction,
pattern matching, string construction and storage allocation and regeneration
consume a great deal of the running time. These procedures have no compact
symbolic representation like that of the macros, but they could be micro-
programmed. It might well be that greater efficiency would be achieved
by microprogrming  the pattern matching procedure than by microprogrannning
many macros. Consequently, an alternative approach is to examine these
larger scale operations and attempt to determine how they could be micro-
programmed,. how much this would increase efficiency, and how to program the

'- macros displaced from the micro-computer.

c

Unfortunately, these more complex procedures are not as well documented
as the macros; they are not as easily microprogrammed. To answer the questions
raised in the previous paragraph; it is necessary to probe and more thoroughly
document the innards of the SNOBOU compiler-interpreter. Because the
prospects seem good that this approach will lead to a more efficient micro-
programmed SNOBOL4 compiler-interpreter than simply translating the macro-
instructions into microcode, we plan to devote the next two months to
further documenting such internal procedures as pattern construction and
matching, string construction and manipulation, storage allocation and
regeneration, and general behavior of the interpreter.

As we discern and document the structures at the lower levels of
SNOBOL4, we hope to begin designing implementation of these structures in
microcode. An ML-00 will serve for experimentation along these lines
(CGTM 91). At present there is a simulator of the ML-00 available at SLAC.
In the next months both macros and less well defined structures of SNOBOL4
will be coded and run on the simulator. However, in the immediate future
emphasis will be on documentation and desi@;n  rather than implementation.

L- OCTAVIA - A Microprogramming Assembly Language for the MLWOO

c
-The main goal in designing OCTAVIA was to maximize the readability of

programs written in it and to make the very complex MLPgOO miniflow as
easy to use as possible.

L-

I

i

An OCTAVIA source text consists of statements subdivided into the
conventional fields: name, operation, operands, comments. The fields are
sewrated by blanks, and requirements on formats of the fields are minimal.
The statements specify MLPgOO ministeps or one of the assembler pseudo
instructions mentioned below. Comment and blank statements are also provided.
The last statement of any program is an END statement.
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Data types and pseudo instructions:

Most concepts of OCTAVIA are close to those of conventional assembly
languages. It allows for symbolic addressing, the specification of'binary,
decimal, octal, hexadecimal and character self-defining terms of 36-bit
length, and for expressions evaluating to 360bit absolute values or to 1.6.
bit control memory addresses.

. A new data type "RF designators" is introduced to denote'operands which
refer to MLPgOO registers and state flip-flops,' Basic RF designators are
assembly defined RF constants, but they may also be specified symbolically.

.

Symbolic specifications are done in general via identifiers. An
identifier may be defined by its appearance in the name field of an instruction
or by an n&U pseudo instruction assigning to it the value of an expression
or of an RF designator. In order to provide identifier localization, the
assembly can be divided into sections by SECT statements. Identifiers are
local to the section where they are defined unless they are declared in that
section to be common by a COMSY statement. -Any section that references a ,
common identifier must also contain a COMSY statement for it.

The statements ORG and ALIGN serve to manipulate and align the location
counter; BES and BSS will reserve a block of storage beginning (ending)
with a specified symbolic name; DATA can be used to initialize a block of
data to certain expression values. INITR will initialize MOP900 registers
at run time; MASK allows for specifying a default mask register used as
an operand in several ministeps. Conditional assembly is made possible
by the statements SKIFC and SKIPF. There are various statements like EJECT,
PRINT, SPACE, etc. to control the format of the assembler listing.

Coding of ministeps:

The operation codes for ministeps are based on mnemonics, which can ,
be extended in many instances by one or two letters allowing the control of
individual bits in the resulting ministep. Arithmetic and logic codes
as well as test modes are in general not specified in the operation code
but rather, more naturally, by special expressions combining the operands
of the ministep.

Wherever meaningful, default operands are provided.

Branch addresses can be specified by the symbolic addressing mentioned
above, by location counter references ("*") and by so-called program points
allowing t& introduction of local symbols which do not have to be unique.
All these primitives can be combined in expressions, of course.

So far, three versions of the language specification manual have
appeared and are available for the Computation Group.
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Mobile Programming System

L

-

L

SLAC has obtained a Mobile Programming System from the University of
Colorado (Poole and Waite) and has implemented it on the 36O/gl.  Program
mobility is defined as a measure of the ease with which the program can be
implemented on a new machine. The mobility of a program is completely
dependent upon the mobility of the programming system on which it rests.
The Mobile Programming System rests on a bootstrap called SI'KXP which .
is a simple substitution macro processor written as a 91 statement
FORTRAN program. SIMCMP accepts statements written in a language called
FLUB (First Language Under Bootstrap) and produces (in the version sent
to SLAC from the University of Colorado) FORTRAN statements.

The second stage, called STAGE2, is a fairly general macro processor
written in 997 FLUB statements. Passing STAGE2 through SIMCMP, one obtains
1581 FORTRAQ statements which are then compiled to produce a STAGE2 processor.
STAGE2 allows conditional expansion, iteration, etc.

The following observations are in order in assessing the soundness
of this approach:

The 1581 FORTRAN statements could not be compiled under H-FORTRAN
because of the approximate 500 statement limit for single programs.

G-FORTRAN required 3 minutes, 42 seconds of CPU time on the 91, and

the resulting STAGE2 processor did not work due to the fact that
the 360 hardware uses base registers for addressing memory. (When
SIMCMP was modified to produce 360 Assembler instructions, STAGE2
was assembled in about 14 seconds.)

The STAGE2 language is awkward, unforgiving, and unreadable.

i
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Computation Group Technical Memos - January 1 through June 30, 1970

88.

8%

.
90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

9?.

Smedit2: A Simple-Minded Editor for Card
J. Ehrman, April 1970

IBM 360 - PDp9 Assembler Manual
M. Hu, March 1970

A Brief Tour Through the Micro-Programmed
H. Saal, May 1970

CONC : A SNOBOL4 Program for Generating a
from Short Texts
C. Holbrow, June 1970

An Interactive Debugging Program
M.A. Fisherkeller, June 1970

Files

. *

Research Facility

Selective Concordance

Model for Deadlock-Free Resource Allocation - Preliminary Version -
Section 1: The Basic Schedule and Linear Algorithms for-Deadlock
Detection
B. Russell, June 1970

Section 2: Linear Algorithms for Deadlock Prevention
B. Russell, (not yet printed)

FCONC: A Faster Concordance Generator which Reads Input Text
from Tape
C. Holbrow, Ju3.y 1970

SLAC Publications

723 The Simultaneous Numerical Solution of Differential-Algebraic Equations
C.W. Gear, March 1970

742 On Direct Methods for Solving Poisson's Equations
G. Golub (et.al.), May 1970

760 Numerical Techniques in Mathematical Programming
G. Golub (et.al.), May 1970

774 Bounds for the Error of Linear Systems of Equations Using the
Theory of Moments
G. Golub (et.al.), October(l969)
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SLACReports

111 SLAC Spiral Reader Control System Reference Manual
M. Hu, January 1970

114 An APL Machine
Phil Abrams, February 1970

117 The Formulary Model for Access Control and Priva,cy in Computer Systems
. Lance Hoffman, May 1970
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RESEARCH IN PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

In order to help find long-range solutions to the "software problem",

Professors Robert Floyd and Donald Knuth are directing a series of investi-

gations of important aspects of compiler writing and closely related subjects.

The major unknown factor in contemporary compiler design is the lack of

reliable data about what users do with programming languages; it would be

beneficial~to know how frequently various constructions are used, in order

to be able to make a rational choice between different compiler methods. It

is felt that it should be possible to measure many of the critical parameters

with reasonable accuracy. It should be possible to estimate, for example,

how much time is spent in various kinds of lexical and syntactical analysis,

as well as to determine how often various optimizable constructions occur

(statistically and dynamically). This investigation involves theoretical

as well as empirical considerations.

While statistics like these are

some general aids, by means of which

similar statistics about the running

moreover, these aids can be extended

being gathered, it is also likely that

the users of a language can gather

of their own programs, can be developed;

to some new kinds of debugging tools

that may have a significant impact on the debugging process.

Typical areas of research which the investigators are pursuing or

planning to pursue are:

a) Development of theories relevant to code generation

b) Development of new algorithms for global optimization

c> Design of languages to facilitate real-time compiler
writing (this includes "structured assembly programs"
such as Wirth's ~~360)
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d) Design of two levels of intermediate languages: one
approximately at a Polish notation level, one approxi-
mately at an "infinite register machine" level, both
suitably extensible that they can adapt to a variety
of source languages, and suitably.clean that they can
support research of classes a) and b) above.

e) Design and development of experimental programming  systems.
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RESEARCH IN THE ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS

Professors Floyd and Knuth are working on "analysis of algorithms",

a field of study directed to an understanding of the behavior of particular

algorithms. Two kinds of problems are usually investigated.

A. Quantitative analysis of an algorithm. In this case the goal is

usually to determine the running time and/or memory space requirements of a

given algorithm. The determination of running time can be done in an essen-

tially machine-independent manner by expressing the algorithm in some machine-

independent language (nor necessarily a formal language) and counting the

number of times each step is executed.

B. Determination of "optimal" algorithms. In this case the goal is

usually to find the "best possible" algorithm in a given class of algorithms.

We set up some definition of "best possible" which reflects, as realistically

as possible, the pertinent characteristics of the hardware which is to be

associated with the algorithm.

The following list of reasearch topics typifies the investigations into

algorithmic analysis that are in progress:

1)

21

3)

41

Study of the solution of special types of recurrence relations,
both in closed form and from an asymptotic viewpoint.

Tsrpe A analyses of important algorithms for storage allocation,
arithmetic, sorting, information retrieval, language analysis,
scheduling, etc., for the many cases where published analyses
are incomplete.

Further work on Type B analyses for several unsolved problems.

Extensions to programming languages and compilers intended
to facilitate making empirical analyses of algorithms; and to
facilitate making use of theoretical analyses by computing
the running time when approximate parameters are supplied.
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5) Development of a "veriFying compiler" which facilitates,the
construction of rigorous proofs that an algorithm is correct.
(A proof of val'd't1 1 y may be considered as the first step in.
the analysis of an algorithm.)



The Hewlett-Packard 2116 Computer

The HP 2116 Computer has become a vital teaching tool for CS 111,

Introduction to Computer Organization and Data Structures. The com-

puter is programmed and operated by the students themselves as part of

normal course activity, and is the only course in the CS curriculum in

which the student has the opportunity to use a computer "hands on."

Programming assignments are designed to introduce the student to several

concepts that are easily developed with the HP 2116 but would otherwise

be very difficult to teach. For example, the student does his own in-

put/output programming and exercises the interrupt system of the com-

puter in order to understand the problems of timing and control.

The computer is now used throughout the year exclusively for CS 111.

Formerly, student projects other than classroom projects had been done

'on the computer, but these projects have been moved to other computers

as the instructional demands for the computer grew.

In October 1969, Hewlett-Packard donated a card reader to the Com-

puter Science Department that was added to the computer, and increased

the capacity of the computer significantly. By spring quarter, 1970, a

fast assembler for the HP computer that executes on the 360/67  campus

facility became available.for student use. This assembler is used as a

syntax checker and high-speed listing program to relieve some of the

load on the HP 2116. As a result the computer is devoted almost entirely

to console debugging of programs.
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Research activities for Harold Stone

The primary direction of the research has been study of parallel

computer organizations and algorithms for parallel processing.~ Activi-

I ties have included the study of computers of the Illiac IV variety and

of a processor that is known as an "orthogonal processor.'! This study

brought to light the importance of a processor-to-memory interconnec-

tion scheme that is called the perfect shuffle, When a perfect shuf-

fle is available, it is possible to do Fourier transforms, sorting,

polynomial evaluation, and matrix transposition with very high efficiency.

Other areas of interest include algorithms for scheduling parallel

processors, and redundancy techniques for enhancing reliability.

Reports

The Spectrum of Incorrectly Decoded Bursts for Cyclic Burst Error Codes

by Harold S. Stone, STAN- C&70- 154

Parallel Processing with the Perfect Shuffle by Harold S. Stone
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MATHF!YATTCAL PPOGRAWlfNG LANGUAG?? an?
F??f,ATED OPFRATTONS RRSRARCH ACTIVITY.

since IOf; work has been underway on a mathematical proqraaning
?anqnaqe (MPL) . This work is now supported by the National Science
7oun?ation with Professor George F. Dantzig as Principal Investigator.

1. Ye Need for WL:

The purpose of RPL is
+o provide a language for writing mathematical algorithms,
rspccially mathematical programming algorithms, that will be
(basier to write, to read, ani! to modify than those written in
purrently available languages (e.g. FORTRAN, ALGOL, PL/l,
r\ IT) . It is believed that ?IPL% most important use (until
%lly implement&!)  will b,e as a communication language.

The nee3 for a highly readable mathematically based
computer languaqe has been apparent for some +ime.
speaking,

G e n e r a l l y
standard mathematical notation in a suitable

,?lqori+hmic structure appears best-for this purpose.
reason is that most researchers are familiar with the

The

**l~nrjuacfeQ~ oc ma+hemntics having spent years going to school
;\nd taking many courses on this subject. For the mathematical
programminq application, the availability of such a tool is
3eem~? essential.

Mathematical programming co!!es tenti to be complex. (Some
-ommercial codes have over a hundred thousand instructions.)
"hey are f?cvelope? I)y persons formally trained in mathematics
wdnq, for the most part, standard matrix and set notation.
~wently, research has been directed toward structurd
large-scale systems. These systems have great practical
?o+ential especially for planning the growth of developing
7atims.

-0 Ja+e many methods have been proposerl for solving
'arge-scale systems, hut few have been experimentally tested
;\nd compared because of the high cost and the long time it
&akp'cc: t:, program them, ana because i.t is difficult to debug and
Co modicy them quickly after they are writt.en. It is believed
+ha+ highly readabfe programs would greatly facilitate
experimen+a+ion with these proposed methods and would speed up
t!+e time when they can he used For finding optimal qrowth
patterns of developing nations and industries. Moreovw-,
qxpeyimmtation is a valuable way-to develop ones intuition and
test conjectures prior to developing theoretical proofs.

Cwwra?. features OF MPk

Tesearch on YPt to Aat. r! has been ilirect.ed towards
-7eve10ping  a highly readable language adherinq as closely as
nossU-4fi to standard mathematical no+.ation. Considerable
03en+ion has been given to keeping the definition structure of
VPI PS qeneral as possible.

P?atrix  n o t a t i o n  9.s required for the mat.hemat.ical
nroqramaing applications and this has been given special
emphasis in 3PL including partitioned matrices and matrices
uj th special structure.

set notation is universally used in mathematical proofs.
!*oweoer in statements of algorithms, as found in theoretical
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naprs, one A@in<s wha? appears to be set notation, but which
+urns oub t o  h e , on closer examination, an ordered set concept
! .e. there is an assumed underlying ordering of the elements of‘
n se+. A convenient set-!,ike notation is part of !IPL.
"ypicalty it is use{7 with the such-that construct which allows
orw to restrict or oxtelre the clef injtion of a set through
logical expressions.

Other important features of mathematical notation are the
flJ P+** an? WherN concepts. As commonly used, they serve as
-i+br a symbol substituter (macro) or as a short subroutine
~1~0s~ parame+prs are evaluated anP the results substituted for
ete symh31. LET and WHPRF constructs are also part of MPY,.

r;enerally speaking, the Jiterature  of mathematics has been
Yevoted 40 proofs of theorems. Al.gorit.hms as such, when&  they
?o appear, are often par + of a constuctive proof and have an
;1%hoc organizational structure. HPL has adopted instead the
%rmirl block s+ucture 0 * ALGOL wit.3 minor variations.
q!ternatives are provided for those who prefer not to see the
words V?GT'?l and VT) used as punctuation marks for blocks
+hroughont  a program. "he user can optionally use less
0!-~Vrusivc  specia ! bracket symbols to conveniently group several
r;tatements forming a block or to group statements which follow
3nrI are subjec+ to TTZ ar.8 POP clauses. It is also possible in
'f PL +o convmiently ifientify by labels parentheses pairs,
comnlex statements and algebraic expressions and thereby
rlrPa+Ly increase readabili+y.

Tn mathematics it is oFten desirable to change the meaning
V symbols (e.g. variable names). Tn computer languages a
%rmirl struc+ure for qg~eclaringfv (def5ning) symbols is used and
dso for stating +he '*s~ope*~ (the set of instructions) where
+)ese definitions are to he applied. For example, in ALGOL
':a!nes Of variables defined within a block cannot be used
outsYe the h?ock without redefinition. Tn HPL, definition of
2 symbol can be made anywhere inside the block up to its first
3pp~Prance in a statement; moreover, it can also be implicitly
JeflneR by the statement itself. Ifnp?Ccit definition is an
!mportant fcsatlrrc of YPT. Provision is made for conveniently
snpc?*ing the scope of A variable if it extends outside the
$-i t&F.
?ssitrncrf

Finally, it is possible to release the storage space
for the values of a symbol when no longer needed._I

Tn Ref injng a language it is natural to worry about

I

*

whether or not it is possible to reasonably implement it. For
-xampLe, *he present form of YPf, uses linear character strings
Vr exponents, superscripts or summati.ons in place of two
!imension+l notati-on like: .

n
.; = IL ai

L= I

Thus, a is written a(i). ROWVf?T, one of the members of our
+ask forre group (V. ?C.cholson)  has recently completed a Ph.D.
!TssertatIon on this suhjec+ and we plan to incorporate
ceatures-of his already Implemented two dimensional notation
:n+o MPL.

Fxcept for special functions like sin(X), mathematicians
;lvoi? the use of multiple character variable names. The reason
car +his historically appears to be two-fold: First, it is
vsiclr to visualize algebraic manipulation of symbols when they
appear as single characters. Second, it avoids possible
clonfusior  with implicit multiplication e.g. sin(x) meaning s4.-
n.(x). Powever, by requiring in !!!QL the explicit use of the
multjpH.cation symbol, multiple character names are allowed as
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in most computer languages.

i-

L-

L.

The first goal of the projecq was to specify the language
tn implemen+ahls form. -he language outlined in a
preliminary proposal to YSF as of May IgtiR was systematically
?wa70pefl;  the syntax was more closely aligned with standard
mathpra+ical notation ard kept as general as possible. Wany of
l be earlier constructs were extended and improved, for example:

- 97~ vector construct was ertenlteir to include set notation
in the form of order4 sets with logical qualifiers.

- Fore complex data structures were introduced, including
wltidimensional  arrays, partitIoned matrices and
reference arrays.

L - Ye domain of numeric constants was saAe the extended
real numbers (-W,+OO).

- fn response to user rfqiests, blocks were introduce4 as
e prjmary means of defining scope of variables.
- "he principle of dynamic alloca*ion of storage was

edopted for all non-scalar quantitiw.
- 93th dvnamic and static symbot substitution were
intro'l&d into the language.

- ?uhsrripC.nq was generalized to incl.ude subscripting of
expressions.

- TmcUon Variables which allow a general function name
+o be r'eplacec!  by a specific name were introduced.

- Parafw+w passing for procedures was greatly extwuled
by developing wveral (lifferent types of procedures. Tn
par+icular, a function procedure was introduced which ac+s
cxac+ty as a function in mathematics, (i.e.
si?e effects).

without any

L
TF!s draft  of the YPL specifications in Backus Naur Form

q,w5 prepared uniler the gekal gui4ance of the
r~ri.nciplP investigator hy a work group at Stavforfi currently
ronsjstiag of Stanley Fisenstat, Thomas Magnanti, Steven \aiar,
K’ichael PcCrath,
&r'l OF tha

Vincent Nicholson anil Christiane f?iedl. Miss
Wanford Linear Accelerator Center activef.y served.

3s general coordinator. The other members are graduate
T:)u&wts in Operations Research ad Computer Science.

"his phase of the project is nearing completion, therefor
9e ?raft is now being readied for general review by a committee
nro)?ably consisting of Ruflolf Ray&, Paul Davis, David Gries,
-overt FIoy8; nonald Knuth, and Christoph Witzgall.
purirg the, fall quarter the language wfll be used as a teaching tool
+D obtair feedback from potential users. Ry the end of
calendar year IQTI it is hope? *hat the specifications can be
Vown, so that implemen+ation and use as a communication
?anguage can heqin- in earnest.

The second goal of the project was to implement these
qwcj f ica+ions. This involved development of a PL/1 translator
3nq made possible evaluation of t?-e language by Operations
Pesearch graduate students and researchers from both the
;icademic and industrial communities.

A prelimfnary test version of RPL, referre? to as
"TIPL-!!cGrathqV, was ,at the suggestion of Paul Davis implemented
% IQ69 by Richael 4!cGrath using P?Jl as a translator into PL/l
i nstruc+ions. *his version inclufled those features of ?fPL  that.
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were easiest +o translate 5nt.o available PL/l constructs.
Y/I was use? in order to produce a sqmewha? environment .
Vee system. Tt was felt that
+ his would provide the widest possikls  circulation for HPL,
r;!f‘.c~  any installation with a PL/l compiler could then be used.

The current version of the YPL/PT,l translator encompasses
nany of +be unique constructs avajlahle within HPL. The
Vanslator was successfully rise4 in a large scale systems
-ptlriza+ion seminar with ent!-usiastjc student response. Ruth
~~aluable infxmation was obtained from this exchange, and it is
Lope?  +ha+ This practice can be con+inued. Of particular note,
:S that many s+uqents CounR +ho language easier to use and less
+riclky than either FORT?AN or ALGOL.

"bc! lanrluage was present34 to the industrial comaunZty
+hrouyh the stanford V.ompu+er "orurn" by Y. McCrath in 1969 and
P Pjc?l in lQ70;
::I Wintzi q;

to the academic community through lectures by
an? to thr, professional community by R. Rayer and

1- tJitzgal1 in Talks on their matrix calculus which is expected
4 p%v a ro?e in the generation and manipulation of special
vj3+r?x*strurfures. Some work was also done on using PIPL as a
+COI in'cleveJoping new algorithms and in presenting some of the
-xis+i.ncr  algorithms in the fielfi of Operations Research. It is
hnpe~ that +!lis will.'become one area of future concentration in
l he "urther ?evelopmen+  o f  the ?IPL  l a n g u a g e . This  has
nartjcular
ianguag~.

importance i.n gaining wieer acceptance for the

I. VW as a Communication anl! Programming Language

_ 9 date the? primary objective 0 f the WPL project has been
ChcJ ‘orma language f-k?inition. The result of this effort is
+te T,anquage Specification !Yanunl written In Rackus  Naur Form
wI.ic!- should function as a'basis for an implementation. Since
+h is manual is intecde? for computer specialists, it is not
very suftahle for an applief! mathematician no+ trained in
compu+c)r scimnccl. Accordingly, a next step for the project
(ani! its propose? continuation) is +he development of an ML
!iser*s manual. "his document would serve in two capacities:

(5) ty gfving an i.n+rofluc+im to CIPL for a wide spectrum of
poseihla users, anr!

(i?) by expanding an? !nterpreting  the more involved features
oc t h e  l a n g u a g e founn in the 1PL specification manual.

V accommodate both of these objectives, the user's manual
~0~1~~ endeavor to presen+ VI, in a si-mplifisit  form and at a
' csve! in whjcb most of its constructs are explained. I n  this
canner, the reader at the beginning or intermediate level,
Cnowi ng only a subset of the language, would nevertheless be
qhle to wrlto WL programs compatible with the full language.

With a user's m a n u a l  a v a i l a b l e , the project would proceed
;n+o a testing and evaluation phase. An important contribution
?o this phase would he: feedback from potential users. PrOR
+his fedhack we would be able tn ascertain what modifications,
if any, are required to give us the *+est't language for the
user. Tt is probable that HPL will be equally useful for
statj stical nnfi numerical analysis applications, particularly
in conlurction with special subroutines useful in these fields.
vhou(th we would promote investigation into a wide range of
areas, a thorough study of such a scope would be impractical.
Tnstead, we propose to concentrate
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upon applications to ?Iatheaatical Programming.
Testing ?Wt as a Language for Hatheaatical Programming

c- would proceed along two fronts. First, standard algorithms,
such as Generalize? TIpper Rounding, would be
proqrammed using YPT.. This woulit allow us not on$y to evaluate
WL as a programming tool but also to assemble a library of
??gori+hrs for us@ in Qrther research. Second, MPY, would he
11~4 to write and test new algorithms, consequently, &valuating
its potential as a research tool. We hel. ieve that the language
couM have a qreat impact in this area - especially in academic
research where tke time am2 expense in programming for large
scale systems has been prohihitive in o+her languages.

As a user% +ool.,c PlPL  has been developed to parallel much
oc standard mathematical notation. Thus most algorithms
written in ma+hematics  could almost as easily be written and
rsai! fn ?!PL. 'This aspec t of the language makes i+ attractive
3s a standard communication language for algorithms. As one
Qrther phase of this project, we hope to explore this fact in
greater depth. Tn par+icular, we would investigate whether it
WQUIP he plausible to use MPL as a standard vehicle for

L presenting algorithms in journals especially for the newly
nt-oposefl  Ma+hema+ical Programming 3ournnl. Not. only would this
+ave the beneficial efcec? of standardization, but it would
dso ms?n that published algorithms could be easily tested or
:mplcmented via PPL.

4

Some OF the objectives  outlined above can be partially mat
Watt the current version of the HPL translator. In order to
'ully test ihe language and implement. i+. as a user% tool,
kwever, the translator will have to he expanded or a compiler
wri++en. An investigatAon  of these possibili+ies constitutes
+!e wxt major task o F the continuing project.

7. Jmplemen+ation Consiaerations

A compf~te, "machine-independent *' implementation seems
mssent ia! in gaining broad acceptance of MPL as a mathematical
:)roqramminq language. Such an implementation could take two
lir-ctions:

(3) Yx+ending the current translator 50 encompass those
MPL concepts not presently handled (e.g. subscripting
as an operator, partitioned data structures,
concatenation, an? set generaqors).

(i5) Writing a full-scale compiler into some ideal machine
language (e.g. three address code or reverse Polish).

- The translator would be less work but the more efficient
rode produce> by a compiler wou%I make the solution of large
xale problems more practical. However, of equal, if not.
:trea+er, impor+ance is a "How to Implementer  manual, a
crompen?ium  of suqgestions on impleaen+ing some of the more
?owc)rful PIPL constructs as well as techniques for handling
?.arqc scale data structures and cones involving many thousands
o*-irstructions on a computer.

For the most part, the +.echniques would be machine
independent, i.e., the metho of implementation outlined in the
manual should he of help in implementing any large-scale
ma~hena~ical pragraraing system.

Part of the manual would be concerned with the analysis of
? n RFT. program. Rears included would be parsing techniques,
symhot table organization, a precedence qraamar if possible,
suggestions for the internal represent.ation of the program
after analysis, anil an outline of code emitted for advanced
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%atures 0 f IYIPL (e.g. function variables,  indexing sets,
qynamic LET statements).

Runtime  organization which 5s essentially  RPL independent
woul? requfre a study of data structures necessary  for large
scale spstcrms, dope vectors, algorithms for handling the
non-first-in -first-out data structures of ITPL.

If an easily modifiable transla+or  were written,
nxperiments  could he made wit.h different runtine data
struc+ures, 4ata handling algorithms, and computational
algorithms {such as matrix expression evaluation).
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OPERATIONS RESEARCH ACTIVITY

Most of Professor Dantzig's Operations Research work is conducted

in the Operations Research Department.

1. Professor Dantzig is organizing a NATO conference on "Applications of

Optimization Methods for Large-Scale Resource Allocation Problemstt, to be

held in June 1971.

2. Professor Dantzig is the principal investigator of the following projects:

Optimization Theory
Sponsored by the National Science Foundation

Mathematical Programming Language [MPL]
Sponsored by the National Science Foundation

Stochastic Mathematical Programs
Sponsored by the Atomic Energy Commission

Mathematical Models in Operations Research and Computer Science
Sponsored by the Office of Naval Research

Research in Mathematical Biology
Sponsored by the National Institutes of Health

Professors Richard W. Cottle and Alan S. Manne of the Operations

Research Department are associated with Professor George Dantzig in the

Mathematical Methods in Operations Research and Computer Science project.

Professor Robert Wilson of the Graduate School of Business is associated

with him on the Stochastic Mathematical Programs research,project.
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RESEARCH REPORTS

cs 119 Mathematical PrograJnming Language Bayer/Bigelow/Dantzig/
Gries/McGrath/Pinsky/
Schuqk/Witzgall

cs 126 Complementary Spanning Trees Dantzig

OR 66-2 All Shortest Routes from a Fixed Origin Dantzig/Blattner/Rao
in a Graph

OR 66-3 All Shortest Routes in a Graph Da&zig



17 July 1970

DIGITAL SYSTEMS LABORATORY

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 1969-70

Prof. E. J. McCluskey, Director I

The research of the Digital Systems Laboratory has been chosen to

provide a balance between topics concerned with computer software and

i- hardware topics. In fact, there has been a trend towards research areas

which integrate both programming and logic organization. Some topics

where this integration has-been possible are:

L. (1)

(2)

(3)

The study of the control of processes operating in parallel.

Here a representation has been developed from which it is

possible to systematically design either a logic circuit or

a program realization of the control algorithm (component

of an operating system). Problems such as the mutual exclu-

sion problem and the buffer problem are treated as examples.

The study of parallel implementation of a single-assignment

language in which a computer organization for maximum para-

llelism and a suitable programming language for describing

parallel algorithms were developed concurrently.

The development of a system consisting of a general purpose

computer with a specially designed digital differential

analyzer as a peripheral device.

-Another aspect of the DSL research arises from the fact that two of

the most critical problem areas of contemporary computer systems are those

of reliability and operating system design. Much of the research of the

Digital Systems Laboratory is related to one of both of these. A major
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effort is underway aimed at developing a theory ofthe effects of component

failures on digital systems. This theory has already led to insights'

on 'new testing algorithms and on design of networks so that they ‘are

easily maintained. ,Work on control of parallel processes and on com-

puter system evaluation represent approaches being taken to improveoperating

system design.

From another point of view the attempt to study parallelism in

digital systems is common to many of the DSL activities. This ranges

from work on large combinational networks for tasks such as sorting to

studies on parallel computation.

EJMc: sb(7-17-70)
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Title:
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N0NLINM.R CODING TJIEORY
: E. Schulz, and B. Paraiuraman

'. *

.
* Work has been progressing 'on developing a systematic theory of

c-
* nonlinear error-correcting codes. These codes, used'to transmit data .

.
over‘noisy channels (c.g-, a spacecraft dota link), will automatically facilitate

..
correction of transmission errors.. Present codes use.lincar  parity check

bits to provide error-correcting capability; Such linear codes are,
.

, -
fairly easy 'to encode but rather diffi;cult  to decode. Nonlinear codes

t ,.
1
6 should be more easily decoqcd than present codes,

d- Also, nonlinear

codes bcan more efficient than linear codes,
f

1 9 For example, the best
/ .

4 .b known g-bit dist:ance- 3 (single-error correcting) linear code contains

32 words; the corresponding nonlinear code has 38 words. For longer *

block'lcnf;ths, the difference becomes even greater: the best linear 15-

bit disiance-5  code contains i& words, btit a similar nonlinear code
.

has 256 words. For a channel like a spacecraft data link, this improve-

.-
.ment results in a higher bit rate for the same probability of an un-

.
corrected error, *.

Research in the past few months has concentrated on the weight and - .
.

.
distance profiertics of maximal code sets (sets of code words with the

maximum number of worcls for a given word length zind minimum ilj stance).

An upycr bound has been found on the minimum distance of a code set



. :

I

. u.‘
l

.

. .

.

Puts 'strong WnStraintS on the numb& of words of each weight'that  a .

* .* I , . -
maximal code can have,

.
Two other theorems , concerning the number of

words of a given weight that can be distance d apart, specifir exactly

the
1
eight structure of 8 class of maximal nonlinear codes, It is then

8n easy matter to write down the code words. . * p ,

I(In the next few mpnths a formal, systematic way to construct these
I .

and othcti nonlinear cbdes will be sought. Encoding and decoding methods -

will be investigated, in terms of both algorithms and. hardware, P r e -

limin,ary  results Indicate that coding and decoding should'be very fast,

especially using certain medium-scale  integrated circuits and unorthodox . .

logic organizst:ions  such as cellular nets. Thus nonlinear codes will

be able to increase data rates not only by coding efficiency but also

c .. .

.
.

. -
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. * . .
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TJ.tile: MATCIIING A J1ICITAL DII'FERENTIAL  ANALYZER TO A G&EJZAL PURPOSE COMPUTER
. .." \.. . A c

. This study is aimed at developing configurations for a special-purpose

hybrid computer which is intended primarily for the solution of all kinds

of differential equations. The composite machine would consist of an elec-

tronic digital differential analyzer (d.d.a,) and a general purpose digital

computer. With *such a combination, the extremely high solution speed of

the d,d,a. can be used effectively with the memory and logic-capabilities

of the digital computer. .

In contrast to a block of successive instructions in a computer pro-

gram, the d,d.a. uses a set of patching or interconnection instructions.

By implementing these interconnections with digital hardware, communica-
.

tion,betwcen the d.d.a. and the computer can be simplified. Such hardware

implementations are now economical because of the abundance of fast and

compact semiconductor circuits.

The first phase involves putting together a system of integrators

using available AIs1 circuits and connecting them to a suitable mini-computer.

The hp 2116 Bhns been selected on account of its availability, convenient

size and adequate instruction repertoire. Since hiSI circuits arc generally

'available in mulliples of 8 bits, the 16 bit word length of the hp 2116 B,
is well suited to this application. The d,d,a, organization centers around

two banks of semiconductor random-access memories and a high-speed parallel

arithmetic unit. Each word in the memory bank represents one integrator,.
and since only one word can be accessed at any time, the d,d,a. is organized

serially. As a consequence, the solution time increases with the number of

integrators used.

When connected to the computer, the d,d,a, passes information via

the I/O- channels_, and it therefore appears as an I/O device to the computer.

The computer performs the following functions:'

1. .Sctting up initial conditions

2. Inserting scale factors

3. Reading in program interconnections

1. Initiating the compute cycle
.

5. Accessing an] integrator to transfer data

6. llevcrsing computations if ncccssary

7 . Interrupting  to transfer control to some other dcvicc

8. D&l: "table  1001;-11ps” to check known solutj 011s

9. Any other gcncral housckccpi ng functions, '

. 132
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On the other hand tho d,d,a, would be gcncrating  rapid solutions to differcn-

tial equations, and these numerical solutions would be stored in the memory'

units,

The next phase of the project deals with extending this concept to

larger computers and developing more general rules for d.d.a, interfacing.
c

Specifically, some kind of assembly language program needs to be developed

to make the comljosite machine more user-oriented, In this way the d,d,a,

can be made completely automatic without the past problems of patchboard

wiring and complicated programming.

Another aspect being currently investigated is the possibility of

realizing d.d.a. integrators in the form of cellular arrays. These arrays

lend themselves easily to large scale integration,  Other researchers have

demonstrated these techniques successfully in the case of logic networks.

.

I

/’ . .
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-
Title: ALGORITHMIC DESIGN OF COMPUTING.SYSTEMS

A. Computer System Evaluation

In computer systems there is a continuing trend toward integrated

L- circuit components of lower cost and higher density and speed. This

trend has been evident in recent systems announced by computer manufact-

urers and is reflected in higher performance machines as well as in

c- larger machines with more complicated internal structure and system

complcxity,and in networks of small and large machines with distributed

L - memory and processing capability. For a user with a well characterized

job mix, a wide variety of systems is available and within each system

many configurations and operating strategies are possible. The user

has available the tools of simulation and measurement to aid him in

making this decision, and in modifying that decision as the job mix

L

changes in the course of time. The computer designer has the same

tools -at his disposal, but his freedom to specify the system is much

broader. Thus, while the user must select his system by choosing

L between several available parameter values for ccrtain'spccified

C

system parameters, the .designcr must investigate parameter values of

a broader range and finer degree, as well as many additional

system parameters.

L
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Both simulation and measurement have devclopcd without a cohesive,

analytically-oriented system science for computers. The selection of

the system parameters for a simulation or measurement study, as well

as the appropriate level of detail for the study, depepds upon the

intuition of the designer of the study. The consequences ?f the lack

of an analytical model are that parameters which are functionally

related are often measured or simulated as independent parameters causing

a computational incfficicncy in the study; that the level of detail

may be inappropriatyly  selected causing inefficiency if the selected

level is too low and causing the omission of essential effects if

the level is too high; and that results of such studies cannot be

rigorously applied toward system improvement, except by studying all

cases and simply selecting the one which appears best for the sample

operating environment selected. The goal of of this study is the develop-

ment of such an analytic approach which can be applied independently

or in conjunction with simulation and measurement to solve these

problems. .

Prelimjjlnrj;  investigation is centering on several simulation

and measurementstudies. A simulation study which yields the address

referencing behavior of some kernel program has investigated the pro-

bability of a consecutive string of references to the same memory

bank. Probabilities were reported for four numbers of memory banks

and five string lengths. It was found that these twenty.independently

measured probabilities could be closely predicted by a model involving

ten paramctcrs. A least-square fit was used to evaluate the ten

parameters in terms of the simulation-produced probabilities. Further

research is dircctcd toward improving the model, treating address rcfcrenc-

ing behavior in gcncr;11; and evaluating  the model pramctcrs directly
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from ai RbSC?TribL)ij;  language program.

Wjturc research will be concerned with replacement of an address

reference list, such as used in paging studies, with a suitmble para-

mcterization which can be evaluated from an assembly language or

higher 'level program. Additional research will be concerned with

predicqing specific system improvement 'based on results of measure-
..-

ment OF simulation studies.
.

B. A Model for Pipeline Systems

Recent computer architecture is tending more in the direction

of pipeline systems to overcome speed -limitations in arithmetic

computations and memory accessing. The pipeline system can be

described as one in which the initiation of an operation is begun

c- before the previous operation has been completed. A model has been

developed for a pipeline function generator which operates in a pipe-

line fashion, but is restricted to performing a single type of cal-

culation, e.g., addition, matrix multiplication, or effective address

computation.

The model divides the pipe into temporal segments. During each

segment a piece of the computation is performed. The hardware

involved in computation is divided into physical segments, each of

which consists‘of the logic necessary to perform Its computation and.--

a buffer required to store partial results. The architecture of the

pipe is then specified by a reservation table which allocates the

temporal segments of the pipe to the physical segments. Such a re-

scrvation table allows the re-using of physical segments at two dif-

ferent points in time in the pipe. This. capability is a generalization

of what is gcncrally found in existing pipeline function gcncrators.
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A charqctcristic vector may bc computed from the reservation table.. !

This v'ctor is used to avoid “collision" of operands, i.e.) attempted
f

usage of the same physical segment at the same time by sets of operands

at different temporal  segments in the pipe. The characteristic

vector;may be stored in a shift rcgistcr which is shifted to the left

one poeition in each temporal segment. Collision is avoided ‘by initiat-

ing ne& operands only when a zero is found in the left-most position

of the shift register. Each time a new operand is initiated the char-

acteristic vector is ORed into the shift register, l

Scheduling of the pipe may thus be accomplished by initiating

new operands in the pipe, after their arrival in an input queue, at

the first appearance of a zero in *the left-most pbsition of the

shift register. While this is a very simple strategy to follow and

requires very little hardware for implementation, it is not in general

zn optimum scheduling strategy. That is to say, for certain pipeline

architectures and certain/arrival  times of operands in the input

queue, a scheduling strategy with higher throughput can be found.

Investigation of optimum scheduling strategies is carried out by

generating a state diagram for the states of the shift register. The

minimum weighted self-loop in the state diagram produces the maximum

steady-state throughput of the+pipe,  i.e., the minimum constant time

interval between initiation of operands which can be sustained

indcfjnitely. Furthcrmorc, a computationally efficient algorithm has

been found for determining the maximum throughput cycle in the state

diagram which corresponds to initiating operands at non-constant

time intervals in an indcfinitly rcpcatablc cycle.
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Further research is directed toward deriving cost-efficiency

considerations for alternative pipeline architectures performing

the same computation. Research is also directed toward establishing

the efficiency of a pipeline architecture by analysis of fundamental

cycles in the characteristic vector. Adaptation of the pipeline

..- function generator model to general pipeline(function  generator

model to general pipeline)proccssing will be considered.

.- c. Combinatorial Problems

This research has been directed toward solving some problems of
L-

a combinatorial nature in switching theory. The first problem concerns

"maximum sized" equivalence classes induced by a group acting on a set

of objects. Golomb [l] gives methods for determining these equivalence

L- classes and most of his methods assume that the group in question is

C
.

cyclic. A method is found which is applicable to completely solvable

groups. This method naturally suggests a way of enumerating "maximum

\- sized" equivalence classes of switching functions of up to 4 variables.

Another, yet unsolved, problem investigated is to enumerate

Hamiltonian circuits on an n-cube for n > 4. Gilbert[2] enumerated

these circuits by an exhaustive search on a computer up to n = 4.
.

A method for generation of Ifamiltonian  circuits by choosing certain

c- faces on an n-&be is found (which -is similar to the method of Nermary).

This method consists of defining two graphs called the :'face adjacency

graph" and the "fact tangency graph". The set of faces to be chosen for

tonian circuits.
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Certain arithmetic properties of the number of Hamiltonian

circuits on an n-cube arc also investigated. It. is found, for example,

that if Hn is the number of Hamiltonian circuits on an n-cube then'

Hn f 0 (mod n) if n is odd,

Hn f 0 (mod “/2) if n is even . s

The problem of classification of Hamiltonian circuits into equi-

valence classes is also studied. The method mentioned above for

generation of Hamiltonian circuits is particularly suitable for algebraic

manipulation of equjvalence classes. Hamiltonian circuits are required

in many engineering applications for example the discovery and evaluat-

ion of unit-distance 6r Gray codes.

Another problem, posed in the SIAM Review [33, which has been

solved is the enumeration of the number of ways in which n identical

balls can be distributedhlh  boxes in a row such that each pair of adjacent

bdxes contains at least 4 -balls. A recursion formula is developed

for the above enumeration.
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Project: 6903

Contract: NSF GK-4852

Principal Investigator: E. S. Davidson

Staff: H. P. Lee

Title: DESIGN OF NAND NEIWORKS

An interactive algorithmic approach to the design of NAND networks

by transformson the interconnection topology of a given network is being

developed. With the advent of LSI technology, the need for optimum solu-

tions has diminished. Furthermore, historically justified definitions of

optimality no longer apply. In order to provide a realistic goal, a wide

variety of conventional cost criteria such as gates and gate inputs, and

a wide variety of network contraints such as fan-in, fan-out, levels of

logic, and interconnection cross-overs must be compatible with the approach

taken. Most existing algorithms fall short of this goal and all require

more computation time than justifiable in their pursuit of an optimum

network. One approach which overcomes these difficulties is to generate

efficiently a starting, possibly non-optimal network which is presented to

the designer for his approval. The designer then uses an interactive pro-

gram for solution improvement. He can then identify the areas of the network

which do no meet his cost br contraint criteria. Violations of certain
C

specified constraints can easily be flagged for his attention by the inter-

active program.

A single transform which operates on the interconnection topology,

of the network has been found. The output connecting a designated gate to the

network is dclcted and is connected instead to a number of other gates in the

network. The entire transform may be specified by designating a "transformed

gate" and a "modified gate". The new cotinections are made nnd the resulting

.

network is then simplified  logically.
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.
S+c the transform manipulates the interconnection topology of

ithe ne work directly, it is rather easy for the designer to deal

directly with network constraints. For example, he may remove an input
.

from a gate which exceeds fan-in limitations. He may reduce the number
I

of lcvols in a subnetwork by creating an internal invertcr in that

I
7 *

network. This is done by removing all inputs but one from a gate. The
I

internal invcrter is then removed by the automatic network simplifi-

cation following the last transform. Cross-overs may be eliminated

by transforming a gate to another gate whose subnetwork shares inputs

with the transformed gate. Transforms which might add gates or gate

inputs to the network can readily be identified. 'Transforms which
.

reduce the number of gates or gate inputs can usually only be identified

after the network simplification following a test execution of the

transform. The desirability of executing test transforms, and the

possibility of curing one undesirable feature of a network by creating
.

another, implies that a file of solutions be kept in storage as they

are generated, allowing the designer to return to any previous solution
,

and apply transforms upon it.

. The power of the transform is vindicated by the fact that many

previously known simplification heuristics may I~vie~cd  as special

I cases of the transform. The transform has been rigorously defined

and its validity has been proved.
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ProJcct: 7101

Contract: Tri-Services, Contract N00014-67-A-0112-0044 ,

Principal Investigator: E.J. McCluskey
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Staff: D. Siewiorck .and R. Betancourt

Title: RELIABILITY THROUGH REDUNDANCY.AND FAULT DETECTION

A. Redundancy Techniques

. -

Protective redundancy schemes (systems which can tolerate faults

because of additional components, programs, or time used for the com-

putatibnal task) can be classified into two general categories:

massive redundancy and selective redundancy. In massive redundancy

the effect of the faulty element is masked instantaneously by per-

c . manently connected and concurrently operating replicas of the faulty

component. Selective redundancy encompasses the remaining protective

redundancy techniques, i.e., the presence of a fault must be detected

c and then corrected (by error correcting codes, switching of stand-by

L-.

spares, or system reconfiguration).
.

The overall goal of this research is to develop tools a designer

i can apply to evaluate' the various fault-tolerant techniques, that might

be incorporated into a system.
L- .

-In the area of massive redundancy the method most commonly con-

sidcrcd is triple modular redundancy (TMR), whereby a nonredundant

L

1

network is divided into modules which are triplicated and separated

by majority gates (voters). A method for rapidly cslimnl.ing the
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reliability of a TMR version of a cascade network has been dcvclopcd.

The trade-offs between the number of modules or the use of single versus

triplicated voter stages are easily evaluated. For the more general

network (for which the cascade formulas have been shown to be significantly

inaccurate, thereby warranting another approach) a cellular method has

been formulated which yields an upper bound on reliability. This

procedure is more accurate than the generalized cascade approach

and involves much less calculation (cell reliabilities are derived by

a simple combinational formula) than the more accurate methods. In

the initial stages of an iterative design-procedure the loss in
. i

accuracy induced by this method is considered of secondary importance ,

(especially when module reliability is not yet accurately known) with

respect to speed of calculation.

A mathematical model for the diagnostic procedure used in

selective redundancy (stand-by) is being developed. Once completed

the model will be directly applicable to nonredundant new machine

testing and diagnosis. Several parallelsbetween the multi-processor

scheduling problem and the multiprocessor diagnostic sequence have

been drawn and work is in progress on the solution to the latter

problem.- Also a model and some theorems concerning the problem of

"checking the checker " as applied to a system's hard core (that

portion of a system considered to be fault free and containing the

minimum subsystems required to initiate self-diagnosis) 'are being de-

veloped.
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B. Detection of Faults in Logical Circuits.

This project is concerned with finding test procedures to detect

faults in non-redundant combinational digital circuits, with studying

the effects that faults have in the behaviour  of the circuits, and

with finding guidelines to help in the design of switching circuits

in order to make them more easily testable (i.e., to reduce the

complexity and length of the testing procedure).

L
1

The kind of faults considered comprise the so-called "stuck-at-O"

and "stuck-at-l" faults, which are of a more or less permanent

nature (the character or existence of a failure does not change during

the testing procedure). Their logical effect in the circuit is to

tie one or more lines to a logical 0 or to a logical 1, irrespective

i
1:

of the input signals applied to the network’. ’

0 We have proved that, for a given unate function, (functions

that can be represented by a nannal form in which no variable appears

both complemented and uncomplcmented), there exist sets S and S of
0 1

input combinations that detect, respectively, 'a stuck-at-0 or stuck-

at-l fault in any line in any irredundant rcalizat ion built with AND
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and OR gates (or with appropriate modifications, built with NAND.or

NOR gates). These disjoint sets are minimum for the class of reali-

zations of the given function in the sense that there are no smaller

sets that are sufficient to test completely all the different rcali-

zations. In particular, a two level AND-OR (OR-AND) network&needs

all the So (S1) tests.

The sets So and S1 are easily obtained from the minimal sum and

minimal product forms for a function. We have proved that a fault

that c&n be detect&d by a test not belonging to.So or S1 can be

detected by a test in So or Sl, and so we can restrict ourselves
, ;

to study only such sets.

A multilevel realization may or may not need all the So and

S1 tests. To find in this case a minimum set of tests, we refer the

multilevel circuit to a 2:levcl formula and do a process of minimi-

zation by the well known covering method. The advantage of this

procedure over others previously used is that we perform the minimiza-

tion using only the So and S1 sets instead of all possible tests.

.

Extending slightly the method used for unate functions, we can

find also minimal sets for non-unate functions.that have only one

minimal sum and one minimal product (the essential prime subcubes

cover the entire function). We have not been able to extend effectively

the same procedure for functions that do not meet the above rcquisitc.

Our research efforts are directed toward the sol.ution of this problem.
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the tests for a given member of a class of functions, 8

it is usually very ‘easy to find tests for the whole class. The Classes

we have studied are: Complementing Symmetry Class, Duality, .Pe,rmutcL-

tion c$f Variables, and Partial Symmetry.

.
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Project: 7102

Contract: NSF CJ-165

I Principal Investigator: E.J. McCluskey

i Staff: F.W. Clegg, K.Y. Mei, 8nd'D.J. Chesarek .

ITit c: EFFECTS OF FAILURXS IN LOGIC NETWORKS . .
I

A. Algebraic Properties  of Faults in Logic Networks

A general study of the effects of so-called "stuck-at" faults on

the structural and functional characteristics of combinational logic

networks has been undertaken. It has been shown that some of the

possible faults which can occur in a given network bear relations to

certain other possible faults in that network. Knowledge of these

. relations greatly facilitates consideration of networks in the presence.

of failures.

The two types of relations which were considered are those of

covering and equivalence. The covering relations-introduced reflect

the mechanisms whereby the presence of certain faults in a network

renders the occurrence of other failures to some,extent  unobservable.

.

The equivalence relations which were studied reflect the varying

degrees to which distinct faults in a network can be indistinguishable.

Any equivalence relation partitions the set on which it is defined

into disjoint equivalence classes. The equivalence relations  introduced

between the faults which can occur in a network thus permit one, for the

first time, to treat these faults not individually, but in classes.
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This greatly simplifies work involving faulty networks since the number

of different faults which can occur in a given circuit is typically many

times greater than the number of fault equivalence classes,

Several different fault equivalence and covering relations have been

considered. Some are defined in terms of the effects of faults on

network structure--others in terms of the effects of faults on the

network output function.

A modelling technique has been developed whereby the structure of

a given network is represented by a labelled, directed graph. The effects

of faults on this structure are modelled by appropriate transformations

applied to this graph. These models and the associated algebraic

techniques which are developed provide a particularly convenient means

of characterizing the relations between, and other aspects of, the faults

which can occur in a network. Key theorems have been proved which establish

necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the various

covering and equivalence relations which permit one to determine these

relations directly from a systematic inspection of the network under

study. Other results demonstrate how one may infer certain properties

of the faults in a network and the relations between them directly from

certain characteristics of the network's structure (such as the existence

of reconvergent fanout paths) and of the function it implements (such as

symmetry). Such inference has been greatly facilitated by the introduction

of a new means of characterizing both network structure and output function

in a single algebraic expression. Enumeration techniques have also been

developed which permit one Co quickly establish upper bounds on, and in



some cases exact counts of, the number of classes into which the faults

- of a network are partitioned under the various equivalence relations.

1The application on the knowledge obtained by these techniques
. '

of the Groperties  of, and relations between, faults have been explored.

I
In particular, it has been shown that knowledge of the relations betweenI

faults has important and immediate usefulness in the area of failure

detection and diagnosis.

.
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B. Fault Dominance in Combinational Circuits

Fault detection and diagnosis of logical circuits has become

more important, due to the increasing demand for higher reliability

and the additional complexity of computers. Many testing and diagnosing

methods have been devised to deal both with circuits in general and

with specific machines. The theory of faulty circuits is still being

developed.

Clegg [l] and Shertz [2] have both studied the equivalence
I

relations of faults in combinational circuits. These studies were

1
.

motivated by the fact that equivalent faults are indistinguishable; thus
,

the entire equivalence class may be treated as a simple fault,

1 drastically reducing the complexity of fault testing,

Fault dominance assumes the fact that detection of some faults

i

iI
1

will automatically lead to detecting some others. Only dominated

faults need to be considered in fault detection.

Important theorems developed to date /3] concerning simple fault

dominance include:

(1) The dominance relationship holds between input and output ,

faults of an irredundant circuit if, and only if, the function is

unate in that input variable.
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(2) Input faults can either be equivalent or show no dominance

between two faults if the function is partially.symmetric in the two

variables of interest.

Due to the transitivity of dominance, we also have:

(3) If a fanout-free logic circuit is realized by symmetric,

unate gates, tests designed for detecting all stuck-at faults associat-

ed with first-level input leadscan  also detect all other simple faults

in the circuit.

Shertz's [2] graphical display of fault relations is extended
.

to cover the dominance relation as well. This extended fault diagram

serves as a visual aid to disclose fault relations.

It has been found that the direction of dominance at the fanout

point is the reversal of/that at the gates; therefore, theorem 3

does not hold for circuits with fanout,

An algorithm is being developed to select fault leaders whichare

responsible for multiple faults. With fanout-free circuits realized

by AND,OR, NAND, NOR, NOT gates, we can prove that any multiple fault

must dominate at least one of .its component single-fault leaders.

Therefore, detection of all single faults of such circuits will detect

all multiple faults as well.

The inhibition of detection due to fanouts is under investigation.

-Dominance in multiple output networks is expected to be a generalization

of forincr results.
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Project: 7111

Contract: NASA, NGR-05-020-337 .

Principal Investigator: E.J. McCluskey
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Staff: T.N. Bredt

Title: PARALLEL COMMJTING . (

A parallel computer system is a complex combination of circuits

and programs known as "hardware" and "software". These systems are

parallel in the sense that different components in a system are

operated or executed at any instant. One example of a part of a

computer system in which parallelism is very important is the operating

system, that part of the system responsible for the processing of

programs submitted by users of the computer. The operating system
.

performs functions such as the scheduling of jobs to be run, the

allocation of resources (such as memory space, input devices, and

output devices), the definition and maintenance of files of information,

recovery from errors which occur in user programs, and the determination
.

of what it. costs to use the computer. At the present time, computer

systems,-(in particular, opera-ting systems) are designed in very

ad hoc ways. Not only are there few, if any, tools which- -

can be used in the initial construction of the system, but once the

system is built, there is no way, other than by actually running the

system, to determine if it operates correctly. This situation is '

very wasteful because'the  systems may operate inefficiently, because

tremendous amounls of time must be spent in testing or, so-called,

"debugging," and bctcause it is difficult to convey tb other programmers

n description of how the system is constructed.
4' .
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There are then fundamental difficulties involved in the design

of computer systems. The major goal of our research is to develop a

formal model for the study of parallel computer systems, and in,

particular, operating systems. This formal model will be used in the

initial design of the system and in the analysis of existing systems

to verify that they operate as intended. In addition, the model

will provide a concise and unambiguous definition which can be used in

describing the system.

Our work in this area has been underway for almost two years and

considerable progress has been made. Initial attention was focused

on a particular problem which occurs in the design of parallel com-

puter systems: the mutual exclusion or interlock problem. In this

problem, components in a system, which are operated concurrently,

must be controlled so that it is impossible for them to perform some

prespecified operations simultaneously. It must also be guaranteed

that if a component wants 'to perform its special operation, it is

eventually allowed to do so. Our model is based on the use of flow

tables to describe the operation of programs and circuits. The use of

these tables in the design of switching circuits is well known but

their use in the design of programs is new. The model makes it

possible to design programs for solving the mutual ,exclusion problem.

It also makes it possible to analyze the efficiency or complexity of

the-control mechanism used to prevent operations from being performed

simultaneously, to establish minimal requirements for all correct.

solutions to the problem, and to give solutions which use these

minimal rcquircmcnts. Program and circuit implcmcntations  can be
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considered simultaneously, making it possible to consider in a

precise way the relative efficiencies of hardware and software

implementations.

In the immediate future, we plan to study the design of other

portions of the computer system including the specification of

interrupt facilities and job schedulers. In addition, the design

of a complete, although perhaps modest, operating system will be

attempted with the hope that it will be possible to establish the

logical correctness of the design without need for costly testing

and debugging as is presently required.

We believe the consideration of system design problems such as

have been mentioned is very important. Such research is seldom

conducted outside the university because the time pressures found in

industry, which require the development of a working system within

some fixed and usually short period of time, make it necessary to

consider only the design of a particular system and make the,investi-

gation of tools which could be useful in the design of all future

systems a luxury that is nearly always not considered.
.
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Title: PARALLELISM IN COMPUTING SYSTEMS

A. Parallel Implementation of a Single-Assignment Language

.

The purpose of this project is to investigate a particular means of

parallel computation, i.e.> a way in which many computing resources can

be focused simultaneously on a single program in order to speed up its

execution. The parallel system under investigation is distinguished from

other parallel systems by the following properites:

c
1.. Programs are originally given to the system in a high-level

--language, but the programmer need not explicitly indicate to the

system the opportunities for parallelism in his program.

2. Parallelism is discovered and utilized on the statement level

or even within a statement, rather than on the level of blocks

of statements.

30 The system containe3 many processors which operate independently

- and asynchronously oh a program residing in a common memory.

The approach to parallel processing used in this project was inspired bY

L- L. G. Tesler's proposal of a class of single-assignment languages PI . A

single-assignment language requires that each variable be assigned a

value only once during the cxccution of a program. This property enables I
.



I .
the sequencing  of statements in a program to be implicitly  determined

I

by the& data flow. As soon as all the input variables of a statement

are defined, that statement can be executed; during execution it may, in

turn, define another variable which will release other statements for
I

execution. If many statemen ts have their inpu t variables  defined at the

same tifie, they may be executed simultaneously.

Thelfirst  task of this project was development of a high-level

single-assignment  language, called SAMPLE for Single-Assignment-Mathematical-

Programming-Ianguage. SAMPLE was designed for numeric applications,

and it incorporated most of the features of_Algol, including  block

structure and recursive procedures. The language ,proved to be particularly

well adapted to matrix manipulation  algorithms because of the high degree

of potential parallelism  in the algorithms.

The next step was development  of a machine-level language which could

be'directly  executed by hardware, and into which SAhIPLE could be trans-

lated. This was accomplished along with some suggestions about how the

translation process itself might be treated as a parallel process, although

this was not the principal focus of the project.

The next step was the description of specific hardware modules to

execute the translated  programs, taking full advantage of their potential

parallelism. The system contains three-passive  memory devices, each

organized into several independent  banks. The types of access requests

which each memory device can service are described in detail. The system

.

also contains a variable number of processors  whose behavior is described

'in detail on a memory-cycle level. .



c

!
1
t

The,final  step of the project, which is still underway, is evaluationI

of the proposed system. For this purpose, a simulator program has been

. written to investigate the behavior of the system. By executing SAMPLE

programc on the simulator, it is hoped that data can be gathered on the
i

dependeke of execution  time on the number ofatailable  processors,
and *

1
other parameters  of the system.
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B. Scheduling and Resource Allocation in Computer Operating Systems

This research is largely concerned with computer operating'systems

and their effect upon overall system performance. There is a need to

develop better tools for locating system "bottlenecks". The measurement

programs which are currently  available  give, at best, only an indirect

indication  of where the problem is, and frequently almost no information

about the cause. The parts of an operating system which have a major

effect 'upon system performance  need to be identified  so that they can

be studied more carefully. For example, the job selection procedure

which determines  the job mix, the central processor dispatching  algo-

rithm, the I/O dispatching  algorithm, and the main storage management

all have significant  effects on performance. Recently, a study of cen-

tral processor dispatching  algorithms was begun and a simple rule was

found which is optimal for an idealized model. It is hoped that these

results can be extended and possibly a similar approach can be taken

to study other critical parts of operating  systems.
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c . Performance Measurements and Optimization of a Computing  System

After observing the operation of several computing systems;it becomes

obvious I that the performance of these systems is very opaque. Even gross
'.

1
measure'

P

of systems utilization are hard to come by. In response to this '

situation work has been done on the IBhl 360/91 at SLAC, .using the several

hardware and software monitors already in existence there to accurately

determine the spectral characteristics of several parameters  of the com-

puter so that subsequent measurements of the system can be done cheaply,

as well as accurately.

In addition, a scheduling  algorithm is being developed which can

determine the optimal (minimum time) sequence in which to access a set

of data records form a computer's  storage drum. The algorithm has the

very nice property of having its execution time grow as N(logN), where

N is the number of records to be accessed.

D. Computer Architecture

A comparison has been made between an orthogonal processor and an

array processor  of similar complexity. The results of this analysis

are contained in a forthcoming DSL Technical  Note.

An analysis into the feasibility  of using "cache" or buffer memories

in a mini-computer, specifically, 'the Hewlett-Packard 2116, has been

conducted. As a secondary result, a simulator for the BP 2116 now exists

which is able to save .a trace of the execution sequence of any program

written for the HP 2116.
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. The Transformation of Sequential Programs into Parallel Programs.
1

One of the goals of this research is to produce compilers which will

translate programs written in the usual sequential fashion into efficient

parallel c des.
P

It can be argued that codes produced by such compilers*cannot  be as
I

efficient s codes directly obtained by using special purpose parallel

i
algorithms.

The following theoretical  problems remain to be solved:

(1) Choosing an adequate representation of parallel programs

(2) Defining such aspects as the "degree of parallelism: of a

program, and the "maximal parallel form" of a program

(3) Obtaining  sufficiently  large classes of program schemata for

which there exists an algorithm to derive a maximal parallel

form of a program

(4) Obtaining  results to show that wider classes of program schemata

will lead to fundamental undecidability

(5) Devising transformations  that will improve parallelism in a large

number of cases, where best maximal form cannot be obtained..

Reasonable  models and definitions  for (1) and (2) have been adopted.

We have proved that it is undecidable whether two processes in a flowchart

schema (as defined by Luckham, Park, and Peterson [l]).are executable  in

parallel, bringing us one step towards (4). We are currently considering  a

rather large subclass of schemata (non-repetitive  schemata), but have not yet

been able to solve (3) for it.

This research can yield as a byproduct  interesting  theoretical

insights into such topics as representation of programs and cquivalcnce  of

, __..
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Principal Investigator: E. J. hlccluskey.

Staff: G. N. Shapiro .

Title: A FUNCl'IONAL  APPROACH TO STRUCTURED  COhlE3INATIONAGLOGIC  DESIGN u

This work treats the problem of designing large

combinational-logic networks. The ad-jective  , comb&national-

logic , refers to directed networks of switching elements

where all of the outputs are uniquely-determined combinations

of the present inputs. Acyc!.i.c,or loop-free,combinational-

logic designs in
/ '

particular1 have been pursued.

Our new approach to loop-free logic design advocates

the use of standard-patterns for interconnecting the basic

logic units. Each such interconnection pattern, or

structure, applies to a partictiar  class of functions. A

range of structures exist for each function class. Thus a

specific logic design task is solved here by fitting that

task into a function category, and then choosing an

associated structure.

The particular novel element of our approach is the

generality of the proposed standard structures. Each

standard structure can be used with a variety of basic logic

units.‘ Since these basic logic units form functions, we

call these structures which are functions of functions,

functionals. That isJeach functional is a generalized description

of a -collection of loop-free logic nets.
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This generality allows a departure from the current

practia of assuming a particul.ar logic technology. Here

the logic composing the basic units, or modules, can be

chosen after the interconnections are fixed. The emphasis

is placed on using a minimum of module types in a regular

interconnection pattern. Consequently, this work is

adaptable to a wide range of logic design technologies,

with particular application to large-scale integrated

design(L.S.1.).

The work is divided into analysis of structures for

three different situations:-

1) The most general class of switching functions,

2) A particular class of switching functio&,namely

those symmetric about all argunents.

3) A specific task, namely loop-free sorting.

From the survey of sorting networks emerge several

new and efficient sorting algorithms. Of primary importance,

however, is the framework used for categorizing such networks

according to certain construction features.

Standard-structures are presented for forming any

switching function of n variables to show the range of.

logic tasks covered by our ideas. These structures are

derived by adapting the linear algebra concepts of vector

space and bzses to switching functions and Boolean logic.

Expansion theor&3 play an important role in the analysis

of the allowed choices of module types in that functional.
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Analysis of structures for the particular class of

symmetric switching functions is then und,ertaken  to

show that our functional approach can apply there too.

The functionals derived are related to the generalized

encoders and decoders for arbitrary functions. Two

particularly important instances of symmetric function sets '

are those for counting and for thresholding. The networks

for the lacer are directly related to those for sorting,

The cost of these standard structures is shown to.be '.

quite reasonable. The generalized encoders and decoders

require on the order of: Zn modules for arbitrary functions,
2and n modules for symmetric functions, of n variables.

More complex arrangements are also described . to reduce this

cost to within the theoretical 'tiorst-case least-upper-bounds!' :I

Namely, the module count can be .on the order of : 2% for

arbitrary functions , and n for symmetric functions.

The functional approach advocated in this work also

il.I~uninates  many unsuspected relationships between diverse

logic design tasks. One example is the connection between

counting and sorting. Other examples fall out of the :+ies

made between linear algebra and.logic design. This

ecumenical approach may help the designer perceive more .

of the relationships between specialized fields of knowledge.

And with this general outlook, perhaps the designer will

not be obsolete on the day his higher education cease?.
I



Contract: AEC, A~(04-3)326  ~~23

Principal Investigator: W, F. Miller

Staff: H. S. Stone

Title: PARALLEL COMPUTER ORGANIZATION

Major research effort is directed to the study of parallel computers

and algorithms  f,or' parallel computation. The objective of the research is

to invent new ways of organizing  computers that can perform parallel compu-

tation with high efficiency.  -

In the past year a memory-to-processor interconnection pattern called

the perfect shuffle was studied, and it has been found that the most efficient

parallel algorithms  known today for sorting and for Fast Fourier Transform

make use of the perfect shuffle. The study suggests that the perfect shuffle

is a fundamental  interconnection that heretofore has not been considered  for

use in a parallel computer. Several other efficient parallel algorithms

that depend on the perfect shuffle were found, as well as general charac-

teristics of perfect shuffle algorithms.

Other effort has been directed to scheduling parallel computation.

Substantial progress has .been-made in finding an efficient solution to the

n-task, 3-machine scheduling problem that is one of the "classical" com-

binatorial scheduling  problems. The problem can be broken into four

subproblems, for which efficient. solutions for three have been found. A

partial solution to the fourth subproblem  has also'been found, but it is still

ati open question as to whether there exists a complete efficient solution for it.
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COMPUTING AND BUSINESS EDUCATION

Norman R. Nielsen, Associate Professor of Operations and System Analysis
Graduate School of Business

In 1$8 it became clear to the faculty of the Graduate School of

Business that they were not taking appropriate advantage of computing

in the training of masters and doctoral candidates. Computing was
I
L

f
L

L
i
r

!

playing an ever expanding role in the cbnduct of business in the

country, yet the role of the computer in the business school had not

enjoyed such a growth. Accordingly, a faculty task force was convened

to examine the role of the computer in the curriculum,  in pedagogy, and

in research.

During the course of the subsequent deliberations, more than 5%

of the faculty became actively involved. The most far reaching of the

task force's conclusions came in the area of curriculum. It was recommended

that more be taught about the computer per se as well as its applications

in the business world. It was recommended that the various functional

areas (such as marketing,  finance, accounting) place greater emphasis

not only upon using the computer but upon the effect of the computer in

that functional field. In other words, a significant and comprehensive

revision of the entire curriculum was recommended.

In the 1968-69 and 1969-70 school years the task force recommendations

were implemented in the first year of the two year MBA (Master of Business

Administration)  programs. A computer laboratory was constructed in the

basement of the business school, specifically designed to house 15 time-sharing



terminals connected to the Stanford  360/67. This facility serves a

student population of 600 masters candidates and 100 doctoral candidates.

In addition two more terminals are located in the business school library.

The ready availability  of access to the computer as well as the time-

sharing mode of operation permit a close and immediate student-machine

interaction.

In addition, a new course has been developed, Management and the

Computer, which is required of all entering students. This course provides

the students with a background knowledge of computer hardware and soft-

ware, a practical skill in BASIC programming, and some insights into the

various types of computer applications in the business world. This

course brings all of the school's students up to a common level of computer

-background. Although the students are by no means programmers upon com-

pleting the course, they do have a familiarity with the system and can

develop their own programs to solve problems.

The remainder of the curriculum developments are taking place within

the existing course structure. Not only is a greater emphasis being

placed upon the effect of the computer in the various sub;ject areas,

but the computer is also being used to aid in the education process

itself. Library or "canned" programs are used by students to automate

routine but lengthy computations. Not only does this save drudgery but

it also permits students to devote their time to studying the implications

of the results thereby obtained rather than upon obtaining those results.

In other instances , programs have been developed by the faculty to assist
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the student in analyzing some of the case problems used in the business

school courses. (The cases are real life situations and form an important

part of the school's program.) Students working with the computer in

this fashion are able to obtain not only a better mastery of concepts

involved but they are able to gain that mastery in a shorter period of

time.

In still other situations the student will have to develop his own

programs to analyze problems or complete assignments. The computer is

also used to carry out the computations necessary for various types of

business "games". (In such a game student teams or "companies" compete

in a simulated industry, making periodic decisions about production,

marketing, finance, etc. The computer evaluates the relative effect of

. each set of decisions upon the simulated firms, and then provides updated

information to each team. Then another set of decisions is made, etc.)

The making of the above types of curriculum changes, the development

and documentation of the necessary computer programs, and the testing of

new teaching materials requires a substantial amount of faculty, doctoral

research assistant,  and computer time. Consequently, most of the develop-

ments have been restricted to the first year of the MRA program.

However, funding for a new effort has been provided by the National

Science Foundation under a two year curriculum development grant. This

new effort is intended to institute the above type of curriculum revision

throughout the second year of the MRA program as well as the Ph.D. program.
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INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AND LIBRARY AUTOMATION: SPIRES/BALLOTS

I The Problem Context
.-

The publication explosion, the compelling need for access to

I information, and rapid library growth are not unique to Stanford

Univers i ty . At Stanford, a commitment has been made to deal with the

information problems of the university by improving l ibrary service

c
and developing a campus based bibliographic retrieval system. Using

the tools of computing technology and library systems analysis,

! computer special ists have joined with l ibrarians and behavioral

L
scientists in exploring the problems and creating the systems to meet

the bibliographic requirements of a major university community.

L Library automation requires a major system development effort and

sir&able expenditures for computer equipment. Computerized

i
information storage and retrieval requires an equally large invest-

r
ment in hardware and software. Both efforts have common conceptual

t problems in such areas as bibl iographic f i le organization and online

i searching. Each effort derives benefits from the other.

Bib1 lographic f i les  created in  the  process of  l ibrary  automat ion are

available for general  ized retr ieval uses, and complex retrieval

rout ines are  ava i lab le  for  search of  l ibrary  b ib l iographic  f i les

SPIRES/BALLOTS Project

At Stanford, two major projects have been working jointly on

library automation and information retrieval since 1968. One is

BALLOTS (Bibliographic Automation of Large Library Operations on a
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Time-sharing System), funded by the Office of Education and the other

is SPIRES (Stanford Physics Information REtrieval System--informally

known as the Stanford Public Information REtrieval System), funded by

the National Science Foundation. The purpose of this collaboration is

to create the common software required to support both the BALLOTS

and the SPIRES applications. The joint effort  is overseen by the

SPIRES/BALLOTS Executive Committee chaired by Professor Willlam F.

Mi l ler ,  V ice-Pres ident  for  Research.

The Stanford project structure and-system development philosophy

reflect the common uses and individual needs of both BALLOTS and

SPIRES. The concept of shared facil i t ies refers to the system

software and hardware designed to service both the BALLOTS applicaton

and the SPIRES application. Examples are, an on-l ine text editor and

a computer terminal handler. Both are shared software facil i t ies

which can service bib1 iographic input and special ized research

f i l e s . Computer hardware such as a central processing unit or direct

access devices (allowing shared files) are examples of shared hardware

f a c i l i t i e s . Combining resources in this system development effort

reduces the cost of creating common facilities and provides a pool of

skilled manpower resources for each area.

BALLOTS I and SPIRES I

In  1967 the Stanford Univers i ty  L ibrar ies  and the Inst i tute  for

Communication Research began research projects with funds from the

Office of Education (BALLOTS) and the National Science Foundation

(SPIRES) respectively. In 1968 the shared perspective and close

collaboration of these two projects was formal ized by placing them

under the SPIRES/BALLOTS Executive Committee.
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Stanford Univers i ty  was an appropr ia te  set t ing to  in i t ia te

research and development in bib1 iographic retrieval. I n t e r e s t  i n

automation was strong in al l  areas of the Stanford University
Cm

L ibrar ies  and especia l ly  wi th  i ts  Di rector  (then. Associate  Director ) ,

David C. Weber, and Assistant Director for Bib1 iographic Operations,

Allen B. Veaner . The lfbrary had achieved during 1964-66  a remarkably

successful computer produced book catalog for the J. Henry Meyer

(Undergraduate) Library. Professor Edwin B. Parker and his colleagues

at the Institute for Communication Research were already applying to

L Facility had an IBM 360 model 67 computer, a locally d e v e l o p e d  t i m e

sharing system and a first rate programming staff associated with one

of the nation’s leading Computer Science departments. A close working

relationship between the University Libraries,  the Computation Center,

‘cr and the Institute for Communication Research was the firm foundation

i
L for research and development.

The project software development group applied i tself  to writ ing

programs necessary for bib1 iographic retrieval. In the Library,  an
I

a n a l y s i s  and design group worked c losely  with the library staff in

studying library processes and defining requirements. T h i s  j o i n t

effort created a prototype system which could be used in the main

library and by Stanford faculty and -students, primarily high energy

physicists.

In early 1969, two prototype applications were activated using the

jointly developed systems software; an acquisition system was

established in the Main Library (BALLOTS I) and a bibliographic
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retrieval system (SPIRES I) was established for a group of High Energy

Physicists.

Centralized management of library input was handled by two n e w l y

created departments, Data Preparation and Data Control; In the

1 i brary, severa l  terminals  were  insta l led  for  on- l ine  searching.  An

on-line In Process File was created consisting of 30% of the Roman

alphabet  acquis i t ion mater ia l  ordered  by  the  l ibrary . On-l ine

searching was conducted daily during regular library hours by a

specia l  ly  t ra ined staf f . This prototype system operated during most ,

of 1969, demonstrated the technical feasibil i ty of the combined .

proj ect goal s. It was studied and evaluated by the l irary systems and

programming staffs. The human, economic, and technical requirements - .

of  a l ibrary bibl iographic retr ieval system were considered.

At  the  Stanford L inear  Accelerator  Center  (SLAC)  Library a f i le

of preprints in high energy physics was created using SPIRES I. This

f i l e  i s  s t i l l  a c t i v e . Records of new preprints are added week1 y, a n d

a note is made of an,y  preprint that is p u b l i s h e d . Input is via an IBM

2741 typewriter terminal in the SLAC Library. T h e  p r e p r i n t  f i l e

contains approximately 6500 documents, including al l  the high energy

physics preprints received in the SLAC Library for a period from March

1 9 6 8  to the p r e s e n t . input and update is done by regular library

staff at SLAC. Searching is possible by author,  t i t le,  date and

ci ta t ion. - “Prepr ints  in  Par t ic les  and F ie lds”  a  weekly  l is t ing  of

preprints is produced from SPIRES I. I t  is now supported part ial ly by

subscr ipt ions af ter  an  in i t ia l  per iod of  support  b y  the  Div is ion of

Particles and Fields of the American Physical Society.
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B A L L O T S  II and SPIRES II: System Development

The result of operating the prototype applications (BALLOTS I and

S P I R E S  I) was encouraging, par t icu lar ly  wi th  respect  to the  a d v a n t a g e s

of utilizing common software. Feasibility and usefulness were

clearly established and a wealth of knowledge was gained under actual

operating condit ions. The jo in ing of  l ibrary  and ret r ieva l

L appl icat ion areas served by Shared Fact1 ities (hardware and sof tware)

was shown to be a rewarding approach.

B A L L O T S  i and SPIRES i resulted from a development process in

wh ich user requ i rements were analyzed, programs written and tested,

a n d  protoyptes created a n d  e v a l u a t e d . Librarians, behavioral

s c i e n t i s t s , 1 ibrary systems special ists and computer special ists

co1 laborated over an extended  period of t ime. The development process

which produced the successful prototype system was a major milestone.

The outcome was the definit ion of a production bibl iographic retr ieval

system with distinctive hardware and so’ftware  requirements .

The creation of a production system for library automation

(BALLOTS I I) and general ized information storage and retrieval (SPIRES

II) requires the continuation of a comprehensive System Development

Process. This process is a framework within which tasks are defined,

assigned and coordinated. The System Development Process for the

creation of BALLOTS II and SPIRES II has six phases:

Phase A: Preliminary Analysis

Phase B: Detai led Analysis

Phase C: General Des I gn

Phase D: Detailed D e s i g n

Phase E: Implementation

Phase F: I n s t a l l a t i o n



Phase F: I n s t a l l a t i o n

Pre l iminary  Analys is  involves the  def in i t ion of  goals ,  descr ipt ion

of the user environment, analysis of the existing system, selection of

the system scope and establishment of gross technical feasibil i ty of

the selected f I rst implementation scope. These factors  are  stated in  .

detail in a System Scope Document which is the main output of the

Preliminary Analysis Phase.

Detailed Analysis enumerates minutely the requirements to be met

by the manual -automated system. (1) Performance requirements are

’s t a t e d  q u a n t i t a t i v e l y , including response time, hours of on-line

a c c e s s i b i l i t y , al lowable mean fai lure t ime, maximum allowable recovery

time and similar factors. (2) Record input/output is determined in

terms of volume, growth, and fluctuations. Timing considerations for

batch input/output are determined in order to plan for scheduling

requirements. (3) All input/output document formats are determined on

a character by character basis. (4) Rules transforming input data

elements into output data elements are formulated and tabulated, and

(5) the upper bounds of development and operating costs are

establ i shed.

Genera-l Design encompasses both system externals (procedures,

t r a i n i n g , reorganization, etc. 1 and system internal s (al ternat i ve

hardware and software solutions to the stated requirements).  An

overall  software-hardware configuration is selected and expressed in a

General Design Document. -- .

Detailed Design completes the internal and external design,

creates implementation and testing plans, and provides programming

speci f icat ions. These are incorporated in a Detailed Design Document.
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. In  the  insta l la t ion Phase, training of al l  personnel is completed,

L- fi les are converted and, af ter  a  t ime of  para l le l  operat ion wi th  the

manual sys tern, a changeover is made to the automated system.

Performance statistics are collected and a support plan and project

h is tory  are  wr i t ten .

Each phase description has been necessarily abbreviated. Not all

activit ies or outputs have been described. Some of the phase

act iv i t ies  over lap and feed back to  redef ine  prev ious act iv i t ies .  A

“Wishbook” which has been maintained through all phases is put in

-
f ina l  form in  the  Insta l la t ion Phase. The “Wishbook” is very

important since it represents the link to successive d e v e l o p m e n t

i t e r a t i o n s . It  contains information on capabil i t ies,  services a n d

-

--

operational characteristics the desirabil i ty of which became apparent

during the development process but which could not be included because

of  t ime, cost  or  technica l  constra ints . The Wishbook  also contains

information on internal (programming or hardware) and external (user

or procedural)  operational deficiencies determined after the system

has been running for some period of time. This information wil l  be

considered in designing new portions and will aid in the overall

improvement of the system.

This statement of the System Development Process guides

SPIRES/BALLOTS I I  development from the definition of goals to the
-

insta l la t ion of  a  fu l ly  operat ional  s y s t e m .

L- BALLOTS I I and SPIRES I I : Goals

-

..-.

The project goals are presented as they relate to Library

Automation (BALLOTS), Generalized Information Storage and Retrieval

(SPIRES),  and Shared Facil i t ies. These goals are interrelated. The



goals of Shared Facilities (hardware and software) suport and serve

the goals of BALLOTS and SPIRES.

BALLOTS

As the major information center of a large academic institution,
I . .

the library must respond effectively and economical1 y to the

university community. The library is a complex comb ination  of people

and machines providing the major bibliographic resou rces o f  t h e

university to students and faculty. I t  r e f l e c t s  t h e needs and

priori ti’es of a changing university environment. The university

l ibrary is also part  of a larger network of information sources which

includes other research l ibraries, The Library of Congress and

special ized information storage agencies.

The essential goals of BALLOTS are expressed in a library system

(both the manual and automated protions)  which is: USER RESPONSIVE.

It  adapts to the changing bibl iographic requirements of diverse user

groups within the university community. COST COMPETITIVE. It

provides fast, eff icient internal processing of increasing volumes of

processing transactions. SYSTEM OPTIMIZED. It  is not an attempt to

automate protions of the existing manual system. It is based on the

actual operating requirements of l ibrary processing and is not

dependent on the exi sting procedura  1, organizational or physical

s e t t i n g . PERFORMANCE OR I ENTED. I t  provides the l ibrary and

university administration with data which are useful for  the

measurement of internal processing performance and user satisfaction.

FLEXIBILITY. It has the capability for expansion to embrace a broader

range of services and a wider group of users. I t  w i l l  b e  a b l e  t o  l i n k

up and serve other information systems and effectively use national

data sources.



These goals wi 11 he expressed in specific capabilities which will

(among other things): minimize manual fi 1 ing, el iminate many

clerical tasks now performed by professionals, and provide user

suggestion mechanisms. The effect of these computer capabil i ties wi 11

be : to drastical ly reduce errors associated with manual sorting,

typing and hand transcription; to speed the flow of material through

library processing; to aid book selection by providing fast access to

centra l  machine f i les; and to enable l ibrarians to advise a patron of

the exact status of a work about which he inquiries. In summary,

responsiveness to 1 i brary users, efficiency of operation,

opt imizat ion, performance monitoring and f lexibi l i ty for future

I

L
L
c

improvement, are the essential  goals of l ibrary automation.

SPIRES

. The SPIRES generalized information storage and retrieval system

wi 11 support the research and teaching activit ies of the l ibrary,

f a c u l t y , students, and staf f . Each user wi 11 have the capabi 1 ity of

defining his requirements in a way which automatical ly tai lors the

system response to his individual needs. The creation of such a

system is a major activity involving the study of users, source data,

record structure, -f i le organization-and considerable experimentation

w i t h  f a c i l i t i e s . The SPIRES system will be characterized by

f lex ib i l i ty ,  genera l i ty  and ease of  use. The goals of SPIRES in

specific areas are as follows: DATA SOURCE AND CONTENT. A general ized

informat ion storage and re t r ieva l  capabi l i ty  wi l l  s tore  b ib l iographic ,

s c i e n t i f i c , administrative and other types of records in machine

readable form. Col lect ions wi l l  range f rom large  publ ic  f i les

converted from centrally produced machine-readable data to
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medium-small  f i les created from user generated input (faculty,  student

f i l e s ) . SEARCH FACILITIES. I t  w i l l  p r o v i d e  t h e  c a p a b i l i t y  f o r

searching f i les: interact ive ly  (on- l ine)  v ia  a  computer  terminal ,  on

a batch basis by grouping requests and submitting on a regular. *

schedule or on a standing request basis in which a search query is

rout ine ly  passed against  cer ta in  f i les  a t  speci f ied  interva ls .

FEEDBACK. Reports on the use frequency of various system elements

wi 11 be provided. This  wi l l  inc lude sta t is t ica l  analyses of  user

di f f icu l t ies  and system errors . RECORD MODIFICATION. Update and edit

capabil i ty wil l  be provided on a batch basis or on-l ine; and options

for update wi 11 be at the level of record, data element and character

string within data element. COSTS AND CUSTOMERS. The cost of these

services should be sufficiently low for a wide range of customers to

cost  just i fy  thei r  use of  the system. The variety of services should

be sufficiently great to encourage a growing body of users. Costs and

services must be related at various levels to permit users to select

the type of service which meets their  needs within the l imits of their

economic resources.

BALLOTS and SPIRES Shared Facilities

Shared facilities are software and hardware designed to provide

concurrent service to BALLOTS and SPIRES applications. Since the

sharing of such resources represents a substantial savings to all

appl ications  served, maximum attention wil l  be given to the sharing

concept. Whenever possible, advantage will be taken of economies

gained by provid ing major  fac i l i t ies  for  mul t ip le  appl icat ions.

HARDWARE. The hardware environment will provde reliable, economical,

and f lex ib le  support  to  those appl icat ions res id ing wi th in  i t .
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SOFTWARE. The software, which will consist of an operating system, an

on-l ine executive program, a terminal handler,  a text editor,  and many

o t h e r  f a c i l i t i e s , wi l l  be  jo int ly  used by  var ious appl icat ions.

GENERALITY/EXPAMDABI  LITY, The shared faci l i t ies wil l  be designed to

- allow growth of the current applications as well  as to al low the

addit ion of new applications to Shared Facil i t ies without modif ication

to previous applications.

TOWARD AN INFORMATION FACI CITY

The operational environment for SPIRES/BALLOTS has implications

i
beyond bibliographic retr ieval and l ibrary automation applications.

There is a growing need for computer and other information retrieval

serv ices in  support  of  socia l ly  s igni f icant  research. Such research

is being conducted,  for  example , in the developing f ields of ecology

and- urban studies.

Several capabil i t ies and services are required. Data Banks of

bibliographic and other information are needed for studies which draw

upon several  discipl ines. Strong disciplinary information systems

1 (e.g., psychology) and central ized national systems (e.g. ,  ERIC)

produce large amounts of data on magnetic tapes. In  addi t ion,  data  is

generated by local research, at Stanford and at nearby centers. An

Information Facility with large scale storage equipment and

sophisticated program capabilities can create and maintain data banks

derived from several input sources.

Data selected from large machine-readable files can be subjected

to further computer processing. Programs that perform mathematical or

statistical analysis can be used to produce evidence for a problem

solution which may not have been considered when the data was first
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gathered. Fresh insights can often be obtained without the necessity

of generating large amounts of new data. S i m i l a r l y , new data can be

added  to an existing f i le and up-to-date analyses performed to confirm

or extend the conclusions of previous studies. . q

readable form, even larger amounts are

Thi s includes, ml crof i the, mi crocards,

generated on-l ine indexes to massive m

In addit ion to the large amounts of information in machine-

now available in microforms.

and microf i lm. Computer

icroform f i les  are  a  f o r m  o f

r e t r i e v a l that an I nformat ion Facil i ty can provide.

In social research there is an increasing premium placed on

information

providing information fast and at the site of research, often beyond

the university campus. A computer Information Facility can meet these

time and distance requirements. Remote terminals in a nearby city can

access a Stanford computer. Direct access storage devices operating

with time sharing software can provide immediate interactive response.

Stanford has several years experience in operating a multi -user

interactive system.

An Information Facility based on SPIRES and BALLOTS combines

production operating characteristics and sophisticated search and

retrieval- capabi 1 i ties. Re.l iabi 1 i ty, security, fast recovery, and

cost acceptabil i ty are required to support l ibrary and administrative

operations. Ease of use by people with non-technical backgrounds

(faculty or students) and extensive search request capabil i t ies are

needed by the SPIRES users. Through a combined faci l i ty,  l ibrarians

wi 11 be able to use one or more search programs and a researcher wi 11
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be able  to  access l ibrary  f i les . Both of these activit ies can be

carried out simultaneously from different locations. Common software

such as a terminal handler serves all user groups.

In a sense, a comprehensive Information Facil i ty is an ‘extended

1 i brary.” The boundaries of this l ibrary are not physical  walls but

the te lecommunicat ion l imi ts  of  the  fac i l i ty  terminals . A researcher

wi 11 not need to go to the library catalog to search for material, the

“ca ta 1 og” wil l  be as close as a terminal.

Such an Information Facility will be used by several major user

groups. These groups include not only l ibrarians and university

administrative personnel but also researchers at Stanford and in

nearby locations. In the past, and even now, no one of these user

groups could afford to have a computer facility devoted to its own

in.formation  needs. By creating an Information Facility designed to

serve the daily operational needs of the university and the special

information needs of various research groups, computerized information

serv ices can be of fered at  a  favorable  cost -benef i t  ra t io .

t
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